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Chapter One

THE DEMOCRATIZATION PROJECT:
PEACE, CONFLICT AND

DEVELOPMENT

Ashok Swain, Ramses Amer 
and Joakim Öjendal

Introduction and Context

In 1974, starting with the arrival of democracy in Portugal, more than 
60 countries in Europe, Latin America, Asia, and Africa have made
transitions from authoritarianism to some form of democracy. Democracy
has now become the dominant form of government in the world. Its appeal
and popularity is more widespread than ever before. Many political struggles
are increasingly being fought in different parts of the world in the name of
democracy. The democratic development in many of these newly democratic
countries has often been sluggish, turbulent and marked by regular reversals.
Though performance of many of these democracies continues to be disappointing,
the cases of complete reversal from democracy to authoritarian rule are very few.
In the last century, the per cent of global population living in democratic
countries has increased from 12 per cent in 1900 to 63 per cent in 2000.
A near consensus has now been achieved among decision-makers and
academics alike on the virtues of democracy. Besides freedom and prosperity,
successful democratization is argued to bring peace and security to unstable
regions of the world.

This global trend relates mainly to developments within individual
countries or within a number of countries, i.e., the internal or domestic
developments. If ‘democracy’ is interpreted as a particular system of
governance, this approach may be adequate. However, if, as has been the case
the last decades, democracy is increasingly talked about as a value system, as
a process, constantly in the making, the relation to the domestic sphere only
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becomes superficial. In addition, globalization tends to blur the boundaries
between domestic and international ‘democracy’, further emphasising the
significance of the debate on democracy as a guide in the international
system. Hence, a couple of contributions in this volume address developments
at the global level relating to relations between countries. The latter relates to
a problematique that can be formulated into the following question: How
democratic is the ‘New World Order’?

Democracy and Democratization

Democratization is a field in which unexpected and sudden events have
repeatedly challenged conventional wisdom. For example, who in the mid-
1970s would have foreseen the democratization of Cambodia, Albania, South
Africa or East Timor? The developments in Georgia, and the advances
toward democratic rule in Indonesia and Paraguay, have tested, and are
testing, many of our previous assumptions. In the last two decades, several
countries have experienced processes of democratization. The on-going wave
of democratization, like previous ones, is not a smooth and straightforward
one; some countries, like Pakistan and Thailand, are moving in and out of
democratic rule. More importantly, it challenges most of the established
theories on how democratic societies emerge. Whether referring to the
‘Lipset’s Law’ (Lipset 1959), the role of ‘pacts’ (O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986),
or more Marxist-influenced explanations on the role of the working class
(Therborn 1977), we are left wanting for more solid and reliable theories. And
it is rather telling that a metaphor like ‘the third wave’ was dominating the
debate during the 1990s (Huntington 1991). Instead, the democratization
process appears as emerging from utterly complex combinations of
underlying factors, putting the viability of predictability and ‘engineering’
into serious doubt.

A deeper understanding seems to require a variety of theoretical approaches.
These rapid and thorough societal changes in many parts of the world present
important challenges and opportunities for theorists and policymakers alike.
Large segments of the international donor community is committed to democracy
through a variety of means, such as interventions (Paris 2004; Ottaway 2003),
support to socio-economic development and through support to civil society.
This commitment may have suffered some serious handicaps after 9/11, but it
has still remained the main mantra of the aid agencies.

Democracy becomes the ‘only game in town when no significant political
groups seriously attempt to overthrow the democratic system or secede from
the state’ (Linz and Stepan 1995, 5). Most of the literature on democracy
assumes that it is the best form of government. Implicit in the literature on
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democracy is the idea that a democratic government is the best way to manage
conflict, both internal and external. In fact, as Shapiro and Cordon (1999)
point out, there is a strong tendency to associate democracy with a wide range
of activities and outcomes that people respect.

Recent research has focussed on how democracy can be defined and
measured. There is a discussion on whether democracy must be defined in
the most minimal way, or if it should be defined as and all-encompassing
phenomenon. To Schumpeter (1942), democracy is merely a system in which
rulers were selected by competitive elections. Popper (1962) defines it as a
means by which people removed rulers without resource to force.
In contrast to this minimalist definition of democracy, Dahl’s (1956)
framework of ‘polyarchy’ asks for—as essential to democracy—the presence
of elected officials; free and fair elections; inclusive suffrage; the right to run
for public office; freedom of expression; existence and availability of
alternative information; and associational autonomy. In a Marxist tradition,
definitions go beyond that and ask for economic democracy and an equitable
distribution of resources in order to be legitimate and real (Bello 2001).

The definition of democracy is still contested in many transitory
democracies. They face various challenges such as the lack of legitimacy,
absence of deep democratic values, weak political parties, organized group or
ethnic interests and confusing electoral systems. These democracies also
struggle to achieve customization of politics, the decentralization of state
power, judicial reform, the alleviation of poverty and economic stabilization
(Schedler 1998; cf. Diamond 1999).

Democracy can be defined as a system in which the government is in power
by the consent of the people and the government is accountable to the governed
(Schmitter and Karl 1991; Schmitter 2004). Both of these are crucial, and the
denial of one of them leads to a crisis of legitimacy of the state. In fact, many
transitory democracies, in refusing to constitutionally guarantee minority rights,
consistently took resource to the argument that democracy meant majority rule,
putting the minority in a position closely comparable to the subjects of arbitrary
power (O’Brien 1983). Przeworski (1999) argues that majoritarian politics do
not converge on common interests in modern polities, and that elections do not
represent the general will. Roeder (2003) argues for institutional guarantee of
minority rights against a predatory majority in a democracy, and Lijphart
(1977) has developed a term—‘consociationalism’—in order to institutionalize
the idea of minority protection in a majority system.

Whereas the recent trend of democratization in Latin America in the 1980s
and the sudden changes in Eastern Europe in the 1990s triggered the wide use
of ‘transition’ as a principal perspective, some research works have attempted to
explain why the new democracies have not been able to benefit from the values
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of democracy. Thomas Carothers (2002, 6) explains that ‘Many countries that
policy makers and aid practitioners persist in calling “transitional” are not in
transition to democracy, and of the democratic transitions that are under way,
more than a few are not following the model.’ Others argue that a new form of
government, ‘semi-authoritarian’, has emerged in the new democracies that
rose in the third wave of democratization (Brumberg 2002). These states, rather
than following a transitory path towards democratic development, are a new
political phenomenon in themselves. They skilfully combine the attributes of
both democracies and authoritarian states. These states maintain serious
authoritarian traits while rhetorically accepting the liberal democracy,
maintaining some formal democratic institutions and respecting a limited
sphere of civil and political rights. As Ottaway (2003) explains, they ‘maintain
the appearance of democracy without exposing themselves to the political risks
that free competition entails’. These political systems are plentifully found in
former Soviet successor states, and Russia itself can be seen as a good example
of this phenomenon.

There are some doubts about whether democracies can be measured
objectively and can be ranked as mature, transition, or lacking (Beetham
1994, cf. ‘Freedom House Index’). Some are of the opinion that democracy
cannot be easily measured, as the theoretical conception of democracy,
because of its multidimensional nature, cannot be fully operational (Elklit
1994; Haynes 2001). Some argue for the application of the ‘inclusion’
approach while doing democratic auditing of a particular state. As Young
(2002) explains, ‘The normative legitimacy of a democratic decision 
depends on the degree to which those affected by it have been included in the
decision making process and have had the opportunity to influence the
outcomes.’ The basic idea of this approach is that anyone who is affected by
a decision should have a say in the taking of that decision (Thompson &
Gutmann 1996; Christiano 1996). Klare (1994) suggests a new ‘post-liberal’
conception of democracy which is ‘more egalitarian, participatory, and
environmentally sensitive’. However, the dilemma is while, in theory, there is
a growing trend to broaden the concept of democracy, many new
democracies are facing serious challenges, even to sustain basic democratic
institutions and values.

Democracy and Development

There is no clear consensus on the causal relationship between democracy
and economic development. It is still a puzzle whether economic development
comes before democratization or democratization comes before development
(cf. Sørensen 1997). Some argue that economic growth leads to democracy
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(Lipset 1959), while others suggest that democratic systems are more
conducive to economic growth (Olson 1993). There are several examples of
very poor and impoverished countries experiencing significant and rapid
economic growth under authoritarian system of governance. Some of the
notable ones are: Chile, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, Thailand, South
Korea and current-day China. There are also many antidevelopment autocrats
who have brought economic miseries to their peoples: Zaire under Mobutu,
Zimbabwe under Mugabe, North Korea under Kim Jong Il and the
Philippines under Marcos. Many rich countries are developed democracies,
like the United States of America (USA), Canada and many European
countries. At the same time, there are a number of democratically elected
governments in the world that have become restraining factors in their
respective country’s economic development. Some of the democracies, which
have suffered from irresponsible macroeconomic policies and political
vulnerabilities are Columbia, Sri Lanka and Indonesia. Thus, it may be safe
to argue that neither democracy nor authoritarianism are a necessary
condition for economic growth. Paradoxically, the cases in which liberal
democracies have triggered rapid economic growth—which according to the
existing dogma constitutes the ideal combination—may be the most rare
combination. India, post-1993, and Brazil in the last decade, may be two (very
atypical) exceptions.

Comparing the Indian economy with the Chinese economy has become
almost a pastime for many commentators. The economic surge of a non-
democratic China in the post-1978 period had posed a stark contrast to the
near financial bankruptcy of Indian democracy in the early 1990s. Being
branded as a ‘dysfunctional democracy, India was cited as an example in
which traditional elites dominate the political parties and interest groups, and
they subvert and compromise the institutions vital for country’s economic
growth by adopting populist policies. Many started advocating that it is easier
to achieve economic growth in a top-down command economy like China’s
than in a messy democratic system like India.

Democratic India’s recent economic success matching with authoritarian
China’s has somewhat helped at put to rest the debate on the relationship
between the form of government and economic development. The
China–India debate illustrates perfectly the strengths/weaknesses of
democracy/authoritarianism in developing countries: democratic systems 
are vulnerable to vested interests of elite groups and irresponsible populist
politics, whereas authoritarianism is too centralist to manage a plural and
complex globalized economy (and ‘globalized politics’), inevitably creating
bottlenecks and patronage politics, and thereby failing to buy itself the
legitimacy it requires. Interestingly, currently, they both seem to overcome the
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vulnerabilities of their respective systems. The reasons for this remain to be
discovered. Moreover, India’s current success is likely to help convince 
the peoples and rulers in the South that democracy does not necessarily
impede economic growth in their part of the world.

International and Global Dimensions

It is increasingly being accepted that democracy and peace are inextricably
linked. Democracy is being seen as the harbinger of global peace, as
statistically it has been shown that democracies rarely, if ever, go to war with
each other. This is the essence of the ‘democratic peace’ doctrine that has
developed in the research community in particular through the work of Bruce
Russett (Russett 1994). A revised ‘democratic peace’ argument has been
used—as in the context of the US-led military intervention in Iraq in 2003—
to justify waging war against another country in the name of achieving
‘lasting peace’ (Russett 2005). The perception of the military intervention in
Iraq as establishing democracy by use of force from the outside can be linked
to the proponents of ‘pro democratic’ and ‘pro self-determination’ military
interventions (e.g., Reisman 1990). The legality of such actions has been
questioned by other scholars (e.g., Ryan 1991). The debate on Iraq is not
unique since foreign military interventions carried out by the USA have often
been the subject of considerable scholarly debate, e.g., Grenada in 1983 and
Panama in 1989 (Amer 1997). The legal debate relating to recent cases of
foreign military interventions reflect that the use of force and the regulation
of the use of force are the main issues of concern and not the internal
political situation in the target state (e.g., Brownlie 2001, Gazzini 2005,
O’Conell 2007). This reflects that, in the legal debate, the use of force without
prior authorization by the Security Council of the United Nations is
considered a challenge to the international legal order. This can be contrasted
with the situation at the end of the Cold War and, in particular, in the early
1990s, when the Security Council was able to respond forcefully to the
military intervention by Iraq in Kuwait in 1990. This development was
heralded as the beginning of a ‘New World Order’. However, by the late
1990s, differences among the permanent members of the Security Council
led to the re-emergence of individual and collective use of force (military
intervention) without prior authorization of the Security Council—the most
prominent cases being NATO’s intervention against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (FRY) in 1999 and the US-led intervention against Iraq in 2003.
The latter case, coupled with the formulation of the new US doctrine of
‘preemption’, has led to considerable scholarly attention and debate 
(Amer 2007). It is here where the distinction between how ‘democracy’ is
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thought of domestically, and how it is thought of in international affairs
becomes the most evident and contradictory. Interestingly, while the idea that
‘democracies do not go to war with each other’ was rapidly adapted and
applied to the domestic scene, making democratic systems the only way to
solidify peace in post-conflict situations, the democratic idea of ‘one person,
one vote’ has not been adapted to the international system. While not
surprising, in the context of the rights- and morale-laden debate on
democracy, it illuminates the blatant mix of power and normative ideals
involved in this debate.

Democracy, Peace and Conflict

Research has also found that democratically developed states are less likely to
suffer from organized internal violence. The same is the case for the
authoritarian states. However, civil war is more common in the newly emerging
democracies (Mansfield and Snyder 2005). Current literature on civil war has
focused on the transition paradigm, or on an attempt to define a particular
democratic polity as imperfect, while keeping the ideal of democracy intact.
It is true that democracies have not faced, in general, rebellions that have
regime change as their aim, but rather secessionist movements. Democracies
face more separatist violence than non-democracies. Even some ‘mature’
democracies are facing a number of violent separatist challenges at present or
have faced in the recent past. It is also true that policy makers lack a universal
formula on ‘how to design and implement democratic levers that can make
peace endure’ (Harris and Reilly 1998).

Free and fair elections are generally offered as a solution to internal political
problems. In many cases, particularly in an ethnically segmented state,
elections may not represent the will of all population groups (Przeworski 1999,
Lijphart 1977). Many governments argue that majority rule renders
constitutionally guaranteed minority rights unnecessary. In an electoral
democracy, however, the majority community possesses the power to abuse its
electoral strength against the minority to elect a government that imposes laws
and mores of one community (Clemens 2002). Diversity poses serious
challenges for democratic politics. Most of the postcolonial states face the
absence of consensus on their nationhood due to their colonial masters’
construction and politicization of diversity to keep them in power. Democracy
is inherently difficult in segmented societies as it can encourage zero-sum
political behaviour, particularly by the majority group (Reilly 2001; Reilly
2002; Varshney 2001). Thus, as Sisk (1996, 31) argues, ‘Minorities, particularly,
equate democracy not with freedom or participation but with the structured
dominance of adversarial majority groups.’ This may explain why a number
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of democracies, particularly the ones engaged in a transition process, face
violent challenges from minority groups within state borders.

Majority rule is not necessarily friendly to or understanding of minorities
and their desires and needs (Alfredsson and Turk 1993; Ottaway 2003). This
does not mean that democracy should not be promoted. It is important that
efforts at democratization should be guided by the realization that it is a
conflict-driven process, which may exacerbate inequalities and encourage
affected groups to take up arms (Henderson 2002). Institutionalized power-
sharing may be encouraged as incentives for cooperation between ethnic
groups in emerging democracies (Hartzell 2003). Ethnic diversity as such does
not undermine democracy in a country. In some countries like India, a high
level of ethnic fragmentation has helped democratic consolidation, as no
group has the capacity to control power alone.

Despite its imperfect nature, a democratic system seems to offer the most
promising situation for minorities. The values that shape democracy, which
has become the favoured system of modern state rule, are supposed to make
it the best option for ethnic minority protection and preservation of their
identity. The most common grievance of any ethnic group is the inability to
be heard, but a functioning democracy usually allows for the opportunity 
of all members to have a voice. It can be argued that some variations of
democracy are more successful in accommodating minorities than others.

Structure of the Book

This volume, drawing on the work of a variety of scholars, will contribute to
identifying and understanding the challenges and opportunities of this
‘democratization project’ in the peace and development of the world, both at
the domestic level in selected countries, and in trends in regions of the world,
and in the global system of the post-Cold War era. A couple of chapters at
the outset relate to developments at the global and interstate levels and
address issues relating to the broad question, ‘How democratic is the New
World Order?’ The other chapters address issues relating to democracy and
democratization in various parts of the developing world from both regional
and individual country viewpoints.

Chapter 2 by Amer analyzes the challenges faced by the United Nations in
its involvement in countries that have been targeted by foreign military
interventions not authorized by the United Nations. The study does not
examine the patterns of reaction to military intervention as such. Instead, the
focus is on the United Nations’ response to the outcome of the military
interventions. This has been done at two main levels. The first level is the
Security Council and the decisions taken in the Council with regard to the
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nature and scope of the involvement of the United Nations in the 
post-intervention developments in the target state. The second level is the
target state and the challenges that the United Nations may face in carrying
out a given mission. A core dimension that is addressed in the study is how the
United Nations involves itself in situations resulting from actions that it had not
authorized beforehand. Another dimension is the question of the legitimacy of
the United Nations on the ground in the target state of the intervention.

Chapter 3 by Johansson and Amer argues that the United Nations Security
Council has, since the end of the Cold War, become a markedly more active
player on the international stage. The number of resolutions adopted—in
particular, resolutions adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter of the
United Nations—the number of peacekeeping missions, and the number of
mandatory sanctions regimes have all increased considerably. The Council
has also broadened its view of security, and adopted several resolutions that
deal with thematic issues rather than with specific conflicts. This chapter
raises the question of whether this increased activity has been accompanied
by a corresponding increase in the effectiveness of the Council. It has been
done by analysing the development of the Council’s reactions to the use of force
in interstate relations. Throughout the existence of the United Nations, the
prohibition of the use of force, other than in self-defence, has been one of the
most fundamental rules that the Council is assigned the responsibility to uphold.
The chapter concludes that despite the increased level of activity on the part of
the Council since the end of the Cold War, its ability to react consistently and
authoritatively to violations of the prohibition of the use of force has not been
strengthened.

According to Chapter 4 by Svensson and Rangdrol, religion has become
one of the most important focal points in the contemporary debate on
democracy, democratization and conflict. Yet, there is a lack of the overall
picture of how religious dynamics play out in violent conflicts, particularly in
non-Western societies. In this chapter, authors explore the demands and the
group identities of the conflicting parties in all Asian armed conflicts between
1946 and 2005, using data from the Uppsala Conflict Data Project (UCDP)
as a point of departure. During these 60 years, they identify substantial
changes in the number and relative frequency of conflicts influenced by
religion. The empirical exploration reveals that (1) religious dimensions—
either in incompatibilities or different identities—represents a minority of all
the armed conflicts in the Asian region; (2) the number and proportion of
conflicts with religious incompatibilities have increased over time; (3) not
witnessing a ‘clash of civilisations’ in the Asian region, the conflicts between
parties from different religions increased at the end of the Cold War, but this
trend has reversed the last years; and (4) a major contested issue in conflicts
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with religious incompatibility is the question of the secularization of the state.
This chapter discusses the theoretical implications of these findings for the
debate on peace, conflict and democracy.

Chapter 5 by Martin Nilsson explores the Left’s view on democracy in the
context of its resurgence in the late 1990s in the era of globalization and
democratic consolidation in Latin America. After a critical review of the
theoretical concept of democratic consolidation, this chapter continues with
a discussion of the societal and political transformations that led to the Left’s
resurgence in Latin America in late twentieth century. It further moves into a
conceptualization of the Left, addressing both the radical participatory and
the social democratic Left in relation to their fundamental views on
democracy and economy. Finally some parallels between the old and the new
Left and its ability to deepen democracy in the Latin America are discussed.

Chapter 6 by Parra-Rosales argues that there is disillusionment with formal
democracy in Latin America. Democracy fails to fulfil people’s expectations
on social justice and economic rights. One of the latest Latinobarometros
suggested that only half of Latin Americans are democrats and only one in
three is satisfied with the way their democracy works in practice. These
numbers, as author argues, are indicators of a widespread crisis of trust and
political representation in the region. In the mid-1990s different social
movements, particularly indigenous movements challenged the region’s weak
democratic systems, and the passive notion that ‘representative democracy is
the least bad system of government’. These movements are trying to go
beyond the minimalist definition and practice of the current democratization
project, generating alternative approaches and calling for a ‘revolutionary
democracy’, where there is a new and expanded conception of citizenship
and the exercise of power. Some of these indigenous movements promote the
need to ‘democratize democracy’. That would mean the reconfiguration of
the state to create new spaces for alternative socio-political participation, as
well as the generation of new social pacts where people are not only the
source of political power, but the ones who exercise power in multiple ways.
This chapter discusses the current crisis of the hegemonic democratization
project, as well as the challenges and opportunities for building alternative
approaches from below in an era of globalization with a focus on indigenous
movements in Latin America.

Chapter 7 by Michael Schulz deals with democracy-building of the
Palestinian Authority (PA), with a particular focus on the role of Hamas. This
chapter presents a multi-level analysis of Palestinian society (leadership,
middle range and grassroots levels) in order to both identify and evaluate the
strength of the democratic frontiers. The theoretical approach used is
essentially the transition theory applied to the democratization process,
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although it has been slightly modified in application here. Hence, at the
leadership level, an analysis of the Hamas-Fateh power struggle over the PA
was conducted. The role of civil society is analyzed in order to determine the
extent to which it can provide impetus for democratization from below. In
addition, the Palestinian public’s position vis-à-vis both democracy and
Hamas is analysed. The PA exhibits openly authoritarian characteristics, but
this chapter looks beyond these overt characteristics to identify and explore
factors that can either promote or inhibit/worsen Palestinian democratization.
One aim of this analysis is to determine the strength of various democratic
structures within the Hamas movement and identify the strategies they
develop and employ in relation to Fateh and the public. The findings show
that Hamas can play a positive role in Palestinian democratization; however,
it cannot play this role on its own. The success that Hamas has in this role will
be heavily dependent upon its interactions with Fateh, its neighbor Israel and
the International community, and also the extent to which the Palestinian
public and civil society will push for democracy. These interactions will also
become decisive in determining how Hamas will form its democracy-building
strategy internally.

Chapter 8 by Höglund addresses the reasons why some elections are
fraught with violence, while others are relatively calm, through an analysis of
electoral violence in Sri Lanka. It is particularly interesting to study the case
of Sri Lanka since it is a longstanding electoral democracy, which has
experienced substantial electoral violence parallel to an ongoing armed
conflict. A comparison is made between three parliamentary elections (2000,
2001 and 2004), which have experienced different levels of political violence.
While electoral violence was widespread in the elections in 2000 and 2001,
the 2004 election was relatively peaceful. Several potential explanations for
the violence are discussed, drawing on insights both from the literature on
conflict and political violence, and on the democracy research. The empirical
analysis identifies factors important to understand violence and electoral
processes. These relate both to the institutional incentives, produced by the design
of the electoral system and the strength and independence of key institutions
in the elections, such as the police and the electoral administration, and the
political, social and cultural incentives, including a political culture of violence and
conflict and politics based on patronage.

Chapter 9 by Jarstad questions why some war-torn countries manage to
hold elections without subsequent armed conflict, whereas elections in other
countries are followed by such conflicts. To enable an analysis of the
relationship between peace agreements, elections and armed conflict, she
presents a new data collection, PAE (Post-Accord Elections). The analysis
demonstrates that 55 out of 82 peace agreements stipulate the holding of
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elections. Legislative elections were also carried out in the majority of
countries—33 out of 37—within five years after a peace agreement had been
signed. However, such elections do not in general provide for peace, as 17 out
of the total 38 legislative elections were followed by armed conflict. The issues
of conduct and outcome of elections were also studied. No support was found
for the notion that unfree elections or rebel exclusion from power as a result
of the elections explain the prevalence of subsequent armed conflict. Hence,
more research is needed to understand how post-accord elections can
promote peace.

Chapter 10 by Ohlson and Söderberg Kovacs asks how donors and other
external actors help to bring about durable peace and systems of governance
based on democratic institutions and norms in developing countries that have
experienced devastating civil wars. Democratization has become an integral
part of contemporary peacemaking efforts to end civil wars. Because issues of
failed governance and exclusive and discriminatory politics often are at the
root causes of internal conflicts, democracy is seen as the cure that may both
resolve the issues at stake and simultaneously build the foundation for a
peaceful postwar political order. In theory, therefore, building peace through
democracy is the ultimate route to sustainable peace and development in
weak and war-torn states. However, the empirical record of postwar
democratization following the end of the Cold War era has demonstrated that
this arranged marriage between peace and democracy has in many cases
experienced serious difficulties, setbacks or even reversals. Building on selected
findings from three separate social science fields that are rarely integrated—
conflict resolution research, democratization research and state-making
research—authors argue that one of the key reasons for this oftentimes
troubled relationship is due to the structural characteristics of the state itself
in many parts of the developing world, which makes it difficult for the
democratization project to work ‘as intended’. In postwar societies, the
complexities relating to the ending of the armed conflict and the legacies of
the war itself, add to these challenges. International peace custodians engaged
in contemporary conflict-resolution efforts need to take these challenges into
account in order to create and support the conditions for a viable and sustainable
process towards both peace and democratic governance after civil wars.
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Chapter Two

NON-AUTHORIZED 
MILITARY INTERVENTIONS 
AND LEGITIMIZATION BY 

THE UNITED NATIONS

Ramses Amer

Purpose and Structure

The main aim of this study is to asses the challenges faced by the United
Nations in its involvement in countries targeted by foreign military interventions
that have not been authorized by the Security Council of the United Nations.
The focus is on the United Nations’ response to the outcome of the military
interventions at two main levels. First, at the level of the Security Council and
the decisions taken there on the nature and scope of the involvement of the
United Nations in the post-intervention developments in the target state.
Second, at the level of the target state, the focus is on the challenges that the
United Nations may face in carrying out a given mission.

The structure of the study is as follows. First, the phenomenon of non-
authorized military intervention is defined and cases are selected. Second, the
United Nations’ responses to the selected cases are outlined. Third, the
impact of the United Nations’ response on its legitimacy is assessed.

Defining Non-Authorized Military Intervention 
and Selecting Cases

Non-authorized military interventions

The definition of a non-authorized military intervention to be used in the
context of this study is the use of force by one or more states against the
territorial integrity of a state against the will of that state, without prior
authorization of the Security Council of the United Nations.
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This definition defines not only the kind of action that is studied but also
encompasses some criteria for reducing the number of interventions to be
studied in the context of the study. One criterion is, of course, implicit; that
is, the use of force in the context of a military intervention. The second is 
that military interventions within a country, e.g., military coups, are not
encompassed; thus, only foreign interventions will be considered. Third, the
military intervention must involve military action against the territorial
integrity of a state. This relates to military action not only by land, but also in
the territorial waters or the airspace of a state. Fourth, the intervention has to
be carried out against the will of the target state. These criteria are necessary
in order to avoid cases that can be motivated on the basis that they have been
carried out after a request, an invitation, and/or in exercising the provisions
of a bilateral or multilateral treaty. Fifth, the absence of authorization by the
Security Council. This is, as indicated in the title of the study, a key aspect to
be studied, and, thus, a necessary criterion. It implies that an intervening state
has either not sought authorization, or it has not been granted authorization
by the Security Council.

Selecting cases

In selecting the cases of foreign military intervention to be studied, the five
criteria identified above are used and, in addition, the time period is limited
to the post-Cold War era. The rationale for this time limitation is that the
practice of seeking United Nations, i.e., the Security Council, authorization
to carry out military interventions is primarily a phenomenon of the post-
Cold War, with the Security Council’s response to Iraq’s military intervention
in Kuwait in 1990 as the most prominent case. This was the case that initiated
a new phenomenon, namely, that the Security Council would allow member-
states to ‘use all necessary means’ without United Nations command, i.e.,
using force if deemed necessary by the intervening state(s).1

Based on the set of criteria outlined above and the time period defined above,
three cases of non-authorized foreign military interventions are selected for the
purpose of this study. The first case is the military intervention carried out by the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (FRY) in 1999. The second case is the military intervention carried
out by the United States of America (USA) ‘with other states’ (S/2001/946)
against Afghanistan in 2001.2 The third case is the military intervention carried
out by the coalition led by the USA and the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland (UK) against Iraq in 2003. In the following section,
the response to these three cases of foreign military intervention by the 
United Nations through its Security Council will be outlined.
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The United Nations Response to the Selected 
Interventions

FRY 3

The context in which NATO launched its military intervention against FRY
was marked by failed attempts to bring about a peaceful solution to the
situation in the province of Kosovo in FRY and growing international
concern about the fate of the majority Kosovar Albanian population in 
the province.

In response to the deteriorating situation in Kosovo, the Security Council
of the United Nations adopted Resolution 1160 (1998) on 31 March 1998.
The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter. In preamble
paragraph 3, FRY is condemned and the ‘use of excessive force by Serbia
police forces against civilians and peaceful demonstrators in Kosovo’. The
same paragraph also condemned ‘all acts of terrorism by the Kosovo
Liberation Army or any other group or individual and all external support for
terrorist activity in Kosovo’ (S/RES/1160). In the operative part of the
resolution there were calls on both FRY and to the Kosovar Albanian
leadership to seek to achieve a political solution to the situation in Kosovo
(S/RES/1160). Of particular interest is operative paragraph three, which
‘Underlines that “the way to defeat violence and terrorism in Kosovo is for the
authorities in Belgrade to offer the Kosovar Albanian community a genuine
political process”’ (S/RES/1160). In operative paragraph eight, the arms
embargo against FRY was reinforced (S/RES/1160). Finally, in operative
paragraph 19, the Security Council warned that ‘failure to make constructive
progress towards the peaceful resolution of the situation in Kosovo will lead
to the consideration of additional measures’ (S/RES/1160). That warning
could be interpreted as directed against FRY and/or the Kosovo Liberation
Army (KLA).

On 23 September 1998 the Security Council adopted Resolution 1199 (1998).
The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter. The text of
the resolution displayed a growing concern about the developments in Kosovo,
and also harsher demands on FRY. Both these dimensions are in evidence in the
preamble of the resolution. In preamble paragraph five, it was stated that the
Council was ‘gravely concerned at the intense fighting in Kosovo and in particular
the excessive and indiscriminate use of force by Serbian security forces and the
Yugoslav Army’ (S/RES/1199). In preamble paragraph nine, ‘all acts of
violence by any party’ were condemned. In the operative part of the resolution,
there were ‘demands’ on both FRY and the Kosovar Albanian leadership to seek
to achieve a political solution to the situation in Kosovo (S/RES/1199). In
operative paragraph four, there was a list of demands directed at FRY, and the
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first of these demands was to ‘cease all action by the security forces affecting the
civilian population and order the withdrawal of security units used for civilian
repression’ (S/RES/1199). In operative paragraph 16, the Council ‘decides’, that
‘should the concrete measures demanded in this resolution and resolution 1160
(1998) not be taken, to consider further action and additional measures to
maintain or restore peace and stability in the region’ (S/RES/1199). That
sterner warning—as compared to the text in Resolution 1160 (1998)—was
evidently directed at FRY, since it was explicitly mentioned in the text, whereas
KLA was not mentioned in the resolution (S/RES/1199).

Following efforts aiming at finding a solution to the situation in Kosovo,
which included the agreement between FRY and NATO on 15 October
relating to the establishment of an air verification mission in Kosovo and the
agreement between FRY and the Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSCE) relating to the establishment by OSCE of a verification
mission in Kosovo. The Security Council, through Resolution 1203 (1998),
endorsed both agreements (S/RES/1203). The resolution was adopted under
Chapter VII of the Charter. Eventually, after the inconclusive outcome of the
Rambouillet talks in France in early February 1999, NATO launched a
military intervention against FRY on 24 March 1999 through an air campaign.
The air campaign ended in early June of 1999, when FRY was compelled to
accept conditions agreed by the G-8 that included the withdrawal of the forces
of FRY from the province of Kosovo (Calic 2000: 29–30).4

None of the three resolutions adopted in 1998 allowed for a foreign military
intervention against FRY. Instead, they all included provisions relating to the
sovereignty of FRY, as each of the resolutions clearly stated ‘the commitment
of all Member States to the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia’ (S/RES/1160, S/RES/1199, S/RES/1203). In
Resolution 1199, it was stated that the Council would ‘consider further action
and additional measures in the future’ if the situation would not improve
(S/RES/1199). Interestingly enough, Resolution 1203 (1998) even included,
as preamble paragraph seven, the following text: ‘Reaffirming that, under the
Charter of the United Nations, primary responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security is conferred on the Security Council’
(S/RES/1203). Thus, none of these resolutions clarified which actions, nor did
they define any entity other than the Security Council that had the ‘primary’
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. However,
according to some scholars of international law, the formulations that warned
of ‘further actions’ still enabled NATO to argue that it acted ‘in the spirit’ of the
these resolutions (Roberts 1999, 105).

In response to the military intervention against FRY, Russia—together with
non-Council members Belarus and India—put forward a draft resolution on 
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26 March 1999. In the preamble part of the draft resolution, paragraph two
expressed deep concern about the fact that NATO ‘used military force’ against
FRY ‘without the authorization by the Council’. Furthermore, preamble
paragraph three stated that ‘such unilateral use of force constitutes a flagrant
violation of the United Nations Charter, in particular Articles 2 (4), 24 and 53’.
In the operative part of the draft, paragraph one demanded ‘an immediate
secession of the use of force against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and
urgent resumption of negotiations’.5 The draft resolution was put to vote, but 
it was not adopted. Twelve members, including three of the permanent
members—France, the UK and the USA—voted against, and three members
of the Council voted in favour—China, Namibia and Russia (SC/6659).
As the Security Council did not condemn the NATO action, the Council can
be perceived to have legitimized the intervention. However, the fact that the
Council did not adopt the draft resolution does not imply that the intervention
had been authorized after it had been launched. Interestingly, the fact that 
the draft resolution had been rejected did not feature as a major theme in 
the discourse of NATO commanders (Roberts 1999, 105).

On 10 June the Security Council adopted Resolution 1244 (1990). The
resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter. In preamble
paragraph nine, the Council welcomed the ‘general provisions on a political
solution to the Kosovo Crisis adopted on 6 May 1999’ (S/RES/1244). The
council also welcomed that FRY had accepted the ‘principles set forth in points
one to nine of the study presented in Belgrade on 2 June 1999’ (S/RES/1244).
In the operative paragraph five, the Council decided to deploy both civil and
security presences under the auspices of the United Nations (S/RES/1244).
Of direct relevance for the security presence was operative paragraph seven of
the resolution. In this paragraph, the Council stated that it ‘Authorizes Member
States and relevant international organizations to establish the international
security presence in Kosovo as set out in point 4 of Annex 2 with all necessary
means to fulfil its responsibilities’ (S/RES/1244). These responsibilities were
outlined in operative paragraph nine of the resolution and included ‘deterring
renewed hostilities’, ‘ensuring the withdrawal and preventing the return into
Kosovo of Federal and Republic military, police and paramilitary forces’, and
‘demilitarizing of the KLA’ (S/RES/1244). A closer look at ‘Annex 2’ of the
resolution displays that point four stated that

The International security presence with substantial North Atlantic
Treaty Organization participation must be deployed under unified
command and control and authorized to establish a safe environment for
all people in Kosovo and to facilitate the safe return to their homes of all
displaced persons and refugees (S/RES/1244).6
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Of relevance for the civil presence was operative paragraph ten of the
resolution which:

Authorizes the Secretary-General, with the assistance of relevant
international organizations, to establish an international civil presence in
Kosovo in order to provide an interim administration for Kosovo under
which the people of Kosovo can enjoy substantial autonomy within the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and which will provide transitional
administration while establishing and overseeing the development of
provisional democratic self-governing institutions to ensure conditions for
a peaceful and normal life for all inhabitants of Kosovo (S/RES/1244).

This is in line with the text of point five in Annex 2 of the resolution
(S/RES/1244), thereby displaying that the resolution was formulated on the
basis of terms that FRY had been compelled to accept in order for the NATO
bombings to end (S/RES/1244). The resolution legitimized and authorized
the postwar presence of the security force dominated by NATO (what would
later become K-FOR). Thus, the Security Council legitimized the outcome of
the intervention.

The effect of the Security Council’s reaction to the non-authorized
intervention in FRY can be summarized as a partial legitimization after the
fact. Before the intervention was launched, none of the resolutions adopted by
the Council authorized the use of force against FRY. During the military
intervention, the Security Council did not adopt a resolution defining the
intervention as illegitimate. After the air campaign had ended and an
agreement had been reached with FRY, the Security Council opted to
authorize member states and international organizations to establish both ‘civil
and security presences’ in Kosovo, with ‘substantial’ NATO ‘participation’.
The latter legitimized the outcome of the intervention.

There has been no subsequent resolution adopted by the Security Council
in relation to the FRY/Serbia–Kosovo situation and developments. A number
of meetings have been held since June 1999 on yearly a basis, but no resolution
has been adopted.

Afghanistan7

The context in which the military intervention in Afghanistan in 2001 took
place was marked by the 11 September attacks on the USA. In fact, the official
line of explanation given by the USA for launching the bombing campaign
against Afghanistan on 7 October 2001 was one of self-defence; this is explicitly
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stated in the letter sent to the President of the Security Council and dated 
7 October:

In accordance with Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations,
I wish, on behalf of my Government, to report that the United States of
America, together with other States, has initiated actions in the exercise
of its inherent right of individual and collective self-defense following the
armed attacks that were carried out against the United States on 
11 September 2001 (S/2001/946).

There had been no prior attempt by the USA and its allies to obtain an explicit
authorization from the Security Council for the use of force against
Afghanistan. The first Security Council resolution adopted in response to the 
11 September attacks was Resolution 1368 (2001), adopted on 12 September.
The resolution stated both the determination to ‘combat by all means threats to
international peace and security caused by terrorist acts’ and recognized the
‘inherent right of individual and of individual and collective self-defence in
accordance with the Charter’ (S/RES/1368). The second adopted resolution
was Resolution 1373 (2001) on 28 September. The resolution was adopted
under Chapter VII of the Charter. In it the Council reaffirmed that the attacks
and ‘any act of international terrorism’ constitute a threat to international
peace and security and also reaffirmed the right of self-defence. Interestingly,
the ‘need to combat by all means … threat to international pace and security
caused by terrorist acts’ was also reaffirmed but with the added dimension that
it had to be done ‘in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations’
(S/RES/1373). The two resolutions did not mention Afghanistan in their texts.

The first resolution relating to the situation in Afghanistan adopted by the
Security Council following the initiating of the foreign military intervention
against that country was Resolution 1378 (2001) adopted on 14 November 2001.
No reference was made in this resolution to the foreign military intervention
(S/RES/1378). In preamble paragraph three, the Council stated that it
recognized the ‘urgency of the security and political situation in Afghanistan in
light of the most recent developments, particularly in Kabul’ (S/RES/1378). Of
particular interest is preamble paragraph four that stated the following:

Condemning the Taliban for allowing Afghanistan to be used as a base for
the export of terrorism by the Al-Qaida network and other terrorist
groups and for providing safe haven to Usama Bin Laden, Al-Qaida and
other associates with them, and in this context supporting the efforts of
the Afghan people to replace the Taliban regime (S/RES/1378).
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Thus, the Talibans were condemned for allowing Al-Qaida to be based in
Afghanistan, but not for having been involved in the September 11 attacks on
USA. Also the Talibans had been criticized both for allowing Afghan territory
to be used by terrorists and for providing ‘safe haven to Usama Bin laden’ in
Resolution 1267 (1999) adopted on 15 October 1999 (S/RES/1267). The
resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter. It also demanded
that the Talibans ‘turn over Usama Bin Laden without further delay’ and that
introduced sanctions against the Talibans (S/RES/1267). The criticism and
demands where reiterated in Resolution 1333 (2000) adopted on 19 December
2000 (S/RES/1333). The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the
Charter. It introduced additional sanctions against the Talibans (S/RES/1333).

In other words, the novelty of Resolution 1378 (2001) was the support to the
‘efforts of the Afghan people to replace the Taliban regime’ (S/RES/1378).
The United Nations had never recognized the Taliban-led government as
representative of Afghanistan, and the seat of Afghanistan was occupied by the
Rabbini government that had been ousted from power by the Talibans in
1996.8 However, earlier Security Council resolutions had not openly supported
attempts to ‘replace’ the Talibans (S/RES/1267, S/RES/1333). Given the
support expressed in the preamble part of the resolution, the text of operative
paragraph five of the resolution is of particular relevance since the Council
‘Encourages Member States to support efforts to ensure the safety and security of
areas of Afghanistan no long under Taliban control’ (S/RES/1378).

On 6 December the Security Council adopted another resolution relating
to the situation in Afghanistan. Resolution 1383 (2001) was essentially
devoted to one issue, namely, to lend support to the ‘Agreement on provisional
arrangements in Afghanistan pending the establishment of permanent
government institutions’ that had been signed in Bonn on 5 December, i.e.,
the Bonn Agreement, and to call on ‘all Afghan groups’ to implement the
agreement (S/RES/1383).

On 20 December the Security Council adopted another resolution relating
to Afghanistan. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter.
Resolution 1386 (2001) reiterated the support for the Bonn Agreement.
However, the main focus of the resolution was on an ‘International Security
Assistance Force’ to be sent to Afghanistan, i.e., what was to become known as
the International Security Assistance Force’ (ISAF) (S/RES/1386). In preamble
paragraph six, it was noted that the Bonn Agreement requested the Security
Council to ‘consider authorizing’ such a force (S/RES/1386). In preamble
paragraph eight, the Council welcomed a letter from the UK and was ‘taking
note’ of the UK ‘offer … to take the lead in organizing and commanding 
an International Security Assistance Force’ (S/RES/1386). In preamble
paragraph 12, the Council stated that it was ‘Determined to ensure the full
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implementation of the International Security Assistance Force, in consultation
with the Afghan Interim Authority established by the Bonn Agreement’
(S/RES/1386). In operative paragraph one, the Council:

Authorizes, as envisaged in Annex 1 to the Bonn Agreement, the
establishment for 6 months of an International Security Assistance Force
to assist the Afghan Interim Authority in the maintenance of security in
Kabul and in its surrounding areas, so that the Afghan Interim Authority
as well as the personnel of the United Nations can operate in a secure
environment (S/RES/1386).

In operative paragraph two, the Council ‘calls upon’ member states to contribute
‘personnel, equipment and other sources’ to ISAF (S/RES/1386). In essence,
the resolution authorized the establishment of ISAF under the ‘lead’ of the most
active ally of the USA in the military intervention against Afghanistan.

In Resolution 1401 (2002) adopted on 28 March 2002 the Security Council
once again reiterated its support for the ‘Agreement on provisional arrangements
in Afghanistan pending the establishment of permanent government institutions’
and in this context ‘in particular annex 2 regarding the role of the United Nations
during the interim period’ (S/RES/1401). In operative paragraph one, the
Council ‘Endorses the establishment for an initial period of 12 months from the
adoption of this resolution, of a United Nations Assistance Mission in
Afghanistan (UNAMA)’ (S/RES/1401).9 The mandate of UNAMA was
extended for an additional period of 12 months through Resolution 1471 (2003)
adopted on 28 March 2003 (S/RES/1471). The mandate was extended for
another period of twelve months through Resolution 1536 (2004) adopted on 26
March 2004 (S/RES/1536). Another extension of twelve months was decided
upon in Resolution 1589 (2005) adopted on 24 March 2005 (S/RES/1589). This
resolution also introduced an operative paragraph 12 that called upon the:

Government of Afghanistan, with the assistance of the international
community, including Operation Enduring Freedom coalition 
and the International Security Assistance Force, in accordance with 
their respective designated responsibilities as they evolve, to continue 
to address the threat to the security and stability of Afghanistan
(S/RES/1589).

Since this paragraph refers to the Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF)
coalition, i.e., the intervening forces of 2001, it does extend not only 
a legitimatization to its presence in Afghanistan, but also to its activities in 
the country.
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The mandate of UNAMA was extended for a further twelve months in
Resolution 1662 (2006) adopted on 23 March 2006, and the call upon 
both ISAF and the OEF coalition was reiterated in operative paragraph 18
(S/RES/1662). The mandate of UNAMA was extended through Resolution
1746 (2007) adopted on 23 March 2007. The resolution also included the 
call upon both ISAF and the OEF coalition in operative paragraph 25
(S/RES/1746). In Resolution 1746 (2007) the Security Council noted, in
preamble paragraph seven, that ‘in the context of a comprehensive approach,
the synergies’ of UNAMA and of ISAF. The council continued further by
‘stressing the need for continued cooperation and coordination, taking account
of their respective designated responsibilities’ (S/RES/1746).

The most recent resolution adopted by the Security Council relating to the
situation in Afghanistan was Resolution 1806 (2008) adopted on 20 March
2008. In the operative paragraph the mandate on UNAMA was extended to
23 March 2009 (RES/1806). In preamble paragraph eight, the need to
address the security situation was dealt with and the Council noted, in that
context, ‘the synergies in the objectives’ of UNAMA and ISAF and continued
by ‘stressing the need for strengthened cooperation, coordination and mutual
support, taking due account of their respective designated responsibilities’
(S/RES/1806). Further, in operative paragraph 4(b), the Council decided
that UNAMA and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General,
‘within their mandate’, should ‘strengthen the cooperation with ISAF at all
levels and throughout the country’ (S/RES/1806).

Reverting back to ISAF, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1413
(2002) on 23 May 2002. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII 
of the Charter. In preamble paragraph five, the Council expressed its
‘appreciation’ to the UK for ‘taking the lead in organizing and commanding’
ISAF (S/RES/1413). The Council also expressed ‘gratitude’ to the
contributions of ‘many nations’ to ISAF (S/RES/1413). In preamble
paragraph six, the Council took note of the offer by Turkey to ‘assume 
the lead’ of ISAF (S/RES/1413 (2002)). In preamble paragraph nine,
the Council reiterated its determination to ensure that the mandate of
ISAF would be fully implemented in consultation with the ‘Afghan Interim
Authority and its successors established by the Bonn Agreement’ (S/RES/1413).
In operative paragraph one, the Council decided to extend the ‘authorization’ of
ISAF for a period of six months (S/RES/1413).

The Security Council continued along the same theme in Resolution
1444 (2002) adopted on 27 November. The resolution was adopted under
Chapter VII of the Charter. In the preamble, Turkey was thanked, it was
noted that Germany and The Netherlands had offered to assume ‘the lead
in commanding’ ISAF, and the Council was determined to fully implement
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the mandate of ISAF in consultation with the ‘Afghan Transitional
Authority’ (S/RES/1444). In operative paragraph one, the Council decided
extend the authorization of ISAF for a period of one year (S/RES/1444).

The next resolution relating to ISAF was adopted on 13 October 2003.
The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter. Resolution
1510 (2003) included one novelty; namely, that it made reference to Annex 1
of the Bonn Agreement that ‘provides for the progressive expansion’ of ISAF
to ‘other urban centres and other areas beyond Kabul’ (S/RES/1510).
In preamble paragraph eight, it was noted that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Afghanistan had requested ‘the assistance’ of ISAF ‘outside Kabul’
(S/RES/1510). In preamble paragraph nine, it was noted that the 
Secretary-General of NATO had sent a letter to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations ‘regarding a possible expansion of the mission’ of ISAF
(S/RES/1510). In operative paragraph one, the Council authorized the
‘expansion of the mandate’ of ISAF ‘to allow it, as resources permit, to support
the Afghan Transitional Authority and its successors in the maintenance of
security in areas of Afghanistan outside Babul and its environs’ (S/RES/1510).
In operative paragraph three, the Council extended the authorization of
ISAF for another twelve months (S/RES/1510).

Another novelty in this resolution was introduced in operative paragraph
two, in which the Council ‘calls upon’ ISAF to work ‘in close consultation’ with
the ‘Operation Enduring Freedom coalition in the implementation of the force
mandate’ (S/RES/1510). In other words, the Security Council did not call for
direct collaboration between ISAF and the OEF coalition, but it did establish 
a direct link between ISAF and the OEF coalition and this implied a
legitimization of the presence of the forces of the OEF coalition in Afghanistan.

In Resolution 1563 (2004) adopted on 17 September 2004 the Council
decided to expand the mandate of ISAF for another twelve months and 
once again called on ISAF to work ‘in close consultation’ with the OEF
coalition. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter
(S/RES/1563). The mandate of ISAF was extended for another twelve
month in Resolution 1623 (2005) adopted on 13 September 2005 and the 
call on ISAF to work ‘in close consultation’ with the OEF coalition was
reiterated. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter
(S/RES/1623). This resolution also welcomed the ‘cooperation of the 
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan with’ ISAF (S/RES/1623). In preamble
paragraph nine, the Council welcomed the ‘role played’, not only by ISAF in
‘assisting and securing the conduct of national elections’, but also by the OEF
coalition (S/RES/1623).

On 15 February 2006 the Security Council adopted Resolution 1659
(2006) and the main aim was to express support to the ‘Afghanistan Compact’
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as a vehicle ‘providing the framework for the partnership between the Afghan
Government and the international community’ (S/RES/1659). A notable
inclusion was the content of operative paragraph that reads as follows:

Acknowledges the continuing commitment of NATO to lead the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF), and welcomes the adoption by NATO of
a revised Operational Plan allowing the continued expansion of ISAF across
Afghanistan, closer operational synergy with the Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF), and support within means and capabilities, to Afghan
security forces in the military aspects of their training and operational
deployments (S/RES/1659).

This paragraph provided ISAF with the mandate to establish ‘closer
operational synergy’ with the OEF coalition and, thus, it further legitimized
the presence and activities of the OEF coalition in Afghanistan.

In Resolution 1707 (2007) adopted on 12 September 2006 the Security
Council authorized an extension of the mandate of ISAF for an additional
twelve months and the call on ISAF to work ‘in close consultation’ with the
OEF coalition was reiterated. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII
of the Charter (S/RES/1707 (2006)). Of further interest was preamble
paragraph 10, in which the Council expressed support for the ‘Afghan forces,
with the assistance of ISAF and the OEF coalition in contributing to security
in Afghanistan and in building the capacity of the Afghan Security Forces’. In
the same paragraph, the expansion of ISAF into Southern Afghanistan and the
planned expansion into Eastern Afghanistan were welcomed by the Council.
The paragraph was concluded by the Council ‘welcoming’ the ‘increased
coordination between ISAF and the OEF coalition’ (S/RES/1707). The
provisions of the paragraph were another step in legitimizing the link between
ISAF and the OEF coalition and, in the process, the legitimization of the OEF
coalition’s presence and activities in Afghanistan.

The most recent resolution adopted by the Council relating to the situation
in Afghanistan was Resolution 1776 (2007) adopted on 19 September 2007.
The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter (S/RES/1776).
The resolution authorized an extension of the mandate of ISAF for an
additional twelve month and the call on ISAF to work ‘in close consultation’
with the OEF coalition was reiterated (S/RES/1776). It also welcomed the
expansion of IASF ‘throughout’ Afghanistan (S/RES/1776). The council also
welcomed the ‘continued coordination between’ ISAF and the OEF coalition
(S/RES/1776). In an unprecedented move, in preamble paragraph 19, the
Council expressed its ‘appreciation’ for the contributions of many nations, not
only to ISAF, but also to the OEF coalition (S/RES/1776).
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The overview above has displayed that the Security Council gradually
extended a legitimatization of the outcome of the intervention, and that it
also gradually legitimized both the presence and the activities of the OEF
coalition in Afghanistan. The later is most clearly displayed in the reference
to ‘respective designated responsibilities as they evolve’ (S/RES/1589,
S/RES/1662, S/RES/1746). Since none of the adopted resolutions included
any mandate from the Security Council to the OEF coalition, the inclusion of
such a text directed at the OEF coalition is remarkable.

Iraq10

An overview of the United Nations reaction to the military intervention in
Iraq in 2003 has to start with the developments in the Security Council prior
to the intervention. The issue of the use for force against Iraq was on the
agenda of the Security Council in early 2003, with the USA and the UK
pushing for a resolution specifically authorizing the use of force against Iraq
pursuant to Resolution 1441 (2002) adopted 8 November on 2002, which had
found Iraq in material breach of Resolution 687 (1991), and which had given
Iraq a ‘final chance to comply with its disarmament obligations under
relevant resolutions of the Council’ (S/RES/1441). These attempts failed to
gain the approval of a majority of the Council, and among those opposing a
resolution authorizing the use of force against Iraq were the other three
permanent members of the Security Council, i.e., China, France and Russia.

When the USA- and UK-led coalition launched the military intervention
against Iraq on 20 March 2003, both the USA and the UK sent letters to the
President of the Security Council to explain the rationale for their action.
Both countries argued along similar lines. The letter from the USA stated that
the ‘actions being taken are authorized under existing Council resolutions,
including its resolutions 678 (1990) and 687 (1991)’(S/2003/351). The letter
from the UK stated that Iraq’s behaviour had resulted in it being in ‘material
breach of the conditions for the ceasefire at the end of hostilities in 1991 laid
down by the council in its resolution 687 (1991)’ (S/2003/350). The lines 
of argumentation pursued by the two intervening states were that the
authorization to use force in response to Iraq’s intervention in Kuwait in 1990
provided a legal foundation for the use of force against Iraq in March 2003.

In terms of self-defence, the letter from the USA contained a self-defence
claim as stated in the following:

The actions that coalition forces are undertaking are appropriate response.
They are necessary steps to defend the United States and the international
community from the threat posed by Iraq and to restore international
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peace and security in the area. Further delay would simply allow Iraq to
continue its unlawful and threatening conduct (S/2003/351).

Thus, the USA was pursuing a self-defence argument, but did not claim to
have been subject to an armed attack carried out by Iraq. In fact, reference is
made to the ‘threat’ posed by Iraq. This would appear to fall under the realm
of prevention rather self-defence. The letter from the UK did not contain any
such references or claims. Since the UK did not claim self-defence, the claim
by the USA is considerably weakened.11

After the existing government in Iraq had been overthrown, the Security
Council began to adopt resolutions dealing with the situation in Iraq; but
none of these resolutions contained any reference to the intervention as such.
In fact, step by step, various aspects on the post-intervention developments in
Iraq have been legitimized through Security Council resolutions, as can be
seen from the following overview.

First, the occupation of Iraq was legitimized in resolution 1483 (2003)
adopted on 22 May 2003. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of
the Charter. This resolution contained references to the occupied status in
Iraq, but not to the legality of the intervention that brought about the
occupation of the country. In preamble paragraph 13, the resolution reference
was made to the USA and the UK as ‘occupying powers under unified
command (the ‘Authority’)’ (S/RES/1483). In the operative parts of the
resolution, references were only made to the ‘Authority’, e.g., in paragraphs
four, six and thirteen. The Resolution did not call for an end to the occupation.
Instead, in operative paragraph 24 of the resolution, the following text was
included: ‘…encourages the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and the United States of America to inform the Council at regular
intervals of their efforts under this resolution.’ (S/RES/1483). In Resolution
1511 (2003) adopted on 16 October 2003 operative paragraph one referred
to the ‘temporary nature of the exercise by the Coalition Provisional
Authority (Authority) of the specific responsibilities, authorities, and
obligations under applicable international law recognized and set forth in
Resolution 1483 (2003). However, Resolution 1511 (2003) did not explicitly
refer to an occupation situation (S/RES/1511). A reference to the occupation
of Iraq was included in operative paragraph two of Resolution 1546 (2004)
adopted on 8 June 2004 in connection to the welcoming of the announced
end of the occupation by 30 June 2004 (S/RES/1546). Both resolutions were
adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter.

Second, the various Iraqi ‘administrations’ established since the intervention
have gradually been legitimized through resolutions adopted by the Security
Council in 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007. In preamble paragraph three of
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Resolution 1511 (2003), the Security Council welcomed the decisions of the
‘Governing Council of Iraq’ to form a preparatory meeting for a constitutional
conference to draft a constitution (S/RES/1511). In operative paragraph
three, the resolution also ‘supports’ the Governing Council’s efforts to
‘mobilize the people of Iraq’ (S/RES/1511). In preamble paragraph eight of
Resolution 1546 (2004), the commitment of the ‘Interim Government of Iraq’
to work towards ‘a federal democratic, pluralist, and unified Iraq, in full respect
for political and human rights’ was welcomed (S/RES/1546). Furthermore, in
operative paragraph one, the resolution ‘Endorses the formation of a sovereign
Interim Government of Iraq, as presented on 1 June 2004, which will assume
full responsibility and authority by 30 June for governing Iraq’ (S/RES/1546).
In preamble paragraph seven of resolution 1637 (2005), adopted on 8
November 2005, the ‘assumption of full government authority by the Interim
Government of Iraq on 28 June 2004’ was welcomed. The resolution also
contained references to the ‘Government of Iraq’ in both the preamble, e.g.,
paragraphs eight and nine, and in the operative part, e.g., in paragraphs one
and two. The resolution was adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter
(S/RES/1637). In preamble paragraph one of Resolution 1723 (2006),
adopted on 28 November 2006, the formation of a ‘national unity government
in Iraq’ was welcomed. Furthermore, references to the ‘Government of Iraq’
were included in both the preamble, e.g., paragraphs six and seven, and in the
operative part, e.g., paragraphs two and three. The resolution was adopted
under Chapter VII of the Charter (S/RES/1723). Preamble paragraph one of
Resolution 1790 (2007), adopted on 18 December 2007, welcomed the ‘efforts
of the democratically elected, constitutionally based, national unity
Government of Iraq’. Furthermore, references to the ‘Government of Iraq’
was included in both the preamble, e.g., paragraphs six and seven, and in the
operative part, e.g., paragraphs one and two (S/RES/1790).

Third, the transformation of the occupying forces into a Multinational Force
(MNF). This was initiated in Resolution 1511 (2003). Operative paragraph 13
is of direct relevance as exemplified by the following text:

… authorizes a multinational force under unified command to take all
necessary measures to contribute to the maintenance of security and
stability in Iraq, … to contribute to the security of the United Nations
Assistance Mission in Iraq, the Governing Council of Iraq and other
institutions of the Iraqi interim administration, and key humanitarian
and economic infrastructure (S/RES/1511).

The resolution went one step further in operative paragraph 14 in which it
‘urges’ member states of the United Nations to ‘contribute assistance under
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this United Nations mandate, including military forces, to the multinational
force’ (S/RES/1511). In operative paragraph nine of Resolution 1546, the
Council ‘Notes that the presence of the multinational force in Iraq is at the
request of the incoming Interim Government of Iraq and therefore reaffirms
the authorization for the multinational force under unified command
established under resolution 1511 (2003)’ (S/RES/1546). In operative
paragraph 10, the Security Council decided that the MNF ‘shall have the
authority to take all necessary measures to contribute to the maintenance of
security and stability in Iraq’ (S/RES/1546). Furthermore, operative paragraph
15 included a request to member states, as well as to international and regional
organizations, to ‘contribute assistance to the multinational force, including
military forces, as agreed with the Government of Iraq’ (S/RES/1546). In
operative paragraph one of resolution 1637 (2005), the mandate of the MNF
was extended to 31 December 2006. In the same paragraph, the Council
‘Notes that the presence of the multinational force in Iraq is at the request 
of the Government of Iraq’ (S/RES/1637). In operative paragraph one 
of resolution 1723 (2006), the mandate of the MNF was extended to 
31 December 2007, and once again it was noted that the MNF was in Iraq at
the request of the ‘Government of Iraq’ (S/RES/1723). In operative
paragraph one of resolution 1790 (2007), it was once again noted that MNF
was in Iraq at the request of the ‘Government of Iraq’ and the mandate of
the MNF was extended to 31 December 2008 (S/RES/1790).

As concluded in an earlier study on the pattern of reactions to foreign military
intervention by the United Nations’, the reaction to the case of Iraq constitutes
a legitimization of the outcome of the intervention (Amer 2007a, 13–15).

Assessing the Impact on the Legitimacy 
of the United Nations

In response to the case of FYR, there was an attempt to criticize the intervention,
but the draft resolution failed to gain the support of the majority of the Security
Council, including three of the permanent members, whereas in the cases of
Afghanistan and Iraq, no such attempt was made.

In the case of the NATO military intervention in FRY, the ambiguous
position of the United Nations throughout the non-authorized military
intervention, and the legitimization of the post-conflict dominance of NATO
forces in the K-FOR had certainly raised questions relating to the legitimacy
of the United Nations, both through the reactions by the warring parties in
the field and in the international community in general. The actions and
reactions of the Security Council in connection with the NATO intervention
in FRY have been seriously questioned. Perhaps the way the Security Council
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handled the Kosovo issue opened up for future non-authorized interventions,
such as the interventions in Afghanistan and in Iraq.

In all three cases, the resolutions adopted by the Security Council after the
interventions were carried out displays that the situations resulting from the
interventions in FRY, i.e., in Kosovo, in Afghanistan, and in Iraq, have been
legitimized. The case of Iraq shows that this process was gradual, and that the
‘occupying forces’ were transformed into MNF by Security Council mandate.
The resolutions were all adopted under Chapter VII. Also, in Kosovo, the
intervening forces presence in Kosovo was legitimized after the air campaign
was completed, with the Security Council mandate outlined in Resolution
1244 (1999) adopted under Chapter VII. In the case of Afghanistan, the
presence and the activities of intervening forces, i.e., the OEF coalition, have
been legitimized, although the OEF coalition has not received a mandate
from the Security Council. Notable is that the resolutions adopted in direct
relation to establishment and expansion of the mandate of ISAF have been
adopted under Chapter VII, but not those adopted in relation to UNAMA.
In all three cases, the United Nations also moved in to assume various
functions, a process that has been more far-reaching and ambitious in Kosovo
than in Afghanistan and in Iraq, respectively. In the case of Iraq, this can be
attributed to the fact that, in Iraq, the United Nations has been directly
targeted by armed groups opposed to the presence of military forces in the
country. The most dramatic of these attacks was the bombing of the United
Nations headquarters in Baghdad in 2003. In the case of Afghanistan, the
United Nations role has been more visible than in Iraq, through UNAMA,
but far less ambitious than in the case of Kosovo. In Afghanistan also, the
United Nations has been targeted by groups opposed to the presence of
foreign forces in that country.

Both the Afghanistan and the Iraq situations highlight one of the problems
with the involvement of United Nations in a country following a non-authorized
foreign military intervention. In both countries, the United Nations has assumed
a role that is perceived by those resisting the military interventions as working 
in favour of and with the intervening forces. In the case of Afghanistan,
the Security Council resolutions themselves display that ISAF—with its
Security Council authorization and mandate—has been coordinating its
activities with the OEF coalition and that ISAF has been ‘led’ by a leading
member of the OEF coalition, i.e., the UK, as well as having the prominent
role of NATO within ISAF, including formal leadership during some periods.
This situation gives credence to the perception among those in Afghanistan
who oppose the presence of the OEF coalition that the United Nations
supports the coalition and that ISAF collaborates with the OEF coalition.
In the case of Iraq, this implies that those opposing the presence of the
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USA/UK-led foreign forces perceive the United Nations as working together
with these forces. The fact that the Security Council has legitimized the
presence of these troops and turned them into a MNF with United Nations’
mandate, gives credence to the perception of those in Iraq who oppose the
presence of these armed forces, that the United Nations supports the presence
and activities of the foreign forces.

The situation in Iraq clearly displays the negative impact a legitimization of
the outcome of a foreign military intervention and continued military presence
can have on the possibilities for the United Nations to operate in the target
state of such an intervention. It puts United Nations personnel at direct
physical risk and it makes it difficult, and in some areas even impossible, for
the United Nations to operate. The situation in Afghanistan displays a similar
negative impact of the legitimization of the outcome of a foreign military
intervention and continued foreign military presence on the activities and safety
of United Nations personnel in the target state after the intervention.

Given this situation in Iraq, the United Nation should not have legitimized
the outcome of the interventions in the country. Such a course of action
would have implied that the United Nations would not have involved itself
in Iraq. The argumentation in favour of this line of action is that it 
would have safeguarded the integrity of the United Nations and it would 
have prevented the United Nations from being targeted in Iraq due to its
association with the USA/UK-led forces. The argumentation against it is that
such a course of action would deny the civilian population of Iraq much
needed assistance through the United Nations. The experience of Cambodia
following the foreign military intervention carried out by Vietnam in late
1978, with a denial of official United Nations assistance to Cambodia for over
a decade, does give credence to the line of argumentation against a non-
involvement of the United Nations following non-authorized foreign military
intervention.12 However, to provide assistance does not imply that the
outcome of intervention has to be legitimized through Security Council
resolutions, nor that the intervening forces have to be transformed into an
MNF with Security Council mandate.

Another dimension of the question of the impact on the United Nations’
legitimacy relates to the perceptions and expectations of how the United
Nations should respond to non-authorized foreign military interventions. Given
that the use of force in interstate relations is only permitted in self-defence or
when a mandate has been provided by the Security Council under Chapter
VII of the Charter of the United Nations, it would be expected that member
states of the United Nations would seek to uphold the integrity of the Charter
and not weaken one of its key provisions, namely, the ban of the threat or use
of force expressed in Article 2(4) of the Charter. Evidently this has not been
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the case in response to the non-authorized foreign military interventions in
FRY, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Although the interventions as such have not been
condoned, their outcomes have been legitimized. The legitimization has been
done through resolutions adopted by the Security Council under Chapter VII
of the Charter of the United Nations. This pattern of Security Council
reactions does not deter its member states from the use of force if they fail 
to get an authorization from the Security Council to do so in the first place.
This is obviously clear in the cases of FRY where Russia and China would
have opposed an explicit authorization of the use of force and in the case 
of Iraq where three permanent members openly opposed granting such
authorization, namely, China, France and Russia. In the case of Afghanistan,
it is not as obvious that the USA would not have obtained an explicit
authorization from the Security Council, but since there was no attempt by
the USA to seek such an authorization, the possible outcome of such a request
cannot be determined. In this study, it has been displayed that the two
Security Council resolutions adopted in response to the 11 September attacks
on the USA did not mention Afghanistan by name (S/RES/1368,
S/RES/1373). Thus, the USA needed to seek an authorization for the use of
force against Afghanistan.

The interventionary behaviour, as such, indicates a blatant disregard for the
United Nations system in general and the Security Council in particular. The
logic seems to be that if the Security Council does not grant authorization for
an intervention then a member state will carry out an intervention anyhow,
thus undermining both the authority of the United Nations and established
principles of international law as expressed in the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations. To legitimize the outcome of such interventions
certainly does not contribute to strengthening the authority of the United
Nations nor respect for its Charter. To legitimize the outcome of the
interventions through Security Councilresolutions adopted under Chapter
VII of the Charter is even more remarkable.

Notes

1 The Security Council’s decision to allow a military intervention in the Korean
peninsula in 1950 was taken when the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR) was boycotting procedures in protest over the fact the Republic of
China (Taiwan) was allowed to represent China in the United Nations. The USSR
wanted the People’s Republic of China to represent China.

2 This document is the letter from the USA to the President of the Security Council
explaining why the USA initiated military activities against Afghanistan.

3 This section is a revised and expanded version of the corresponding one in Amer and
Sahovic 2007: 2–4. For a comprehensive collection of studies dealing with various
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aspects, issues and perspectives relating to Kosovo and the NATO intervention, see
Kosovo 2000.

4 For a comprehensive analysis of the intervention and NATO, see Buzzi 2001.
5 The full text of draft resolution can be found in S/1999/328.
6 This Annex corresponds to Security Council Document S/1999/649. It includes 

a list of ‘principles to move to a resolution of the Kosovo crisis’ presented to FYR on
2 June 1999 (S/RES/1244).

7 For analyses of various aspects of the United Nations and developments relating to
Afghanistan see Les Nations 2003.

8 From 1996 to 2001 the Credentials Committee of the General Assembly ‘opted to
preserve the status quo’; i.e., the ‘Rabbini Government’ was allowed to retain control
of the seat of Afghanistan in the General Assembly, see Maley 2002, 244.

9 Ibid. The mandate and structure of UNAMA was ‘laid out’ out in a report by the
Secretary General of the United Nations dated 18 March 2002; see S/2002/278.

10 This section is an updated and expanded version of the corresponding one in Amer
and Sahovic 2007, 4–5. For a collection of studies on various dimensions of the
intervention in Iraq and international law, see L’intervention 2004.

11 For a more detailed analysis of the USA self-defence claim, see Amer 2007b, 49–50.
12 For details on the United Nations response to the Vietnamese intervention and policies

towards Cambodia and the impact on that country see Amer 1990, 52–60; 1994, 42–60,
89–108; 1996, 118–139 and Vickery 1986, 1987, 293–331; 1990, 435–465.

13 All Security Council resolutions and documents used in this study have been accessed
through the official web site of the United Nations at http://www.un.org.
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Chapter Three

FROM CONDEMNATION TO
LEGITIMIZATION OF OUTCOME:

THE UNITED NATIONS AND 
THE USE OF FORCE IN 

INTER-STATE RELATIONS

Patrik Johansson and Ramses Amer

Purpose and Structure

The United Nations Security Council has become dramatically more active
since the end of the Cold War. This is evident in terms of the number of
resolutions adopted, particularly the number of resolutions adopted under
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, as well as in the number
of peacekeeping missions and mandatory sanctions regimes.1 The main aim
of this study is to assess if this increased activity of the Security Council in the
post-Cold War Era has been accompanied by a corresponding increase in the
effectiveness of the Council. This is done by analyzing the pattern of Security
Council reactions to the use of force in inter-state relations. The prohibition
of the use of force, other than in self-defence, is one of the most fundamental
rules that the Council is assigned the responsibility to uphold. We assess the
Security Council’s reactions to the use of force in inter-state relations through
its pattern of reactions to foreign military interventions.

The structure of the study is as follows. First, the regulation of the use force in
the Charter of the United Nations is described, and the main arguments of the
international legal debate regarding these regulations are outlined. Second, the
activities of the Security Council in the post-Cold War Era are presented. Third,
the pattern of Security Council reactions to foreign military interventions is
outlined. Fourth, the trends in Security Council behaviour are assessed.
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The Regulation of the Use of Force in the Charter 
of the United Nations2

The provisions of the Charter of the United Nations3

There are three clauses in the Charter of the United Nations that regulate the
use of force by the individual member states, namely Article 2(3), Article 2(4),
and Article 51. It is essential to look at what is literally stated in clauses that
regulate the use of force by member states of the United Nations.

Article 2(3) reads as follows:

All Members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means
in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are
not endangered.

Article 2(4) reads as follows:

All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat
or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence
of any state, or any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the
United Nations.

Article 51 reads as follows:

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of
individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a
Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken
measures necessary to maintain international peace and security.
Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence
shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any
way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under
the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary
in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.

Of particular relavance for this study are the interpretations of Articles 2(4)
and 51.

Assessing the scholarly debate on the interpretation 
of Article 2(4) of the Charter

The debate among international lawyers pertaining to the provisions of
Article 2(4) of the Charter displays considerable controversy as to how these
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provisions should be interpreted. This controversy can partly be ascribed to
the wording of Article 2(4). The wording of Article 2(4), and for that matter,
the whole Charter, was based on considerations and decisions among the
original member states of the United Nations. It is the result of a series of
compromises reached by these states after having reconciled each other’s
views. Consequently, the text is in some instances ‘ambiguous’ and ‘unclear’.4

In the context of Article 2(4), the term ‘force’ has caused debate among
scholars. A restrictive interpretation argues that ‘force’ refers to the threat or
use of ‘armed force’ against the territorial integrity or political independence
of a state. An extensive interpretation argues that ‘force’ refers to any ‘action’
or to any threat of ‘action’ initiated against the territorial integrity or political
independence of a state.

The restrictive interpretation prohibits the threat or the use of ‘armed
force’, but does not, in principle, prohibit an economic embargo directed at
another state. Scholars adhering to such a restrictive interpretation usually
point to the fact that forms of intervention in the internal affairs of a state
other than ‘armed force’ are addressed by the provisions of Article 2(7) and
the principle of non-intervention. The extensive interpretation implies that
the threat or the use of ‘force’ in whatever form in inter-state relations is
prohibited, i.e., ‘any’ kind of interference which is not acceptable to the
government of the target state.

Another point of disagreement is how the wording ‘against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state’, in Article 2(4), should be
interpreted. A restrictive interpretation argues that only the threat or the use of
force that directly affects the territorial integrity or the political independence of
a state is encompassed by the prohibition. An extensive interpretation centers
on the argument that not only the threat or the use of force affecting the
territorial integrity or the political independence of a state but also any action
against the political authority of a state is encompassed by the prohibition.

The interpretation of the wording ‘against the territorial integrity or
political independence of any state’, in Article 2(4), has a bearing on the kind
of inter-state behaviour that would fall under the phenomenon known as ‘use
of force’. Nevertheless, despite the divergent interpretations of Article 2(4),
there is a consensus that this article provides a general prohibition of the
threat or use of armed force in inter-state relations.

The scholarly interpretations of the provisions of Article 2(4) have their
weaknesses from the point of view of restricting the use of ‘force’ in inter-state
relations.5

A restrictive interpretation of the term ‘force’ would not prohibit economic
and political activities that could undermine the political stability of a state or
create hardship for its population. Furthermore, it would not prohibit foreign
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interference in a state as long as such interference does not involve direct
engagement of troops in the affected state.

A restrictive interpretation of the wording ‘against the territorial integrity
or political independence of any state’ would imply that foreign interventions
short of armed attacks would not be prohibited, notwithstanding their effects
on the political structure of the target state.

Assessing the scholarly debate on the interpretation 
of Article 51 of the Charter

The debate among international lawyers pertaining to the provisions of
Article 51 of the Charter also displays considerable controversy. This
controversy can partly be ascribed to the wording of Article 51.6

If the wording of Article 51 is looked at from the purely literal point of
view—in its English language version—a state or a group of states can use 
force in self-defence only ‘if an armed attack occurs against a Member of
the United Nations’. Thus, contrary to the wording in the case of Article 2(4),
the provisions of Article 51 can be literally interpreted, at least in the English
language version of the Charter.

Nevertheless, the interpretation of the right of self-defence has 
been subject to controversy in the scholarly debate and, as in the case of
Article 2(4), a restrictive and an extensive interpretation can be identified.
The restrictive interpretation argues that the use of force is only permitted
when an ‘armed attack occurs’ against a member state of the United Nations
and under no other circumstances. In contrast, the extensive interpretation
does not view Article 51 as comprehensive in assessing the right of self-
defence. It argues along the line that the customary right of self-defence is still
valid under the Charter, which implies, in turn, that ‘anticipatory’ self-defence
is not necessarily a violation of the provisions of the Charter.

The scholarly interpretations of Article 51 have their weaknesses from the
point of view of restricting the use of ‘force’ in inter-state relations.7 An
extensive interpretation of the right of self-defence could have serious
implications. First, it would not prohibit the preemptive use of force against a
state under the guise of self-defence in a situation in which no real threat of
force existed. Second, it would not prohibit a state from using force against
another state under the guise of rescuing its own nationals residing in the
target state without sufficient indications that the well-being of these nationals
was really threatened. Third, and more fundamentally, an extensive
interpretation of self-defence could contribute to condoning such use of force
that the intervening state claims to have carried out in self-defence, but that
is, in fact, aimed at changing the political structure of another state.
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In the context of a discussion of the possible negative implications of an
extensive interpretation of the provisions of Article 51, it is important to
acknowledge that representatives of the school of extensive interpretation put
strong emphasis on the principle of proportionality, as well as on the
temporary nature of force used in self-defence. The need for proponents of
an extensive interpretation to stress that force used in self-defence must be
proportional and temporary reflects their awareness that the line of
interpretation they pursue runs the risk of being misused by states.

Interpretation of the provisions of the Charter 
for the purpose of this study

The interpretation of the provisions of Article 2(4) in the context of foreign
military interventions supports the interpretation of ‘use of force’ as armed
force, in the sense that one or more states use their troops or military material
against the territory, air space or territorial waters of another state. The term
‘against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State’ is
interpreted as entering the territory of a state or altering the political situation in a state.
Thus the interpretation of the provisions of Article 2(4) is:

• The use of armed force by one or more states against the territory and/or air space and/or
the territorial waters of a state and/or against the political structure of a state is
prohibited.

The interpretation of the provisions of Article 51 is formulated in such a
manner as to define and take into account the conditions that can motivate
the use of force in self-defence. The interpretation of the right of a state to
use force in self-defence for the purpose of this study is:

• A state can invoke the right to use force in self-defence if it is subject to an armed attack
against its territory, air space or its territorial waters.

This interpretation adheres to the restrictive school of thought taking into
account the potentially negative repercussions of the extensive interpretations
of the provisions of Article 51.

The Security Council in the Post Cold War Era – More Active

Wallensteen and Johansson analyse Security Council decisions from 1946
through 2002. They demonstrate that during the period 1946–1989 the
Security Council adopted a yearly average of fifteen resolutions. During the
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period 1990–2002 the yearly average increased to more than sixty resolutions.
In other words, the Council went from adopting roughly one resolution per
month to one per week (Wallensteen and Johansson 2004, 18).

The increase in the use of Chapter VII has been even more dramatic.
Under Chapter VII, the Council can make binding decisions, a unique
authority in the international system. Wallensteen and Johansson show that
93 per cent of all Chapter VII resolutions adopted during the period
1946–2002 were adopted after the end of the Cold War (Wallensteen and
Johansson 2004, 19). Signifigant increases are also demonstrated concerning
the number of peacekeeping missions and mandatory sanctions regimes.
Wallensteen and Johansson further note that the number of vetoes have
stabilized at a very low level after having fluctuated a lot during the Cold War
(Wallensteen and Johansson 2004, 20).

We can now present data up to and including 2007. These are summarized
in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 bears testimony to Wallensteen and Johansson’s assertion that
‘the end of the Cold War has been the single most formative experience 
in the existence of the Security Council.’ (Wallensteen and Johansson 2004, 17)
The trends they identify for the period until and including 2002 continue to
characterize the period 2003–2007.

The number of Security Council Resolutions adopted each year has
remained at a high level. 1990 was the first year ever to see the adoption of
more than 30 Security Council Resolutions, and since 1992 there have never
been fewer than 50 resolutions adopted each year. The all-time high is the 93
Security Council Resolutions adopted in 1993.

The number of resolutions adopted under Chapter VII has also remained
high (see Appendix 1). Until 1989, the Council had never adopted more than
three Chapter VII resolutions in a single year, while from 1991 on there have
never been fewer than ten per year. This signifies a dramatic increase in the
Council’s resorting to the unique authority vested in it through Chapter VII
of the Charter. In 2007 Chapter VII resolutions constituted more than 
60 percent of all Security Council resolutions.

The use of the veto by permanent members of the Security Council 
has varied over time. In some years during the 1950s, in fact, more
resolutions were vetoed than adopted. An example is 1955, when eighteen
resolutions were vetoed, and only five were adopted. The vast majority 
of the vetoes were cast by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
relating to membership applications. Since 1990, no single year has seen
more than three vetoes, and there has been an average of 1.2 vetoes per year.
According to Wallensteen and Johansson, until 1970, the USSR used its veto
powers far more often than any other permanent member, and since 1970,
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the United States of America (USA) has been the most frequent user of the
veto (Wallensteen and Johansson 2004, 20). This remains true for the period
2003–2007 (see Section 5).

Further, two-thirds of all peacekeeping missions have been established after
the end of the Cold War. On average, post-Cold War missions are shorter and
have more specific mandates than earlier ones. Of eighteen peacekeeping
missions established during the Cold War, five are still active, namely the
United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) established in
1948 for the Middle East, the United Nations Military Observer Group in
India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) established in 1949, the United Nations
Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) established in 1964, the United
Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) established in 1974 for the
Golan Heights and the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)
established in 1978.

As a contrast, of the forty-three peacekeeping missions established after
1989, thirty-three have been completed and terminated. Still, some post-Cold
War missions have lasted for quite some time; for example, the United
Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO)
established in 1991, and the United Nations Observer Mission in Georgia
(UNOMIG) established in 1993, both of which are still active at the time of
writing. In October 2006, the deployment of United Nations peacekeeprs
reached an all-time high, with over 80,000 military and police and some
15,000 civilian personnel serving in peace operations around the world.

Similarly, the activity of the post-Cold War Security Council is evident 
in the number of mandatory sanctions regimes. Since 1946, the Council 
has introduced mandatory sanctions on twenty-two occasions. Two—
Southern Rhodesia and South Africa—were initiated during the Cold 
War. The remaining twenty have been introduced after the end of the Cold
War, starting with sanctions against Iraq after the military intervention 
of Kuwait in 1990. During 2006 and 2007, twelve different mandatory 
sanctions regimes have been in force simultaneously, a higher number than
ever before.

Finally, in addition to these quantitative measures of the increased activity
of the Security Council in the post-Cold War era, there has also been a
qualitative broadening of the Council’s agenda. Wallensteen and Johansson
exemplify this phenomenon by referring to resolutions concerning the role of
women in the prevention and resolution of armed conflicts and in
peacebuilding, on children in armed conflict, on the issue of HIV/AIDS, and
on sustainable development (Wallensteen and Johansson 2004, 28–29).
International terrorism has also become an important issue on the Council’s
agenda. Several resolutions have been adopted on this issue, also under
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Chapter VII. Matheson addresses this development in terms of an expansion
of the concept ‘threat to the peace’ to include humanitarian disasters, internal
repression and threats to democracy (Matheson 2006, 41–64).

On the basis of their findings regarding the Security Council up to and
including 2002, Wallensteen and Johansson suggest ‘the emergence of a new
Security Council, which for the first time is functioning as was originally
intended under the United Nations Charter.’ (Wallensteen and Johansson
2004, 17). However, one should be careful not to confuse increased activity
with increased effectiveness. As argued in the introduction, the prohibition of
the use of force is one of the most fundamental rules that the Council is
assigned the responsibility to uphold. Therefore, we argue that in order for the
post-Cold War Security Council to be considered effective in addition to
active, we should at least be able to find strong and consistent reactions to
violations of the prohibition of the use of force. In the next section, we take
a closer look at its pattern of reactions to foreign military interventions.

The Pattern of Reactions to Foreign Military Intervention9

Defining intervention

In the broadest sense, the term intervention can be used to define any action
by a person, organization or state which is aimed at another person,
organization or state. The interventions of interest in this study are foreign
interventions, i.e., interventions undertaken by foreign actors.

Researchers taking part in the debate on intervention can be broadly divided
into ‘behaviouralists’ and ‘traditionalists’.10 The behaviouralists have generally
generated extensive systematic knowledge on interventionary behaviour
through their research. The traditionalists tend to provide discussions about
interventionary behaviour from a general perspective without the systematic
strength of the behaviouralists.

For the purpose of this study, the general definition of foreign intervention
is formulated as actions of one or more states, which alter the internal affairs of another
state against the will of that state. This definition draws upon the definition given
by Rosenau (1969, 153–154) as well as the definitions given by Bull (1984, 1)
and Friedmann (1973, 140).

Selecting cases of foreign military intervention

Five criteria were used in order to select cases of foreign military intervention:
First, the intervention was carried out by one or more states; second, the
intervention was carried out against a state which is a member state of the
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United Nations or recognized as independent by the United Nations; third,
the intervention involved the movement of foreign troops into the airspace,
the national territory or territorial waters of the target state; fourth, the
intervention was carried out without the consent of the government of the
target state;11 and fifth, the existing government in the target state lost power
as a direct result of the intervention.12

The selected military interventions are, in chronological order: (1) Vietnam’s
intervention in Kampuchea, resulting in the overthrow of the existing
government in January 1979;13 (2) Tanzania’s intervention in Uganda, resulting
in the overthrow of the existing government in April 1979; (3) France’s
intervention in the Central African Empire (CAE), resulting in the overthrow of
the existing government in September 1979; (4) the intervention by the the
USSR in Afghanistan, resulting in the overthrow of the existing government in
December 1979; (5) the intervention in Grenada by the USA and several
Caribbean states, resulting in the overthrow of the existing government in
October 1983; (6) the USA’s intervention in Panama, resulting in the overthrow
of the existing government in December 1989; (7) Iraq’s intervention in Kuwait,
resulting in the overthrow of the existing government in August 1990; (8) the
USA-led intervention in Afghanistan resulting in the overthrow of the existing
government in November 2001;14 and (9) the USA and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK)-led intervention in Iraq, resulting in
the overthrow of the existing government in April 2003.

The United Nations’ reactions to the foreign 
military interventions

The pattern of reactions by the United Nations to the nine interventions varies
considerably and can be classified according the the following four aspects:
(1) The reaction versus non-reaction aspect refers to whether the United Nations
considered a case of foreign military intervention at the time it occurred;
(2) The termination versus non-termination aspect is related to whether the United
Nations pursued its consideration of a case until the intervention was deemed
as terminated; (3) The action versus non-action aspect assesses whether the United
Nations resorted to active measures in order to ensure the termination of an
intervention; and (4) The legitimization of the outcome aspect concerns whether the
United Nations, through resolutions adopted after the intervention was
initiated, legitimized the outcome of the intervention, e.g., the overthrow of the
administration or the presence of the intervening forces in the target state. For
convenience, these aspects of the United Nations’ reactions will be referred to
as the reaction, the termination, the action, and the legitimization aspects. Table 3.1
displays the pattern of reactions in chronological order.
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As displayed in Table 3.1, the United Nations’ reactions to the nine cases
fall into five categories: (A) Legitimization of outcome. This category encompasses
the two cases that did not result in a direct consideration, but in a
legitimization of the outcome of the interventions, Iraq and Afghanistan
(2001); (B) No reaction. This category encompasses the two cases that did not
result in any consideration on the part of the United Nations, Uganda and the
CAE; (C) Single reaction. This category encompasses the two cases that the
General Assembly considered without including any reference to a
termination of the interventions in the adopted resolutions, Grenada and
Panama; (D) Extensive reaction. This category encompasses the two cases that
were subject to a strong and continued consideration by the General
Assembly and which were deemed as terminated in an adopted resolution in
each case, Kampuchea and Afghanistan (1979); and (E) Active reaction. This
category encompasses the case that was subject to active measures, decided
upon by the Security Council in adopted resolutions, Kuwait.

It can be observed that the Security Council adopted resolutions condeming
the intervention only in the case of Kuwait. In the cases of Afghanistan (1979),
Grenada, Kampuchea, and Panama, resolutions criticising the interventions
were adopted by the General Assembly. Draft resolutions criticizing the
interventions were vetoed in all four cases in the Security Council (Amer
1994a, 56–88).

The Security Council has adopted resolutions concerning three of the
cases, namely Kuwait, Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq. In the case of Kuwait,
the adopted resolutions were directly related to the intervention. In the cases
of Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq, the adopted resolutions have addressed the
post-intervention situations rather than the interventions as such. These three
interventions have taken place after the end of the Cold War. The fact that
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Table 3.1. The United Nations’ Reactions to the Nine Cases in Relation
to the Reaction, Termination, Action, and Legitimization Aspects15

Case Reaction Termination Action Legitimization

Kampuchea yes yes no no
Uganda no no no no
CAE no no no no
Afghanistan (1979) yes yes no no
Grenada yes no no no
Panama yes no no no
Kuwait yes yes yes no
Afghanistan (2001) no no no yes
Iraq no no no yes
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the Security Council has adopted resolutions in relation to the post-Cold 
War cases, but not in relation to the earlier six cases, seems to support the
notion of a more active Security Council in the post-Cold War era. However,
the Security Council’s reactions to these three interventions undermines the
view that the post-Cold War Security Council is also more effective, at least 
in terms of fulfilling its responsibility to uphold the prohibition of the use 
of force in inter-state relations that is enshrined in the Charter of the 
United Nations.

When the Security Council decided to impose mandatory sanctions, i.e.,
under Chapter VII, against Iraq after its intervention in Kuwait in August
1990, this was the third time mandatory sanctions were imposed. The two
previous occasions, Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, were not cases of
foreign military interventions. However, one aspect of the Security Council’s
reactions to these cases is interesting for reasons of comparison. The situation
in Southern Rhodesia was first addressed by the Security Council in
Resolution 202 (1965) (S/RES/202), where the Council was deeply disturbed
by the worsening of the situation in the territory. Mandatory sanctions were
imposed one-and-a-half years later through Resolution 232 (1965)
(S/RES/232). The first Security Council Resolution on South Africa was
Resolution 134 (S/RES/134), in which the Council recognized that if the
situation was allowed to continue, it might endanger international peace and
security. It took seventeen years from this first resolution to the imposition of
mandatory sanctions through Resolution 418 (1977) (S/RES/418).

The Iraqi intervention in Kuwait was lauched on 2 August 1990. Later that
day, the Security Council adopted Resolution 660 (1990) (S/RES/660),
condemning the intervention. Mandatory sanctions were imposed through
Resolution 661 (1990) (S/RES/661), adopted only four days later. The
contrast is striking. The prompt reaction to the intervention in Kuwait clearly
contributed to the general conclusion that a new Security Council had
emerged, a Security Council that would take the lead in defending
international peace and security by making sure that violations of international
law—perhaps most importantly, the prohibition of the use of force other than
in self-defence—would no longer go unpunished.

In the case of Afghanistan (2001), the intervention was not directly
considered by the Security Council or by the General Assembly. Issues relating
to the situation in the country were on the agenda of the Security Council prior
to the intervention in early October 2001. However, the Security Council did
not hold any meeting or consider any request to authorize the use of force
against Afghanistan prior to the intervention. Following the forced withdrawal
from power of the Taliban in Afghanistan, the Security Council did adopt
resolutions on the agenda item dealing with the situation in Afghanistan.
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None of these resolutions included any criticism of the military intervention
carried out by the USA and some allies. Instead, various aspects of the post-
intervention developments in Afghanistan have been legitimized through the
Security Council resolutions adopted from mid-November 2001 and
onwards.16

Also, in the case of Iraq, the intervention was not directly considered by the
Security Council or by the General Assembly. However, the issue of the use
of force against Iraq was on the agenda of the Security Council in early 2003
prior to the intervention, with the USA and UK pushing for a resolution
specifically authorizing the use of force against Iraq pursuant to Security
Council Resolution 1441 (2002) (S/RES/1441). These attempts failed to gain
the approval of a majority of the Council. Among those opposing a resolution
authorizing the use of force against Iraq were the other three permanent
members, i.e., China, France and Russia. After the intervention was launched
and the existing administration had been overthrown, the Security Council
adopted resolutions dealing with the situation in Iraq, but none of these
resolutions contained any reference to the intervention as such. In fact, step-
by step, various aspects of the post-intervention developments in Iraq have
been legitimized through Security Council resolutions adopted since the
intervention was initiated on 20 March 2003.17

Can the different reactions by the United Nations be explained with
reference to the regulations of the use of force in the Charter of the United
Nations? As described in section 2 above, the most relevant parts of the
Charter of the United Nations in this regard are Article 2(4), relating to the
prohibition of the use of force and the threat of use of force in inter-state
relations, and Article 51, relating to the use of force in self-defence.

Earlier research on eight of the interventions—Afghanistan (2001) was not
included—has displayed that the interventions violated the prohibition of the
use force against the territorial integrity of states as well as the prohibition of
the use of force against the political structure of states, i.e., they constituted
violations of Article 2(4) of the Charter (Amer 2007a, 16–17). In the case of
Afghanistan (2001), the US-led bombing campaign involved the use of force
and, as such, constituted a violation of the provisions of Article 2(4). Thus,
from the point of view of the violation of the prohibition of the use of force,
no difference could be identified between the nine cases.

Earlier research has also found that the intervening states claimed to have
acted in self-defence—i.e., in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter—in
five of the cases, namely the interventions in Uganda, Grenada, Panama,
Kuwait, and Iraq. However, a basis for invoking the right to use force in self-
defence by the intervening state could only be documented in the cases of
Kampuchea and Uganda, and not in the other cases (Amer 2007a, 16–17).
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In the case of Afghanistan (2001) as well, both the USA and the UK made
explicit self-defence claims by referring to Article 51 in their respective letters
to the Security Council on 7 October 2001. The case of Afghanistan (2001)
is very interesting, since several observers have argued that the US-led
bombing campaign was not only an act of self-defence by the USA following
the 11 September attacks, but that it was also condoned or even permitted by
the Security Council through resolutions adopted after these attacks.18

This line of argument is problematic for three reasons. First, the Taliban
Movement who controlled the major part of Afghanistan did not carry out
the attacks against the USA on 11 September; thus, there was no case for a
self-defence argument against it. Second, if the bombing campaign was in
self-defence, it ought to have been carried out in response to the attacks on 
11 September and not several weeks after they occurred. Third, the two
resolutions adopted following the 11 September 2001 attacks on the USA did
not mention Afghanistan by name nor did they include any reference to the
Taliban (S/RES/1368, S/RES/1373). According to the interpretation of the
right of a state to use force in self-defence used in this study, the case of
Afghanistan (2001) does not qualify as self-defence.19

This means that Kampuchea and Uganda remain the only two cases where a
claim on the part of the intervening state(s) to have acted in self-defence was
found to have any basis.20 In the other seven cases, no basis for self-defence was
found. The pattern of reactions to the nine interventions is not consistent with
these variations. In other words, the application of relevant provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations relating to the use of force in inter-state relations,
as set out in Article 2(4) and in Article 51, cannot explain the variation in the
pattern of the United Nations’ reactions to the nine cases of foreign military
intervention. This will be analysed further in the final section of this study.

Assessing the United Nations’ reactions 
to the foreign military interventions

The overview above has displayed the full variety of reactions to foreign
military interventions by the United Nations. Of the nine cases, two have led
to the legitimization of the outcome of the intervention through Security
Council resolutions, namely the cases of Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq. The
other cases were either condemned or warranted no reaction. This constitutes
a qualitative difference, given the growing importance of the Security Council
in the post-Cold War Era.21

The reaction in the case of Iraq is even more remarkable, given the fact
that of all the nine cases, Iraq was the only one in connection with which the
intervening forces sought the authorization from the Security Council before
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the intervention and failed to obtain such an authorization. Thus, in all logic,
a number of members of the Security Council—including some permanent
ones—opposed the intervention, yet they have voted in favour of all
subsequently adopted resolutions relating to developments in Iraq.

Furthermore, in the cases of Iraq and Afghanistan (2001), no attempts to
condemn the interventions were done through draft resolutions to that effect.
This can be contrasted to the cases of Kampuchea, Afghanistan (1979),
Grenada, Panama and Kuwait. These cases show that the use of the veto to
prevent the Security Council from adopting resolutions criticizing the
intervention did not deter countries from putting them to the vote. Following
the vetoes that were cast in the Security Council, the five cases were brought
to the agenda of General Assembly. In the General Assembly, the
interventions were criticized in adopted resolutions relating to all five cases.
In the case of Afghanistan (1979) an Emergency Session of the General
Assembly was organised to deal with the issues in early 1980, displaying the
urgency of the issue of intervention in that case (Amer 1994a, 56–170). Thus,
the threat of veto cannot help explain why no such initiative was taken in the
cases of Iraq and Afghanistan (2001).

Importantly, if the four cases in which the USA was one of the intervening
actors, i.e., Grenada, Panama, Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq, are compared,
a trend of steadily but clearly weakening reaction is displayed. In the case of
Grenada, a draft resolution criticizing the intervention was vetoed by the USA
in the Security Council. In the General Assembly, a resolution was adopted by
108 votes in favour, nine votes against and with 27 states abstaining in the vote
(Amer 1994a, 78–83, 159–167). In the case of Panama, a draft resolution was
not adopted by the Security Council due to a triple veto, i.e.. the USA, the UK
and France voted against. Instead, a resolution was adopted by the General
Assembly with 75 votes in favour, 20 against and with 38 states abstaining
(Amer 1994a, 83–87, 167–168). The case of Afghanistan (2001) displays an
acceptance and legitimization of the outcome of the intervention. Although
the intervention was not authorized, no attempt was made to criticize the
intervening actors or the intervention in the Security Council. Nor was the
case brought to the General Assembly.22 Also in the case of Iraq, no resolution
condemning the intervention has been considered, either in the Security
Council or in the General Assembly (Amer 2007a, 11–13). This pattern of
reactions displays a continuous trend of weakening reaction to the cases with
the USA as intervening actor. Interestingly enough, the reactions were stronger
during the Cold war; it weakened, but was still in evidence by the end of the
Cold War, while the cases of Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq display an
acceptance and a legitimization of the outcome of the interventions, although
not an explicit acceptance of the interventions as such.
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Contending Explanations to Diverging Trends 
in Security Council Behaviour

In terms of the United Nations’ reactions to foreign military interventions, the
cases of Kuwait on the one hand, and the cases of Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq
on the other, clearly illustrate the full extent of inconsistencies. In the early
1990s the United Nations’ reaction to Iraq’s intervention in Kuwait was hailed
as an example of how the United Nations should react to breaches of the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, and it was said to herald 
a new era when breaches of the Charter would no longer be tolerated.
In contrast, the United Nations’ reactions to the interventions in Afghanistan
in 2001 and in Iraq in 2003 are examples of the diametrically opposite trend,
namely a weaker response than to any of the other interventions encompassed
by this study, including to the ‘no reaction’ cases of Uganda and the Central
African Empire. In fact, this could be seen as setting a trend of legitimizing the
outcome of actions that breach the provisions of the Charter. Given the
emphasis in the Charter on non-interference in the internal affairs of member
states through Article 2(7), the prohibition of the threat or use of force in
Article 2(4) and the peaceful settlement of disputes in Chapter VI of the
Charter, what we see here is a shift towards a loosening of the prohibition of
the use of force, as well as a weakening of the principle of non-interference.

How can one explain these contradictory trends? Can the striking increase
in Security Council activity, not least in terms of the number of resolutions
adopted under Chapter VII, be reconciled with the weakening reactions on
the part of the United Nations to violations of fundamental provisions of the
Charter relating to the prohibition of the use of force in inter-state relations?
How does it fit into the broader context of Security Council decision-making
in the post-Cold War era?

As discussed above, in the cases of Kampuchea, Afghanistan (1979),
Grenada and Panama, draft resolutions critical of the interventions were vetoed
in the Security Council. These interventions were then included on the agenda
of the General Assembly, where all member states have the possibility to voice
their stand on the action, and to vote on draft resolutions that cannot be vetoed.
No such draft resolutions have been presented to the Security Council
regarding the interventions in Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq. One might be
tempted to argue that the new Security Council works differently from its Cold
War version. There is less ideological positioning among the permanent
members, many issues are decided outside the formal sessions and resolutions
certain to be vetoed need not be put to a vote at all. This view of the new
Security Council would make the comparison with the Cold War cases less
meaningful, and the weak reactions to the interventions in Afghanistan (2001)
and Iraq more intelligible.
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While this line of reasoning cannot be dismissed out of hand, a closer look
at the post-Cold War record of vetoes certainly undermines it. Of the twenty-
one (excluding one regarding the Secretary-General) vetoes cast during the
period 1990–2007, the USA cast fifteen—thirteen aginst draft resolutions
regarding the Israeli–Palestinian conflict.23 Most of these vetoes probably
came as no surprise to the sponsors of the draft resolutions, but that did not
prevent them from demanding that the drafts be put to a vote—in the new
Security Council. This clearly shows that everything has not changed, that
everything is not settled outside the formal sessions.

The Security Council’s decisive reaction to the intervention in Kuwait in
1990 led several observers, including Wallensteen and Johansson (2004, 17),
to conclude that the Council was, for the first time, functioning as was
intended under the Charter. Indeed, the intention was that the Security
Council should react against threats to the peace, breaches of the peace and
acts of aggression, preferably in unanimity, as so powerfully demonstrated in
the case of Kuwait. However, this is not the whole truth. In the words of Inis
Claude, a central objective at the San Francisco Conference in 1945 was ‘to
constitutionalize the power of the international oligarchy’ (Claude 1964, 67).
The intention was not to make all states equal before international law. On
the contrary, a crucial ambition was to make sure that enforcement action was
not taken against one of the great powers of the international system. Thus,
the veto power given to the permanent members of the Council.

When the Security Council adopted Resolution 678 on 29 November
1990, authorizing member states cooperating with the government of Kuwait
to ‘use all necessary means to uphold and implement resolution 660 (1990)
and all subsequent relevant resolutions and to restore international peace and
security in the area’ (S/RES/678), it acted as intended under the Charter of
the United Nations. And when the Security Council did not react to the
interventions in Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq, led by one and two, respectively,
of the permanent members of the Security Council, this was also quite in line
with the intentions under the Charter. Enforcement action should not be
taken against one of the great powers of the international system. In light of
this argument, it is easier to reconcile the seemingly opposite trends identified
in this study. No matter how active the Security Council has become in terms
of adopting resolutions and deploying peacekeeping missions, and no matter
how resolutely it reacted to the Iraqi intervention in Kuwait, it will not react
to interventions carried out by one or more of its permanent members.

However, one problem remains; namely, the absence of draft resolutions
critical of the unauthorized use of force in the cases of Afghanistan (2001)
and Iraq. The great powers of 1945 were given the right of veto in order 
to prevent other states from deciding on enforcement action against them.
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They still enjoy that right, and they are still willing to exercise it. If the USA
and the UK were to veto a draft resolution condemning their intervention in
Iraq in 2003, those vetoes would arguably be cast in accordance with the
intentions of the Charter of the United Nations. The same can be argued in
relation to the case of Afghanistan (2001). However, the decision on the part
of all other members of the Security Council, elected and permanent, not to
propose such a draft resolution and instead, confer legitimacy on the results
of these cases of unauthorised use of force, is indeed an unfortunate
development, certainly contradicting the intentions of the Charter.

Given the stated opposition by a majority of the members of the Council—
including three permanent members—to any authorization of the use of force
against Iraq prior to the intervention in 2003, it is surprising, to say the least, that
no draft resolution criticising the intervention has been brought to a vote in the
Council. In the case of Afghanistan (2001) the question of authorization was
never on the Council’s agenda; thus, it is difficult to assess the level of opposition
to the use of force against Afghanistan, and consequently the lack of draft
resolutions criticizing the intervention is less surprising than in the case of Iraq.

Notes

1 A Security Council Resolution is considered to be ‘a Chapter VII resolution’ if it makes
an explicit determination that the situation under consideration constitutes a threat to the
peace, a breach of the peace, or an act of aggression, and/or explicitly or implicitly states
that the Council is acting under Chapter VII in the adoption of some or all operative
paragraphs. For a more elaborate discussion of this definition, see Johansson (2008).

2 This section is adapted from Amer (2007b: 39–46). The overview of the scholarly
debate also draws on Amer (1994: 22–30, 1994b: 428–430, 2007a: 5–7).

3 The text of the Charter of The United Nations can be found on the web site of
the United Nations http://www.un.org/aboutun/charter/index.html. All Security
Council Documents and Resolutions used in this paper have been accessed through 
the official web site of the United Nations http://www.un.org.

4 References to the discussions about Article 2(4) can be found in: Asrat (1991: 38–40,
199–200), Bowett, (1955–56: 131), Brownlie (1962: 223–33). The continued relevance
of the study of the legal regulations of the use of force in international law can be seen
from recent studies such as Brownlie (2001: 21–37), Gazzini (2005), O’Conelll (2007).

5 In this context the listed weaknesses are only seen from the perspective of the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations, and they do not take into consideration whether
customary international law or General Assembly Resolutions address these weaknesses.

6 References to the discussions about Article 51 can be found in: Asrat (1991: 38–40,
199–200), Bowett (1955–56: 131), Brownlie (1961: 223–33). Self-defence also features
prominently in recent studies such as Brownlie (2001: 21–37), Gazzini (2005), O’Conell
(2007).

7 In this context the listed weaknesses are only seen from the perspective of the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations, and they do not take into consideration whether
customary international law or General Assembly Resolutions address these weaknesses.
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8 Figure 3.1 is an updated version of Figure 2.1 from Wallensteen and Johansson (2004: 18).
9 This section of the paper draws on earlier research on the United Nations’ reactions

to foreign military interventions. The United Nations’ reactions to eight of the cases
(all expect Afghanistan 2001) have been studied in Amer (2007a). The reactions to
seven of the cases (all except Afghanistan 2001 and Iraq 2003) have been studied in
Amer (1994b: 430–432). For a detailed study of the United Nations’ reactions to the
six of the cases (all except Kuwait 1990, Afghanistan 2001, and Iraq 2003) see Amer
(1994a: 56–175).

10 These terms have been used by Richard Little to classify the published research on
intervention, Little, (1987: 50). For a discussion on Little’s assessment of the scholarly
literature on intervention see Amer (1994a: 12–14).

11 The term ‘government’ refers to the national governing structure in a given target
state, i.e. not just the formal government and its ministers but also the Head of state.
This is in line with the terminology used in Johansson and Amer (2007). In earlier
studies the term ‘administration’ has been used see Amer (1994a, 1994b, 2007a).

12 This set of criteria is derived from Amer (1994b: 426–427, 2007a: 3–4).
13 The General Assembly of the United Nations used the terms Democratic Kampuchea

and Kampuchea until it decided to start using the term Cambodia at the 45th session
in 1990 (Amer 1994a: 94). The term Kampuchea will be used here, since this study
deals predominantly with the period during which the terms Democratic Kampuchea
and Kampuchea were in use.

14 From 1996, when the Taliban ousted the previous government, to 2001 the Credentials
Committee of the General Assembly ‘opted to preserve the status quo’, i.e. the ‘Rabbini
Government’ was allowed to retain control of the seat of Afghanistan in the General
Assembly, see Maley (2002: 244). However, in this study the Taliban are referred to as
the de-facto government, on the basis of its control of the vast majority of the country,
including the capital Kabul, and its population.

15 Table 3.1 is updated from Amer (2007a: 14).
16 For an overview of the Security Council response to the case of Afghanistan see Amer

(2008).
17 For details on these resolutions see Amer (2007a: 11–13, 2008).
18 This line of interpretation of events is supported by a number of scholars, among them

Bring (2006: 77–88), Franck (2004: 433), Mahmoudi (2006a: 137–141, 2006b: 170–176).
19 This line of argumentation is derived from a longer analysis in Amer (2007b: 51–52).

For another line of argumentation supporting the notion that self-defence could not be
invoked by the USA when carrying out the intervention in Afghanistan see Kherad
(2003: 68–76).

20 Although the claims of the intervening actors were found to be substantiated, both
cases failed to fulfil the criterion of proportionality since both resulted in the overthrow
of the existing governments and the intervening forces took control of the vast majority
of territory of the target states.

21 See Wallensteen and Johansson (2004) and Section 3 in this study.
22 For details see Amer (2008).
23 The vetoes of USA were cast against the following draft resolutions dealing with

Israel/Palestine issue: S/21326 (31 May 1990), S/1995/394 (17 May 1995),
S/1997/199 (7 March 1997), S/1997/241 (21 March 1997), S/2001/270 (26 March
2001), S/2001/1199 (14 December 2001), S/2002/1385 (19 December 2002),
S/2003/891 (16 September 2003), S/2003/980 (14 October 2003), S/2004/240 
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(24 March 2004), S/2004/783 (5 October 2004), S/2006/508 (12 July 2006),
and S/2006/878 (10 November 2006). In addition, the USA vetoed one draft 
resolution regarding Panama, S/21084 (16 January 1990), one regarding the Secretary-
General, S/1996/952 (18 November 1996), and one regarding Bosnia and
Herzegovina, S/2002/712 (30 June 2002). Russia vetoed two draft resolutions
regarding Cyprus S/25693 (29 April 1993) and S/2004/313 (21 April 2004), and one
regarding Bosnia and Herzegovina, S/1994/1358 (2 December 1994), China vetoed
one draft resolution regarding Guatemala, S/1997/18 (9 January 1997) and one
regarding the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, S/1999/201 (25 February
1999). China and Russia both vetoed a draft resolution regarding Myanmar,
S/2007/14 (12 January 2007).
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APPENDIX 1

The following list of Chapter VII Reslutions – based on the definition
presented in footnote 1 – is organised according to the conflict/issue the
various resolutions concern, and in chronological order based on earliest
adopted resolition concerning each conflict/issue. The total number of VII
Resolutions adopted during the studied period is 437.

Chapter VII Resolutions 1946–2007

Israel/Palestine

54 (1948), 62 (1948), 611 (1988)

Korea

82 (1950), 83 (1950), 84 (1950)

Congo

161 (1961), 169 (1961)

Southern Rhodesia

217 (1965), 221 (1966), 232 (1966), 253 (1968), 277 (1970), 288 (1970), 314
(1972), 388 (1976), 409 (1977)

South Africa

418 (1977), 602 (1987), 919 (1994)

Falkland Islands

502 (1982)
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Iran/Iraq

598 (1987)

Iraq

660 (1990), 661 (1990), 664 (1990), 666 (1990), 667 (1990), 670 (1990),
674 (1990), 677 (1990), 678 (1990), 686 (1991), 687 (1991), 689 (1991), 692
(1991), 699 (1991), 700 (1991), 705 (1991), 706 (1991), 707 (1991), 712 (1991),
715 (1991), 778 (1992), 806 (1993), 833 (1993), 899 (1994), 949 (1994), 986
(1995), 1051 (1996), 1060 (1996), 1111 (1997), 1115 (1997), 1129 (1997), 1134
(1997), 1137 (1997), 1143 (1997), 1153 (1998), 1154 (1998), 1158 (1998), 1175
(1998), 1194 (1998), 1205 (1998), 1210 (1998), 1242 (1999), 1266 (1999), 1275
(1999), 1280 (1999), 1281 (1999), 1284 (1999), 1293 (2000), 1302 (2000), 1330
(2000), 1352 (2001), 1360 (2001), 1382 (2001), 1409 (2002), 1441 (2002), 1443
(2002), 1447 (2002), 1454 (2002), 1472 (2003), 1476 (2003), 1483 (2003), 1490
(2003), 1511 (2003), 1518 (2003), 1546 (2004), 1637 (2005), 1723 (2006), 1762
(2007), 1790 (2007)

Yugoslavia

713 (1991), 724 (1991), 743 (1992), 757 (1992), 760 (1992), 770 (1992),
771 (1992), 787 (1992), 807 (1993), 815 (1993), 816 (1993), 819 (1993), 820 (1993),
824 (1993), 827 (1993), 836 (1993), 844 (1993), 847 (1993), 859 (1993), 869 (1993),
870 (1993), 871 (1993), 900 (1994), 908 (1994), 913 (1994), 914 (1994), 941 (1994),
942 (1994), 943 (1994), 947 (1994), 958 (1994), 967 (1994), 970 (1995), 981 (1995),
982 (1995), 987 (1995), 988 (1995), 990 (1995), 992 (1995), 994 (1995), 998 (1995),
1003 (1995), 1004 (1995), 1009 (1995), 1015 (1995), 1021 (1995), 1022 (1995),
1025 (1995), 1026 (1995), 1031 (1995), 1037 (1996), 1038 (1996), 1066 (1996),
1074 (1996), 1079 (1996), 1088 (1996), 1093 (1997), 1119 (1997), 1120 (1997),
1160 (1998), 1166 (1998), 1174 (1998), 1199 (1998), 1203 (1998), 1207 (1998),
1244 (1999), 1247 (1999), 1305 (2000), 1357 (2001), 1367 (2001), 1418 (2002),
1420 (2002), 1421 (2002), 1423 (2002), 1481 (2003), 1491 (2003), 1551 (2004),
1575 (2004), 1597 (2005), 1639 (2005), 1660 (2006), 1722 (2006), 1785 (2007)

Somalia

733 (1992), 746, (1992), 751 (1992), 767 (1992), 775 (1992), 794 (1992), 814
(1993), 837 (1993), 878 (1993), 886 (1993), 897 (1994), 923 (1994), 954 (1994),
1356 (2001), 1407 (2002), 1425 (2002), 1474 (2003), 1519 (2003), 1558 (2004),
1587 (2005), 1630 (2005), 1676 (2006), 1724 (2006), 1725 (2006), 1744 (2007),
1766 (2007), 1772 (2007)
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Libya

748 (1992), 883 (1993), 910 (1994), 915 (1994), 1192 (1998), 1506 (2003)

Liberia

788 (1992), 813 (1993), 1343 (2001), 1408 (2002), 1478 (2003), 1497 (2003),
1509 (2003), 1521 (2003), 1532 (2004), 1579 (2004), 1607 (2005), 1626 (2005),
1638 (2005), 1647 (2005), 1667 (2006), 1683 (2006), 1689 (2006), 1694 (2006),
1712 (2006), 1731 (2006), 1750 (2007), 1753 (2007), 1760 (2007), 1777 (2007),
1792 (2007)

Haiti

841 (1993), 861 (1993), 873 (1993), 875 (1993), 917 (1994), 940 (1994), 944
(1994), 1529 (2004), 1542 (2004), 1576 (2004), 1601 (2005), 1608 (2005), 1658
(2006), 1702 (2006), 1743 (2007), 1780 (2007)

Angola

864 (1993), 1127 (1997), 1130 (1997), 1135 (1997), 1173 (1998), 1176 (1998),
1221 (1999), 1237 (1999), 1295 (2000), 1336 (2001), 1348 (2001), 1374 (2001),
1404 (2002), 1412 (2002), 1432 (2002), 1439 (2002), 1448 (2002)

Rwanda

918 (1994), 929 (1994), 955 (1994), 1005 (1995), 1011 (1995), 1165 (1998),
1512 (2003), 1749 (2007)

Sudan

1054 (1996), 1070 (1996), 1372 (2001), 1556 (2004), 1564 (2004), 1590 (2005),
1591 (2005), 1593 (2005), 1627 (2005), 1651 (2005), 1663 (2006), 1665 (2006),
1672 (2006), 1679 (2006), 1706 (2006), 1709 (2006), 1713 (2006), 1714 (2006),
1755 (2007), 1769 (2007), 1779 (2007), 1784 (2007)

Zaire

1078 (1996), 1080 (1996)

Albania

1101 (1997), 1114 (1997)
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Central African Republic

1125 (1997), 1136 (1997), 1152 (1998), 1155 (1998), 1159 (1998)

Sierra Leone

1132 (1997), 1156 (1998), 1171 (1998), 1270 (1999), 1289 (2000), 1306 (2000),
1315 (2000), 1385 (2001), 1389 (2002), 1400 (2002), 1446 (2002), 1562 (2004),
1610 (2005), 1688 (2006), 1793 (2007)

Democratic Republic of the Congo

1234 (1999), 1291 (2000), 1304 (2000), 1341 (2001), 1355 (2001), 1376 (2001),
1399 (2002), 1417 (2002), 1445 (2002), 1457 (2003), 1468 (2003), 1484 (2003),
1493 (2003), 1501 (2003), 1533 (2004), 1552 (2004), 1555 (2004), 1565 (2004),
1592 (2005), 1596 (2005), 1616 (2005), 1621 (2005), 1628 (2005), 1635 (2005),
1649 (2005), 1654 (2006), 1671 (2006), 1693 (2006), 1698 (2006), 1711 (2006),
1736 (2006), 1742 (2007), 1751 (2007), 1756 (2007), 1768 (2007), 1771 (2007),
1794 (2007)

East Timor

1264 (1999), 1272 (1999), 1410 (2002)

Afghanistan

1267 (1999), 1333 (2000), 1363 (2001), 1386 (2001), 1388 (2002), 1390 (2002),
1413 (2002), 1444 (2002), 1510 (2003), 1563 (2004), 1623 (2005), 1707 (2006),
1776 (2007)

Ethiopia/Eritrea

1227 (1999), 1297 (2000), 1298 (2000), 1320 (2000)

ICTR/ICTY

1329 (2000), 1411 (2002), 1431 (2002), 1503 (2003), 1534 (2004)

International Terrorism

1373 (2001), 1452 (2002), 1455 (2003), 1526 (2004), 1535 (2004), 1566 (2004),
1617 (2005), 1735 (2006), 1787 (2007)
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International Criminal Court

1422 (2002), 1487 (2003)

Côte d’Ivoire

1464 (2003), 1479 (2003), 1514 (2003), 1527 (2004), 1528 (2004), 1572 (2004),
1584 (2005), 1594 (2005), 1600 (2005), 1603 (2005), 1609 (2005), 1632 (2005),
1633 (2005), 1643 (2005), 1652 (2006), 1657 (2006), 1682 (2006), 1708 (2006),
1721 (2006), 1726 (2006), 1727 (2006), 1739 (2007), 1761 (2007), 1763 (2007),
1765 (2007), 1782 (2007)

Non-proliferation/Weapons of Mass Destruction

1540 (2004), 1673 (2006)

Burundi

1545 (2004), 1577 (2004), 1602 (2005), 1641 (2005), 1650 (2005), 1669 (2006),
1692 (2006)

Lebanon

1636 (2005), 1644 (2005), 1701 (2006), 1757 (2007), 1773 (2007)

Iran

1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007)

DPR Korea

1718 (2006)

Chad

1778 (2007)
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Chapter Four

DEMOS OR DEUS: PATTERNS OF
RELIGIOUS DIMENSIONS IN ASIAN

ARMED CONFLICTS, 1945–2005

Isak Svensson and David Rangdrol

Introduction

Religion has become one of the most important focal points in the
contemporary debate on democracy, democratization and conflict. The new
consensus is that the project of transforming states and societies, and of
spreading democratic culture and institutions—the democratization project—
cannot circumvent a phenomenon taking place in the global South: the rise
of religious politics and violence. Understanding how religious factors affect
politics and conflict has become a prerequisite to understanding how peace
and stability can endure in the global South.

Yet, we still lack the overall picture of how religious dynamics play out in
violent conflicts, particularly in non-Western societies. A set of crucial questions
is therefore left unanswered. What are the religious dimensions of armed
conflicts? What kinds of issues are at stake in religious tensions? Are religious
conflicts becoming more, or less, common? Are some religions more conflict
prone than others? How has the landscape of armed conflicts changed over 
the decades?

This chapter sets out to find answers to these questions by exploring 
the religious patterns of armed conflicts in Asia, during the time period
1946–2005. The Asian region is an important part of the global South, and
therefore a crucial region to study if we seek guidance for how the religious
dynamics affect developing countries. In addition, this regional focus fills an
important lacuna in previous research on religion and conflict. With some
exceptions, the bulk of previous research on religion and conflict has tended
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to focus on the Middle East region, in particular the Israeli–Palestinian
conflict. Although some pivotal works have been done on particular conflicts
in Asia, these works have not paid attention to the general regional trend 
and pattern.

Previous debates on democracy, religion and conflict lead us to different and
sometimes competing theoretical expectations concerning the empirical
pattern of religious dynamics in armed conflicts. Three prominent 
schools of thought—emphasising secularization, civilizational conflicts, and religious
nationalism—lead to different predictions concerning the patterns of armed
conflicts. Secularization theory asserts that, following the spread of
modernization and democracy, there should be a substantial decrease in
religious dynamics of conflicts. By contrast, the theory of civilizational conflict
predicts an increase in conflicts where parties’ identities break down along
religious-civilizational lines.1 A third school of thought, following the theory of
religious nationalism, would lead us to expect that there will be an increase in
conflicts where the secularization of the state is the main issue.2 The general
patterns that we find in this study do not provide support for the first two
expectations, but do lead us to support, with some reservation, the theory of
religious nationalism.

More precisely, our empirical exploration reveals that (1) conflicts with
religious dimensions—either in incompatibilities or different identities—
represent a minority of all the armed conflicts in the Asian region; (2) the
number and proportion of conflicts in which there is an explicit religious
dimension in the belligerents’ demands have increased over time; (3) conflicts
between parties from different religious traditions (civilizations) increased at
the end of the Cold War, but that trend has reversed the last years; and (4) a
major contested issue in conflicts with religious incompatibility is the question
of the secularization of the state.

These questions are important for scholars and policymakers alike. They
contribute new data to a theoretical debate that has hitherto relied heavily 
on mostly anecdotal evidence. Moreover, the assumptions made on the
importance of religious factors in societies experiencing violent transitions will
guide the policies of democratization. By exploring the general patterns, we
can test the bearing of these assumptions, and thereby help our policies to be
more empirically grounded. We start this paper by outlining the theoretical
debate on religious dimensions in armed conflicts. We identify three prime
‘schools’ from which we can derive different and partly competing expectations
about how the patterns religious dimensions relate to armed conflicts. We then
explain the methodology for the study and describe the operational definitions
used. Thereafter, we explore the empirical patterns of armed conflicts in the
Asia region.
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Theoretical Debate on Religion, Conflict and Democracy

Secularization—the assumption that the forces of modernizsation would
gradually erode religious identities and beliefs and eventually ensure that
religion would cease to have any relevance in society and politics—has been
the traditional academic position in social sciences in general and in
international relations scholarship in particular.3 There has been universal
consensus that ‘modernization is the causal engine dragging the gods into
retirement’.4 Along with industrialization and urbanization, and the
advancement of a scientific understanding of the world, it was seen as
inevitable that ‘religiousness must decrease’.5 This was assumed to be a non-
culturally-specific trend that would apply globally. The prediction was that the
influence of religion would decline in all places, in Christian and non-
Christian cultures alike, once the process of modernization was in motion.
Although the secularization model is not a theory of religion and conflict, it
is implied that as the role of religion diminishes in society, so should its
influence on conflict. This reasoning leads us to the first proposition of this
study. The secularization school of thought, if valid, should be reflected by
the patterns of violent conflicts. As countries develop and modernize, and as
people become more rational and scientific, we should be able to observe less
religious dimensions in armed conflicts and less explicitly religious wars.

Proposition 1: Religious dimensions in armed conflicts, in issues or identities, decline
over time.

The secularization thesis has been challenged by several scholars.6 Of these,
one of the most famous and controversial critic is the political scientist Samuel
P. Huntington.7 Huntington, far from believing in the diminishing influence of
religion on conflicts, predicts, instead, that the trend in the post-Cold War era
would see a rise in civilizational conflicts, that is, conflicts between major
civilizations for which religion forms the main identity marker. Huntington
contends that after the fall of the wall, clashes will be increasingly 
inter-civilizational confrontations exacerbated by enhanced religious self-
consciousness and identity, as well as enhanced alienation with the rival,
threatening civilizations. These inter-civilizational conflicts would eventually
overcome the traditional conflicts involving ideological and economic
cleavages that characterized the world until 1990. Hence, cultural and religious
identity—with civilization as the broadest form of this group identity—would
determine the main lines of confrontation in both civil and international wars.
Conflicts within civilizations, for example, Christians fighting Christians,
would decline, while inter-civilizational conflicts of opposing rival religions
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would increase in frequency, intensity and intractability. In particular,
Huntington predicted that the relationships between Islam and other religious
civilizations would be particularly conflict prone, as his phrase ‘Islam has
bloody borders’ testifies.8 Huntington claims that the revival of religion would
also lead to international alliances based on common civilizational identity. We
should then expect to see, for example, Christian blocks countering alliances of
Muslim nations that would replace the traditional security alliances like NATO
vs. Warsaw Pact, which are based on now obsolete ideological cleavages.9

Proposition 2: Armed conflicts with participants divided after religious (civilizational)
identities increase after the end of the Cold War.

The third line of thought that we draw upon to evaluate the patterns of religion
and conflict is developed by Jurgensmeyer.10 Jurgensmeyer sees the resurgence of
religious politics as one of the main features of the post-Cold War era. He sees
‘a world increasingly filled with religious nationalists’.11 The rise of what he
labels as ‘religious nationalism’ constitutes a considerable challenge for the
secular nationalists in the third world and also in the West. Religious nationalism
is a competing ideology of order that challenges secularism, and the inherent
contradiction between religious and secular nationalisms may result, he predicts,
into global confrontation between adherents of both ideologies. The tendency
would be for the ‘new religious activists—the militant ayatollahs, bhikkhus,
rabbis, priests, and sheiks’,12—to seek to replace the failed secular model with a
new order based on local religion and customs. We would then be heading
towards a new global confrontation—the new Cold War—opposing them as
proponents of secularism. These activists try to ‘religionize’ politics; they bring
religion to the political sphere by challenging the very foundation of the secular
state, working against the idea that religion and politics should be separated. The
distinction between religion and politics—the Church and the State—is seen as
being a Christian-Western way of thinking which may not necessarily be
applicable to non-western societies. In some instances, religious nationalism
occurs in situations where the parties are divided between religious traditions.13

In many other cases, religious activists and the rival proponents of secularism
come from the same religious tradition. Religious politics, either expressed with
violence or through peaceful and democratic channels, is on the rise. But
contrary to Huntington who emphasizes inter-religious conflicts, Juergensmeyer
instead brings our attention to another type of religious conflict—the challenge
that sets co-religionists against each other in an ideological battle between
religious and secular nationalism. Juergensmeyer sees the ‘religious rebels against
modernity […as] becoming increasingly vocal’.14
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Religious nationalism is on the rise because of three different, but
interlinked, reasons. First, secular nationalism has gradually lost its appeal.
The changing power realities of the international system, with the collapse of
the Soviet Union and the decline of American economic power have created
a period of social turbulence, political confusion, and an ideological vacuum,
which religious nationalists have tried to capitalize upon. The rise of religious
nationalism is also driven by ‘the perception that secular institutions have failed
to perform’.15 Particularly in developing countries, there is disappointment and
frustration over the lack of achievements by secular institutions. The promises
of economic prosperity, social justice and political freedom were never fulfilled.
This has led to ‘the phenomenal growth of religious nationalism in recent
years’ (1996, 19). Following Jurgensmeyer’s theoretical reasoning, we would
expect to observe an increase in the level of religious dimensions in the
incompatibility, especially conflicts where the question of the secular state is at
centre of the dispute. This leads us to the third and final proposition.

Proposition 3: Religious incompatibility conflicts, where the issue at stake is the religious
status of the state, increase in frequency.

We have seen that previous literature has reached different conclusions and
expectations concerning the patterns of religion and conflict. Yet, these
theories are not based on systematic empirical evidence, but, rather, are based
on individual cases, used to illustrate their reasoning, that come short of
providing a thorough empirical assessment of the applicability of the theories.
Jonathan Fox is one scholar who has attempted to empirically test the
secularization theory and the Clash of Civilization thesis to see which side has
scientific validity.16 His results show that the secularization theory has little
empirical bearing and that Huntington could be right, based on his
observation that religious conflicts have been increasing over time. However,
Fox has limited his study to ethno-religious conflicts, which means that he
could not test all other types of conflicts, such as international wars and civil
conflicts fought between co-religionists belonging to the same ethnicity over
the issue of secularism, even though he suggest that the ethno-religious reality
probably reflects the reality of all other types of conflicts. By contrast, our
study includes all types of armed conflicts. This study contributes to the
debate by assessing the empirical bearings of the aforementioned theoretical
assumptions with a thorough examination of the empirical patterns of Asian
armed conflicts. To do so, this study applies a quantitative approach when
examining the patterns of religious dimensions in armed conflicts. In the next
section, we will describe the operational definitions used in the study.
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Research Design

Using data on armed conflicts from the Uppsala Conflict Data Base (UCDB),
we have coded unique data on all armed conflicts in Asia. This research
examines the religious dimensions of armed conflicts in the period between
1946 and 2005. This article uses the data from the 1946–2005 UCDB/PRIO
Armed Conflict Dataset, hereafter called UCDB, as a starting point.17 In this
dataset, a conflict, as defined by the UCDB, is ‘a contested incompatibility
that concerns government and/or territory where the use of armed force
between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results
in at least 25 battle-related deaths’. This research extends previous research
covering the 1989–2004 period to also include conflicts before 1988.18

The unit of analysis is conflict, side A always consists of a government and
side B can include several groups, which, according to UCDB’s definitions,
are aggregated based on common incompatibility.19 A total of 120 conflicts
have taken place in Asia in the time period covered involving 28 different
countries, of which four are European.

Two variables are coded for each conflict, religious dissimilarity and religious
incompatibility, and combining these two categories yields a possibility of four
different conflict-categories, depending on the role religions plays in the
armed conflicts.20

Religious dissimilarity

The first variable concerns the religion to which both conflict sides belong. It
is coded according to the religious tradition of the majority of the population
of the country for the government side, and to the religious tradition that the
rebel side represents.21 When both sides belong to the same religion, this
variable is coded as zero (‘0’). When both sides belong to different religions,
the conflict is given the value of one (‘1’).22

The religions are the major world religions and their main sub-traditions.
Seven religions and sub-traditions are represented in this study: Christianity,
Islam, Theravada Buddhism, Mahayana Buddhism, Buddhism/Taoism,
Tibetan Buddhism, and Sikhism. When both sides belong to different world
religions, they were coded as such. An example is the conflict in Sri Lanka,
where a predominately Hindu rebel group (LTTE) fights against a
predominately Buddhist government. However, when both sides belong to the
same world religion, attention was paid to whether the parties belong to
different major sects within that world religion and coded accordingly.
For instance, when Cambodia, with a majority of Theravadan Buddhists, was
involved in an armed conflict with the predominately Mahayana-Buddhist
Vietnam in 1975–1977, it was coded as a religious dissimilarity conflict.23
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Many Asian conflicts oppose groups belonging to the same religion, for
instance, different rebel groups within the Hindu tradition fighting against the
Indian government that represents a majority of Hindus. Only three conflicts
have been found to oppose different sub-traditions of the same world religion,
all within Buddhism.24 An interesting observation concerning Asian conflicts
is that there have been no ‘sectarian’ wars, as in other parts of the world, such
as Shia and Sunni groups fighting in the Middle East, or Protestant and
Catholic in the Northern Ireland.

It is important to take into account that religious dissimilarity only means
that conflicting parties have different traditional religious adherences, and
that it does not aim to capture the degree of religious commitment or its
impact on any aspect of the conflict. For example, a communist group in
India is coded as ‘Hindu’ because it is the traditional religion of the majority
regardless of whether this group is composed of believers or not.

The main source used to code the religions of the conflict sides is the United
States Department of State International Religious Freedom Report, which details the
religious demography of all countries. For smaller groups, it was sometimes
necessary to search the information in encyclopaedias and academic books
and journals.

Religious dimension in the incompatibility

This study does not consider that a conflict between groups that belong to
different religions constitutes a religious conflict per se. In fact, many conflicts
oppose groups that belong to different religions but have no religious
dimensions in them. For example, many of the post-WWII conflicts like those
opposing Buddhists or Muslims in Laos or Indonesia to French and Dutch
Christian powers were simply independence wars, and not religious wars.
Likewise, many of post-WWII conflicts like the one opposing the Muslim
Malaysian government to the Buddhist Communist Party of Malaya were
ideological conflicts inscribed in the Cold War dynamics rather than in a
movement of religious assertion. Therefore, this study analyses whether there
were clear religious dimensions in the incompatibility of the Asian armed
conflicts and codes them according to these incompatibilities. Therefore,
coding is done according to the stated positions concerning the conflicting
issues at the centre of the armed conflict. A conflict was coded as having a
religious incompatibility if there was a religious dimension in their explicit
demands, as they were expressed at the origin of the conflict.25 Typically, the
religious dimensions of a conflict can take the form of a party expressing 
the aim to have an existing state adopt religious laws or legislations, such as
the Taleban in Afghanistan or Darul Islam in Indonesia, or to create a new state
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governed by religious laws and legislation within an existing state whose
majority belongs to a different religion than the rebel group, such as the
Muslim Patani insurgents in south Thailand or Abu Sayaf in the Philippines.
Religious incompatibility can also involve a group that voices the desire to
have an autonomous region based on religious identity without necessarily
desiring to make it a religious state, such as the Sikh insurgents in India,
or some of the Christian separatists in India’s North-East frontiers and
Myanmar.

Note that a group in a country that has a different religion than the
majority of that country and which seeks to create a separate state is not
automatically considered as a religious incompatibility conflict unless at least
one of the sides has clearly expressed religious aspirations or goals. For
example, the conflict opposing the ABSU to the Indian government is an
example of a rebel group belonging to a different religion than the majority
religion of the government (Christian vs. Hindu) that fights for an
independent state, but which has not expressed its goals on religious lines.
Hence, this conflict is not coded as a religious incompatibility conflict. In
contrast, the conflict opposing India to the NFLT, which is another Indian
separatist Christian group, is coded as a religious incompatibility conflict
because the NFLT officially seeks to ‘expand the kingdom of God and Christ
in Tripura’. Finally, a group can aim at making an existing government adopt
a secular constitution or restrict existing religious laws such as is the case with
the LTTE in Sri Lanka or the Maoists in Nepal, which are both rebel
organizations that seek to make the central government adopt secular
constitutions.

Also, we do not consider a conflict to be religiously based on specific actions
undertaken by a party in the whole conflict; instead, this study looked at
whether there were religious dimensions in the stated grievances, demands or
goals that the government or the rebellious groups have clearly expressed in
public speeches or documents at the beginning of the conflict. As an example,
it is widely believed that the conflict involving the Chinese government in
Tibet is somewhat driven by religion because of the antireligious Marxist
ideology of Mao Zedong and because of the religious repression that has
occurred in Tibet following China’s invasion. However, when looking at
original statements made by Chinese leaders, we can see that the goal was
simply to liberate an ‘actual Chinese territory’, without referring to religion
other than to specify that, in fact, China vowed to safeguard Tibetan culture
and religion. Thus, this conflict was regarded as devoid of religious
incompatibility at its inception.

Furthermore, when there are stated religious grievances, demands, or goals
that have been expressed in public or in documents that refer to the original
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incompatibility, we do not attempt to analyse whether or not these statements
where merely rhetorical and used for the purpose of political mobilization
alone or more genuine and based on true religious aspirations.26 The sources
used to code religious incompatibility were Keesing’s Record of World Events,
press records, academic books, journals and encyclopaedias.

Combining these two variables into a matrix (see Table 4.1), we are able to
generate four possible combinations of conflicts in which religion plays
different roles. First, a conflict could have both a religious dissimilarity and a
religious dimension in the incompatibility. These are conflicts that have
religious dimensions in both their identity aspects and in the issues at stake.
An example could be the Sikh insurgents versus the Indian Government
between 1983 and 1993: the two sides were separated by religious identity
with a predominately Hindu government fighting against Sikh insurgents; and
the Sikhs’ demand at the onset of the conflict was put forward in explicit
religious terms, in a call for an independent Sikh state, Khalistan, literally
meaning the ‘Land of the Pure’. Second, a conflict could have no religious
dissimilarity but a religious dimension in the incompatibility. The conflict that
began in the year 2000 between the Uzbekistan government and the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) could exemplify this, as both sides belong to
the same religion, Islam, but there is a religious incompatibility in the conflict,
as the IMU fights for an Islamic state. Third, there could be a conflict in
which the belligerents belong to different religions, giving it a religious
dissimilarity, while neither side has made any demands explicitly referring to
religion, giving it no religious incompatibility. An illustration of these types of
conflicts is the independence struggle waged by Communist Party of Malaya
(CPM) against the United Kingdom in 1947 (Buddhists vs. Christians). Fourth
and last, there can be conflicts between groups that belong to the same
religion, and which lack any explicit religious dimension in the stated
incompatibility. The case of the separatists in the province of Baluchistan
fighting in 1974–1977 against the Pakistani government represents one case
of those types of conflicts.
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Table 4.1. Examples of Different Types of Armed Conflicts

Religious Dissimilarity Religious Similarity

Religious Dimension Sikh insurgents vs. Indian Uzbekistan vs. Islamic  
in Incompatibility Government Movement of Uzbekistan 

(IMU)
No religious dimension UK vs. Communist party Pakistan vs. Baluchi 

in Incompatibility of Malaya (CPM) Separatists
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Empirical Patterns

In this section we will explain our main findings. We will report the frequency,
and change in frequency, between these types of conflicts, relating them to
conflicts that lack any of these religious dimensions.

Identities and issues

In the total of 120 Asian armed conflicts in the 1946 to 2005 period, fifty-two
(43 per cent) were fought between groups belonging to different religious
traditions. Most of the colonial conflicts are conflicts where the parties come
from different religions. For instance, in Cambodia, a country with a Theravada
Buddhists majority, the guerrilla movement ‘Khmer Issarak’ fought for
independence from predominately Catholic France. Also, there are internal
conflicts within multiethnic states. For instance, in 1956, the ‘NNC’ (Naga
Nationalist Council) launched their struggle for of a separate sovereign state of
Nagaland in India.

Yet, most conflicts (57 per cent) were actually fought between antagonists that
shared the same religious tradition. In Myanmar (Burma), the Mon insurgents,
launching their struggle against the Burmese government for an independent
Mon state in 1948, can stand as an example of a conflict where the parties were
ethnically, but not religiously, divided. Conflicts in which the parties are mainly
ideologically divided are also commonplace. For example, the Communist Party
of Thailand began their armed struggle in 1974, fighting against the Thai
military dictatorship and for a Maoist-inspired revolution.

Most of the religious dissimilarity conflicts are not about religion; rather,
the demands of the parties are related to other political objectives. Only
eighteen of the fifty-two conflicts that where fought between groups belonging
to different religious traditions were based on a religious incompatibility. For
example, the international wars between India and China in 1962 and Russia
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Table 4.2. Distribution of Religious Dimensions of Asian Armed
Conflicts, 1945–2005

Religious Religious TOTAL
Dissimilarity Similarity

Religious Dimension in Incompatibility 18 13 31
(15%) (11%) (26%)

No religious dimension in Incompatibility 34 55 89
(28%) (46%) (74%)

TOTAL 52 68 120
(43%) (57%) (100%)
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and China in 1969, are conflicts that oppose countries belonging to different
world religions and civilizations but which are based on territorial and border
disputes without any serious religious elements. There are also several
conflicts where the minorities are seeking to pursue self-rule based on their
unique ethnicity, and where the government has forcefully opposed such
aspirations. For example, in Myanmar, a predominately Buddhist country, the
rebel movement PNDF has predominately drawn its recruits from people with
a Christian tradition. Similarly, the Christian NNC has fought against the
predominately Hindu Indian government. Having been drawn into India and
Myanmar as a result of colonial policies, these rebel movements have sought
to liberate their territory in the post-colonial era without directly referring to,
or framing their goals in, religious terms.

An interesting observation regards a distinct pattern in the cases where there
is a religious incompatibility. Of the thirty-one cases, a majority (twenty-one
conflicts) were fought against proponents of secularism to establish a religious
state. These are all Muslim rebel groups fighting to establish Islamic states. In
some cases, the groups are already part of a majority Muslim state, which they
deem to be pro-western or corrupt, and which they seek to overthrow in order
to impose an Islamic state and Islamic laws. Examples of these are the Jamaat-
i-Islami, Jumbish-i-Milli-ye Islami, the Talibans in Afghanistan, the Darul Islam
and GAM in Indonesia, the JIG in Uzbekistan, and the UTO in Tajikistan.
In some cases, it is minority groups that fight against a secular government 
to create new independent Islamic states within them. Seven such conflicts
occurred in the Philippines where the government was opposed to various rebel
Muslim groups (ASG, MILF, MNLF, MIM and Abu Sayaf). Otherwise, these
conflicts involve Islamist separatist groups, such as the Kashmir separatists in
India, the Patani insurgents in Thailand and the MLO in Myanmar.

On the other hand, conflicts involving a demand for secularism are rare, as
only three such cases were noted. Of these three cases of rebel groups fighting
for secularism, two involved the Liberation Tigers in Tamil Eelam (LTTE), a
minority Hindu group in Sri Lanka fighting against the central Buddhist
government and its pro-Buddhist religious policies and discrimination against
minorities, in two different conflicts that began in 1983 and 1989.27 The other
case is the Nepal Maoists (CPN-M) who fought against the Nepal Hindu
monarchy between 1996 and 2005 and pressured it to make Nepal an
officially secular state rather than a Hindu kingdom. There is an ideological
similarity between the Maoists in Nepal and the Liberation Tigers in 
Sri Lanka in that both groups are leftist-socialist oriented.

The remaining seven conflicts with a religious dimension in the
incompatibility did not directly involve the issue of secularism. In these cases,
the belligerents did not express grievances against secularism; rather, they
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were seeking autonomy for their ethno-religious minority, but not necessarily
the establishment of religious states with religious laws. For example, in India,
the Sikh insurgents sought an independent homeland based on the Sikh
religious identity, and aspired to more religious and political autonomy.
Religious dimensions in their demands include making Amritsar a holy city,
banning tobacco and alcohol and the abolition of a clause (No. 25) of the
Indian constitution that declared Sikhism a sect of Hinduism. At the onset of
the armed conflict, the insurgents’ stand on the territorial incompatibility was
for the establishment of a separate Sikh state. This demand was put forward
in religious terms, in a call for an independent Khalistan, literally meaning the
‘land of the pure’, for Sikhs. Therefore, the territory of the new state is based
on religious demography, but the separatist group does not state the aim 
of imposing Sikh religious laws or of breaking with the secular tradition 
of India. Hence, these conflicts involve groups that want to establish
independent states because of their distinct religion and ethnicity, but without
the stated aim of creating religious states and therefore not antisecular per se.

We can conclude from this observation that most of the religious
incompatibility conflicts involve an antisecular element. This lends empirical
support to Juergensmeyer’s claim that violent religious nationalism, rather
than expressing itself in fights against opposing religions, will rather tend
towards battles against modernization and one of its main corollaries,
secularism. This is a further proof that modernization, instead of bringing
about the demise of religion in public life as the proponents of secularization
theory once thought, quite to the contrary, brings about a recrudescence of
religious nationalism and an aggressive push for more religion in public life.

Variation over time

We can note a steady and marked increase of conflicts with religious dimensions
in the incompatibility during the studied period. This can be seen in terms of
variation of religious conflicts over time, both in total number of religious
conflicts and in the proportion of religious conflicts to the total number of
conflicts. As we can see in Table 4.3, for instance, in the decade 1956–1965,
there where 16 new conflicts, of which only one (6 per cent) had a religious
dimension in the incompatibility. By comparison, the last decade included in the
study, 1996–2005, shows the highest proportion of conflicts with religious
dimensions in their incompatibilities. There where 20 new conflicts, of which
nine had a religious incompatibility, representing 45 per cent.

There seems to be a sharp increase from the middle of the 1980s and
onwards. In the 40 years between 1945 and 1985, there were 9 armed conflicts
with religious incompatibilities, while between 1986 and 2005 there were 
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21 such conflicts. This means that the last two decades have seen more than
twice the amount of religious conflicts than the first forty years of this research
period. This sharp increase after the middle of the 1980s can be attributed to
the recrudescence of Islamic separatist groups fighting against secular
governments in Afghanistan, India, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, the Philippines 
and Thailand, which together represent 14 of the 21 religious conflicts (67 per
cent) of the last two decades. This highlights the importance of growing
antisecular religious movements, a phenomenon identified by Juergensmeyer.

As mentioned in the theoretical discussion, Huntington has predicted the
rise of ‘intercivilizational’ conflicts occurring between countries and within
them, following the end of the Cold-War era. Tucisisny (2003) has tested
Huntington’s hypothesis by using the same database as this research
(UCDB/PRIO) and classifying countries and rebel groups according to
Huntington’s civilizational grouping.29 Tucisisny’s study shows no significant
empirical support for Huntington’s thesis.30 Despite differences in coding, we
can still note that what we consider to be a conflict with a religious dissimilarity
will overlap, in the vast majority of cases, with Huntigton’s and Tuscisny’s
codification of an intercivilizational conflict.31 For example, the conflict between
China and Russia, which they code as an ‘intercivilizational conflict’, we code
as religious dissimilarity conflicts. Therefore, it is still interesting to look at the
time-variation patterns of religious dissimilarity in Asian conflicts, to see how
Huntington’s prediction fares in Asia.

In the 120 conflicts, 52 have a religious dissimilarity (43 per cent) and our
conclusion regarding the pattern of time variation of religious dissimilarity is
that the empirical patterns are not in line with Huntington’s prediction. Rather,
the frequency of religious dissimilarity conflicts is at its height in the first decade
(1946–1955). We can observe—in support of Huntington’s post Cold-war
prediction—a sharp rise in the 1986–1995 period. However, this holds for only
a short period of time, since the number of religious dissimilarity conflicts
decrease from 1996 and onwards.32
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Table 4.3. Religious Incompatibilities in New Conflicts

Decade Conflicts Religious Frequency28

Initiated Incompatibility

1946–1955 26 2 8%
1956–1965 16 1 6%
1966–1975 18 3 17%
1976–1985 11 3 27%
1986–1995 29 12 41%
1996–2005 20 9 45%
Total 120 31 26%
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Related to this is the question of which religions belligerents belong to. As
shown in Table 4.5, the three most common types of conflicts are conflicts
fought within major world religions: Buddhism, Islam and Hinduism. This is
a reflection of the fact that most conflicts are intra-, rather than interreligious.
Of the interreligious conflicts, this study finds that the majority of
intercivilizational conflicts in the post-Cold War era actually involved actors
where the majority is from the Christian tradition (65 per cent), representing
the fact that many of these conflicts are colonial wars.33

Discussion

Religion seems to play a critical role in Asian armed conflicts. Jihadist rebels
are fighting for a Muslim caliphate in the southern province of Mindano in the
Philippines. Buddhist monks in Sri Lanka are often seen protesting vigorously
against peace initiatives with the Tamil separatists. In Nepal, the Maoist rebels
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Table 4.4. Religious Dissimilarity Conflicts

Decade Number of Religious Percent
Conflicts Dissimilarity

1946–1955 26 14 54%
1956–1965 16 8 50%
1966–1975 18 8 44%
1976–1985 11 2 18%
1986–1995 29 14 48%
1996–2005 20 6 30%
TOTAL 120 52 43%
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have fought for a secular state and for the abolition of the world’s only Hindu
kingdom. Still, we do not know much about the general patterns of religious
dimensions of armed conflicts in Asian armed conflicts. Although several case
studies have examined the question in great detail, no one has attempted to
draw the general picture and explore the regional changes occurring over time.
This paper contributes with this kind of empirical overview.

People tend to think that religion plays an important role in world conflicts.
The events of 9/11, the ensuing ‘war on terror’ and commentaries in media
and academic circles contribute greatly to this belief. For instance, the latest
Pew Forum poll shows that ‘three-quarters of Americans think that religion
has a great deal (40 per cent) or a fair amount (35 per cent) to do with most
wars and conflicts in the world’.34 By contrast, our study shows that religious
dimensions—either in incompatibilities or different identities—represent a
clear minority (26 per cent) of all the armed conflicts in the Asian region.
Public opinion, to some extent, and more so in democratic systems, defines
the manoeuvring space of policymakers. Hence, it is not only desirable that
public perception of religion and conflict be based on empirical facts for the
sake of scientific truth alone, but also because of the impact of perception on
policy and on attitudes towards religion and religious people of all faiths.
Public perception of the link between religion and conflict is in need of a
reality check, and it is with this in mind that this study represents one first
effort in that direction.35

We have seen in this research that conflicts with religious incompatibilities
have been rising and that most of these were conflicts involving groups that
seek to replace a secular government with one grounded in religion. What
questions can we raise and what conclusions can be drawn regarding how the
findings of this research relate to democratization in Asia?

The first question would be to ask if the rise of religious conflicts in
general, and the rise of antisecular religious nationalism in particular, pose a
challenge or a threat to the democratization processes in Asia. The intuitive
answer to that question would be affirmative. It might seem difficult to
reconcile religious nationalism with democracy because the former is
perceived as an absolutist, assimilative ideology in which religion should be a
public matter, whereas the later is perceived to be more pluralistic in which
religion plays out in the private sphere. Religious nationalism and the
movements that seek to establish it, for example, Islamic, Buddhist, or Hindu,
face several problems that might seem to put them on a collision course with
the concept of democracy. As we know, democracy is about consensus. And
since many states are not homogenous, religious minorities are bound to
disapprove of the idea of having another religion inspire the laws and policies
that dictate the state in which they live. Because there have been relatively few
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rebel groups that have succeeded in creating religious states, and because Iran
is one of the paramount exceptions—one which has projected a repressive,
authoritarian image—it is easy to see religious nationalism as the antithesis of
democracy.36

In his extensive interviews with religious nationalists around the world,
Juergensmeyer has noted that there is a widespread revolt against what are
perceived to be failed Western-imported models and a desire to replace these
with models grounded in local traditions, culture, and, most importantly,
religion. Juergensmeyer has emphasised secularism as the main cause of
grievance of religious nationalists.37 Although it would be tempting to imply that
democracy, along with liberalism and secularism, should be perceived as part of
the failed Western imports that religious nationalists are trying to replace,
Juergensmeyer thinks that it is not necessarily so, as many of the religious
nationalist movements and their leaders have strong pro-democratic ideals.38

If we look at the findings of this research, we see that many religious
conflicts were not related to democracy as such. For example, when Sikhs
fought to create the state of Khalistan, the rebels did not express the will 
to establish an authoritarian regime, but rather, they expressed the desire 
to establish a state based on their common religious identity without
necessarily breaking with India’s democratic tradition. On the other hand,
we have seen that a majority of religious conflicts (21 out of 31) involved
antisecular movements, many of which sought to establish Islamic states.
We could take the example of the war opposing the Taliban to the Afghan
government in 2003 and rightly assert that their antisecular struggle is also
an antidemocratic one. But we have to be nuanced when we look at the big
picture and when it comes to all the other rebel Muslim groups operating 
in Asia, like the ASG and the MILF in the Philippines, the IMU and JIG in
Uzbekistan, or Darul Islami in Indonesia. Although these aspire to establish
Islamic rule or states, these groups are not necessarily antidemocratic in
their aspirations.

The vast majority of the religious rebel groups are fighting against
regimes that were not democratic in the first place; for example, rebel
groups fighting against the governments of the Philippines in the 1970s,
or against the Governments of Tajikistan and Uzbekistan in the 1990s.
In this regard, the democratic deficit of countries with Muslim majority
population is worth pointing out.39 Therefore, we cannot see their
rebellions, if properly managed by host governments and the international
community, as having a necessarily negative impact on democratization 
as such.

In sum, although it could be intuitive to see the rise of religious conflicts
and particularly the rise of antisecular conflicts as having a negative effect on
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the democratization process in Asia, it is not as clear as it may seem. If the
tendency that we have reported continues in the future, we could see more
religious conflicts in Asia, and more assertive religious nationalist movements
that seek to create religious states, but it might be that once their goals met,
democratic religious states will replace the secular predecessors. Another
scenario would be to see something that would reflect what we have seen, for
example, in India (BJP), the Middle East (Hamas) and Turkey (AK); that is,
religious nationalism reaching new heights through democratic channels and
subsequently transforming into more moderate religious ideologies. As
Juergensmeyer has noted, for religious nationalists the democratic process is
often unproblematic as long as the purpose is met.40

Conclusions and Future Research

We can draw several conclusions from this research. We have found it
analytically fruitful to empirically examine the regional Asian patterns of armed
conflicts, highlighting some of the most crucial religious dimensions of these
conflicts. The empirical examination has revealed several important findings
regarding the occurrence and trend of armed conflicts with explicit religious
dimensions. In particular, the study finds that conflicts in which parties’
identities break down along religious lines, or where the parties explicitly
demands goals with a religious dimension, represent only a minority of all
armed conflicts. This could give us a balanced approach to the question 
of religious dimensions in armed conflict: although these dimensions do exist,
they are not the most common type of conflicts. Still, we can see a substantial
increase in the number and proportion of conflicts in which the parties
explicitly aspire for religious goals. These types of religious conflicts are
becoming more common. The majority of these conflicts concern the issue of
whether or not the state should be secular, and most of the rebel groups
involved in these conflicts fight against the secular status of the state. Yet, the
same empirical trend cannot be observed when focusing on religious
dissimilarity conflicts. These types of ‘civilizational clashes’ represent, in fact, a
decreasing proportion of armed conflicts in Asia. Hence, whether we are
witnessing an increased level of religious conflict depends basically on our
definition of ‘religious conflict’. According to our definition, the picture is more
nuanced than what common perceptions would suggest.

Future research should analyse the effects of the rise of religious politics:
Will it have a positive, negative, or neutral effect on the democratization
process in Asia? Moreover, we need to take this research as a starting point for
exploring the causal mechanisms behind conflicts with religious dimensions.
For instance, why do some armed groups state religious aspirations, whereas
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others fight for non-religious goals? The role of alternative ideologies, the
international community, and governments’ strategies might be important
explanatory factors in this regard. Furthermore, we also need to systematically
explore the differences between religious and non-religious conflicts. Are armed
conflicts with religious dimensions more difficult to settle through negotiations,
do they last longer, and do they attract more or less international involvement?
These types of questions are important to explore in future research. Lastly, we
need to better comprehend how the international community can best manage
the contentious religious issues in armed conflicts, advancing towards just,
stable and sustainable peace.
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Chapter Five

THE LEFT AND DEMOCRATIC
CONSOLIDATION – DEEPENING

DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA?

Martin Nilsson

Introduction

During the third wave of democratization in the 1980s and 1990s, most of the
countries in Latin America made transitions from military dictatorship to
electoral democracies. Most of the newly elected governments were right
wing—neoconservatives or neoliberals—and chose to develop or maintain
elite democracy and the hegemony of neoliberal economic policies, and were
less concerned with social reforms. The business elite and the dominant
domestic and international actors, with a few exceptions, accepted the
outcome of electoral democracy, mainly because the threat of the radical left
had vanished, because of poor economic performances, and because the
economic elite had been excluded from politics during the military
dictatorships. Further, it would decrease the demand of people’s expectation of
deepening democracy and carrying out social reforms, and it would give
economic prosperity and a peaceful future.1

However, this global development of democracy and neoliberalism has
some paradoxes in Latin America. On one hand, democracy has enlarged the
right to vote to all adults in free and fair elections, including groups that were
excluded from politics during military rule, such as radical leftist parties. On
the other hand, democratically elected governments do not function in the
same way as ‘‘normal’’ democratic governments are supposed to function. In
the Latinobarómetro poll (2002), more than sixty percent of the people were
discontented because of the failure of the governments, political leaders,
political parties and the political institutions’ ability to provide needs such as
jobs, education and security. The political institutions were also considered
weak, the military influence had been substantial, technocrats had been
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running the political process, the global economy was setting the agenda for
the political and socio-economic development and major economic inequalities
still remained in society.2

One could therefore argue that this type of democratic development had
only established elite democratic rule in Latin America, in which the
governments are elected in representative elections and in which people’s
participation is mainly limited just to the elections. After being elected, the
representatives could practically decide whatever they would like, without
consulting the people between two elections. This is one of the reasons why
the Latin American democracies have been referred as everything from ‘Low-
intensive democracy’, ‘Guardian democracy’, ‘Partial democracy’ or to what
Guillermo O’Donnell (1994) refers as a ‘Delegative democracy’.3

But in the late 1990s, the left began to win or were reelected in presidential
elections, or became the main challenger against neoliberal governments—
setting off a massive wave of democratically elected left leaders at national and
local levels in Latin America. This left wave could be seen as a reaction against
elite democracy and the neoliberal economic system. The victories of the left
began with Venezuela in 1998, when Hugo Chávez was elected president with
a populist leftist agenda, and continued with successes in Chile, Brazil,
Ecuador, Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Peru and Guatemala. Most
significant was the success of the former revolutionary Daniel Ortega in
Nicaragua in late 2006. Taken together, these left-wing victories have
prompted inquiry throughout much of the region and beyond, with large
publications such as Foreign Affairs, The Economist and the Journal of Democracy
attempting to address its consequences for democracy and economy.4

In an attempt to add depth to knowledge of the left in the era of globalization
and democratic consolidation and in the face of conflicting definitions, this chapter
offers a conceptualization of democratic consolidation, and aims to explore the
left’s view of democracy in the context of its resurgence in the late 1990s. After 
a critical review of the theoretical concept of democratic consolidation, this
chapter continues with a discussion of the societal and political transformations
that led to the left’s resurgence in Latin America in the late twentieth century.
It further moves into a conceptualization of the left, addressing both the radical
participatory and the social democratic left in relation to their fundamental views
on democracy and economy. Finally, some parallels between the old and the new
left and its ability to deepen democracy in the Latin America are discussed.

Democratic Consolidation – A Critical Review

Meanwhile, democracy has become the most common rule to govern 
a country; there is no common sense among scholars on how the path and the
destiny of deepening democracy should be defined. Democracy has taken
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root all over the world, but in most of the Latin America countries democracy
has been shallow, illiberal or poorly institutionalized, or has been closely
connected to Guillermo O’Donnell’s concept of delegative democracy.5

Generally speaking, democracy is often seen as consolidated, when it is mostly
‘likely to endure’. The expression was first established by the Berkeley
professor Guiseppe Di Palma, but Juan Linz (1990) elaborated it further in the
research community and expressed it as:

‘…in which none of the major political actors, parties, or organized
interests, forces, or institutions consider that there is any alternative to
democratic processes to gain power, and…no political institutions or
group has a claim to veto the action of democratically elected decision
making…To put it simply, democracy must be seen as “the only game 
in town” ’.6

For several reasons, Andreas Schedler (2001) interprets the conceptualization of
democratic consolidation as negative.7 First, because the primary purpose
seems to be how to avoid a democratic breakdown, rather than how the
quality of democracy could be improved. Second, Schedler argues that it is
‘forward-looking’ instead of ‘backward-looking’, since it almost tries to
predict future stability of the democratic rule. Third, it is based upon external
actors’ view of how to achieve democratic development and not internal
actors’ own reflections in this process.

Schedler further categorizes the concept of democratic consolidation into
three main categories with different behavioural, attitudinal and structural
foundations. The behavioural foundation is perhaps the most widely accepted—
the actors are the key factor to understand democratic consolidation. The
most important issue is when democracy could be seen as the only game in
town; when all major actors—elites and the people—seem to be conformed
to democratic rule of politics. Juan Linz, Alfredo Stepan, Larry Diamond,
and most of the researchers of democratic development in Latin America
have been influenced by this perspective.8 A second approach is the one based
on attitudinal foundations. In this concept, the actors’ view of democracy and the
legitimacy of democracy are the most important questions to understand
democratic consolidation.9 This approach is mainly based on the same idea as in
the transition from dictatorship to democratic rule and its game between four
actors—hardliners, softliners, moderates and radicals—as it originally was
presented by O’Donnell and Schmitter in the mid 1980s.10 But in the democratic
consolidation process, it is rather a two-game play between democrats and anti-
democrats. According to Schedler, not any single democratic regime embedded
with consensus to the rule of democracy has ever broken down. Still, high
support for democracy helps the democratic regime in times of crises to
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develop the democratic system again. In Peeler’s study of democratic
transitions and democratic consolidation in Colombia, Costa Rica and
Venezuela, the elite settlements and the elite convergences help us to better
understand how these democratic regimes survived.11 The third category of
Schedler’s classification is primarily based upon structural foundation.12 Seymour
Martin Lipset’s Political Man (1960) is a classic in this genre, and Juan Linz and
Alfredo Stepan’s Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation: Southern
Europe, South America, and Post-Communist Europe (1996) is a modern one. The
main arguments are that the level of socioeconomic development and
political institutional matter and determine the possibility of consolidation of
a democratic regime, and also the issues of rule of law and an efficient and
democratic public administration are important key institutions to understand
democratic development.

Consequently, the concept of ‘the only game in town’ and dimensions of
political institutionalization and a behavioural approach have so far been the
most usable concept among scholars, and it has not yet met any major
challenges. This concept gives us a minimalist definition that is fairly
applicable in different regions and cultures in third-wave democracies. But the
concept of consolidation implies several problems.13 At first, the concept 
was only related to how democracy could become ‘only game in town’—how
the threat of a retreat to an authoritarian rule could be avoided. Nowadays,
the concept has been faceted and includes almost all possible problems of
society, such as development and stabilizing of elections, political decision-
making, decentralization of state power, democratic norms and values, the
institutionalization of the party system, judicial reforms, economic
development, civilian control over military and destabilizing authoritarian
institutional enclaves. The main obstacle is that all problems in society,
practically, could be traced to democratic consolidation, and therefore the
concept as such becomes more or less worthless. There is an urgent need to
make it more adoptable to the recent democratic development of today’s
Latin America, and in particular to realize that the main actors might have
different views on issues related to aspects of democracy and economy.

Second, another problem is that the point of departure varies, and the main
question is when the process of consolidation really begins. Linz and Stepan
assert the phases of transition and consolidation as two parallel processes in
which the transition does not have to be completed before democracy is
consolidated. Chile, in the 1990s, as well as other examples, such as Turkey and
even Russia, are cases in which the transition—when the elected government
has both a formal and a real control over all important political decisions—
probably will not be fully completed before the democracy also has been
consolidated. Other scholars interpret it as two processes, where the consolidation
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first begins after the minimalist definition of democracy has been fulfilled. For
example, Gunter, Diamandouros and Puhle argue that the phase of consolidation
first begins after democracy is deepened.

Third, and perhaps the most important aspect to address is the key
question of what kind of democratic rule that is supposed to become
consolidated? Is it Joseph Schumpeter’s (1947) elite democracy, Robert Dahl’s
(1971) liberal polyarchy, Arendt Lijphart’s (1977) consociational democracy,
or a social democratic society, radical participatory democracy, or is it perhaps
even the Marxist people’s democracy that are supposed to become
consolidated?14 This question remains unanswered in the literature of
democratization. Implicit, only the model of liberal democracy counts in the
process of democratic consolidation. Chile is a good example. Before Salvador
Allénde was installed as president in 1970, Robert Dahl defined Chile as a
polyarchy with some restrictions concerning the electoral system. To some
extent it was a truth; the liberal model of democracy was consolidated but not
the democratic rule as such. The problem was raised when the Allende
administration and the democratically elected Unidad Popular tried to
impose another model of democracy, which, compared to pure liberal
democracy, emphasized more on social and economic rights, and more of
peoples’ participatory in the democratic system. Instead of develop
participatory democracy in Chile, the military, supported by the
parliamentary right and the US administration, seized power in the coup of
11 September 1973.15 The result is well known—the dictatorship of general
Pinochet was established and lasted until 1990. The argument here is that just
the liberal democracy was accepted by all other major political actors in
Chile. Other doctrines such as participatory democracy were not widely
accepted by the elite in the early 1970s. That is why the current concept of
consolidation cannot answer the question of democratic consolidation and
the deepening of democracy.

Fourth, and as a consequence of the discussion above, the concept of
consolidation does not consider the norms and values behind the entire
theoretical concept. All democratic concepts stand on some sort of a norm;
the liberal democracy does it, and other types of democracies do it, as well.
The explicit norm is when all people accept democracy as the only legitimate
way to govern a country. But, implicitly, only the liberal doctrine matters. In
the case of Chile (1970–73), the participatory democracy with radical social
and economic reforms was not sanctioned among all voters and among elite
actors in the Chilean society. Furthermore, the democratic models also have
implications for economic and social policies. This is the case for liberal
democracy, social democracy and participatory democracy. For example, in
the social democratic model people are guaranteed some political, economic
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and social rights. In a participatory democracy, people’s participation and
rights in the socio-economic sphere are guaranteed in a deeper sense. In
contrast, the social dimensions seem to be a non-political issue in an elite
democratic rule with the hegemony of neoliberal economic policies.

In conclusion, different scholars could come up with the same conclusion—
that some democracies are almost consolidated, some are on the path to be
consolidated, and others are far away from being consolidated. As Schedler’s
typology shows us, there are at least three approaches with behavioural,
attitudinal and structural foundations. Some look at the actors’ behaviour or
attitudes, while some others have focused on structural economic, social, and
institutional contexts. The problem is that not even the approaches and
conclusions within the liberal framework are compatible, since they have
totally different approaches to definitions, dimensions and the entire concept
as such.

Instead of using the concept strictly within the liberal democratic framework,
the important thing must be to analyse the domestic and external actors’
views on democracy and the norms behind it, and how this could be related
to the process of deepening democracy. This ‘game’ between elite actors on
how to deepen democracy highlights the actors’ preferences for different
models or views of democracy and structural possibilities or obstacles to
accomplish this type of democratic development. In this perspective, it is not
enough to just analyse the actors as pro-democrats or anti-democrats; rather,
it is a question of what kind of democratic models (or authoritarian) they
prefer to develop.

I argue that three ideal types of democratic models should be used in
relation to the actors’ preferences for democratic development. The first is
electoral democracy, Schumpeter’s (1947) democratic majority rule containing
characteristics such as: the majority of the people have to elect the executive
and legislative formal power in free and fair elections, and people must have
access to freedom of speech, press and assembly; all adults have the right to
vote and run for office; the results of all public elections have to be respected,
and no illegal constitutional actions are allowed to take place during the
mandate elected.16 The second is liberal democracy. Robert Dahl’s (1971)
polyarchy is the most respected and applied concept of an advanced liberal
democracy. Dahl summarizes the criteria in seven points. Besides the content
of the electoral democracy it also contains aspects such as: control over
governmental decisions about policy is constitutionally vested in elected
officials; citizens have an effectively enforced right to freedom of expression,
including criticism of all officials, the government, the prevailing political,
economic, and social system, and the dominant ideology; access to alternative
sources of information that are not monopolized by the government or any
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other single group, and citizens need to have an effectively enforced right to
form and join autonomous associations, such as political parties and interest
groups. Finally, Robert Dahl’s polyarchy creates the conditions for
development towards a more advanced democratic rule meaning effective
participation, voting equality, enlightened understanding, control of the
agenda, and inclusions of adults. The third category is participatory democracy.17

Participatory democracy, in this version, includes dimensions such as: an idea
that the decision-making as more important than the content of the decisions
themselves; all social relations in society should be democratized under equal
conditions; the people should be a part of all national and local political
decision-making and in other spheres, such as at workplaces, educational
institutions and housing; democracy needs to be spread to the economic,
social and cultural spheres in society (normally these are not part of a liberal
democracy); and finally, participatory democracy is based upon the principle
of the rule of collective decision-making.

Besides different models of democracy, one also has to consider the
linkages between democratization and economic development. During the
1980s, most of the democratic transitions were made parallel to the transition
from the Import-substitution industrialization model, with active state
intervention and allocation of economic resources, trade protectionism,
regulation of macroeconomic activities, inflow of foreign capital and loans,
some social and economic reforms and support of the development of
national companies; to the neoliberal economic model with economic
integration, free trade, deregulations, privatization, and even less concerns to
social reforms.18 This factor has been stressed by several scholars.
Rueschemeyer, Stephens and Stephens (1992) claim that the elite’s
connections to conservative parties were important for democratization in
Latin America.19 Jeffrey M. Paige (1997) also concludes that the ruling
oligarchy finally accepted electoral democracy, mainly as a tool to promote
the neoliberal economic model. In most of the Latin American cases,
Middlebrook (2000) argues that the conservative parties, supported by the
economic elite and the military, imposed the neoliberal economic model all
over Latin America.

Another relationship between the democratization process in Latin America
and the neoliberal economic model is the support from international actors,
such as the International Monetary fund (IMF), the World Bank, the World
Trade Organization (WTO) and the US administrations.20 All these actors
have demanded relatively free and fair elections and structural economic
policies (neoliberalism). In the 1980s, for different reasons, the US
administration promoted elite-dominated democratically elected governments
in Latin America, and parallel to this support, the US multilateral and bilateral
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influences on international institutions and through bilateral negotiations
almost made all countries establish and develop neoliberal economic policies.

With this in mind, one could make four conclusions. First, the elite actors
(domestic and international) have different preferences for democratic models
(such as elite electoral democracy, liberal democracy or participatory democracy,
with different norms and values). Second, the actors’ views on democracy and
the relations between the actors do matter in the game of democratic
development, both when democracy is installed, and in the further process to
deepen democracy beyond the first free and fair elections. Third, most of the
democratic transitions also include the development of an economic model (such
as the old ISI, neoliberalism or a more anticapitalistic model). Fourth, and inally,
the established democratic and economic models might also have implications
for future ability to carry out social reforms or combat poverty, and this will
sooner or later challenge the order of today in each country. This is particularly
the case in Latin America with the recent development of radical left leaders 
in office.

The Rebirth and Conceptualizing of the Democratic Left

The last years have been an ambivalent and turbulent period for the left in
Latin America. During the military era, leftist organizations, parties and
individuals were more or less uniformly Marxists, and they were inspired by
varying ideas and strategies to achieve socialism.21 Social democratic parties
have been sparse in Latin America, with the Partido Liberación Nacional
(PLN) in Costa Rica and Acción Democratica (AD) in Venezuela serving as
two of the few exceptions. In the 1930s, as a contrast to Western Europe, the
economic depression and the military’s entrance into the political scene
interrupted democratic development in South America. Up until the third
wave of democratization, regular free and fair elections mostly took place in
countries such as Colombia, Costa Rica, Chile and Venezuela, and only
sporadic elections were held in Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia and Uruguay. After
the symbol of the revolution, Ernesto Che Guevara, was assassinated in
Bolivia in 1968, and after Allende’s ‘democratic and peaceful socialistic
revolution’ ended with a bloody military coup in 1973, the left’s view of
society began to change dramatically.

After the collapse of Communism, the left was ideologically exhausted, and
moved toward the decline of Marxism-Leninism, anticapitalism and toward
a diminished confidence in social revolution. Democracy, market economics,
and social movements became the new leading, but competitive, set of ideas
within the divided left. Only a few left-wing parties and leaders wanted to
maintain close ties to the notion of a violent social revolution. In the face of
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the failure of the socialist project and of the hegemony of the global economy
and neoliberalism, in an era when the military dictatorships had been replaced
by democratically elected governments, the left had difficulties redefining its
role in society. The left was suddenly confronted with the task of finding an
alternative to the global neoliberal economic model and to developing and
deepening democracy in Latin America. Although it lacked a clear and
uniform path toward this aim, and toward a reliable and democratic leftist
institution, the legacy of violent revolution had vanished and the ballot box
enabled a wave of successful elections. However, during the 1980s and in the
early 1990s, practically all democratically elected governments in Latin
America came from neoliberal or neoconservative parties.

The trend of successful elections of the left began in 1998 with Hugo
Chávez’s populist leftist victory by an overwhelming majority in Venezuela.
Chávez’s success was followed by Chile in 1999, when the moderate socialist
Ricardo Lagos was elected president; Lagos represented the centre-left
coalition that had ruled Chile since the return of democratic rule in 1990.
The electoral victories moved on to Brazil, where Luis Inácio ‘Lula’ da Silva,
the former metalworker union leader and the leader of Partido dos
Trabalhadores (PT, the Worker’s Party) was installed as the new president in
2003 (and was reelected in 2006); and to Ecuador, where the military officer
Lucio Gutierrez won the presidency on a populist platform with the support
of indigenous people in 2003; to Argentina, where Néstor Kirchner won the
presidential election in 2003 with a social-democratic agenda supported by
the left coalition of Frente País Solidario; and to Uruguay, where the
presidential candidate from Frente Amplios seized presidential power in 2004.
Alluding to this wave of electoral leftist successes, Hugo Chávez, during an
unannounced appearance at the 2003 World Social Forum in Porto Allegre,
Brazil, called attention to the ‘the birth of a new left’ in Latin America.

During 2005 and 2006, the left wave continued with the victories of the
indigenous Evo Morales and his radical agenda in Bolivia, the socialist Michelle
Bachelet’s success in Chile, the Social Democrats’ reclaiming of the presidency
in Costa Rica, and the reelection of former president Alan García in Peru with
a social-democratic agenda. Also, in 2006 the former revolutionary Sandinista
leader Daniel Ortega won the presidential race in Nicaragua, and Rafael
Correa’s Alianza Patria Altiva I Soberana (PAIS, Alliance of Proud and
Sovereign Fatherland) won the presidency in Ecuador. Finally, in late 2007,
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner won the presidential election in Argentina, and
the social democrat Álvaro Colom won the run-off election for president in
Guatemala. In other countries, the left gained major electoral grounds and
became the major challenger against right-wing presidencies. Examples include
Frente Farabundo Martí para Liberación Nacional (FMLN) in El Salvador and
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Partido de Revolución Democraticá (PRD) in Mexico.22 The left in these
countries, referred to here as the populist participatory left, propose a radical
agenda similar to that of Chávez in Venezuela, Morales in Bolivia, Correa in
Ecuador and the Worker’s party in Brazil.

The above victories, taken together, represent a monumental trend that has
not been matched historically. Importantly, however, this wave does not imply
a uniform, united left. Conceptualizations and categorizations of the left are
numerous and varied, and include categories such as the moderate left, the
reformist left, the social-democratic left, left-wing populism, the participatory
left, the radical left, the petro-left, and the nationalist left. Thus, while this
chapter pays heed to and recognizes a surge of leftist victories, it attempts to
move beyond the multiplicity of conceptualizations toward two broad
categories that encompass distinct tendencies in terms of their degree of
radicalism on deepening democracy and socio-economic reforms in the
global era.23

The first category is the radical, populist and participatory left, which challenges
two of the norms in the era of globalization, liberal democracy and the
hegemony of neoliberal economic policies and social injustice, and replaces
them with radical and participatory democracy, a more antiglobal era based
on an anticapitalistic economic order, and strong ties to social reforms and to
redistribution to the masses. Some elements of the radical democratic platform
stems from authors such as Antonio Gramsci, Noberto Bobbio, Chantal
Mouffe, Ernesto Laclau and Jorge G. Castañeda. In Utopia Unarmed: The Latin
American Left after the Cold War Castañeda (1993) defined a proposal for the
future left in the era of globalization in Latin America. In his view, a
combination of multiple local processes with nongovernmental organizations
and social movements, mobilizing the left in dismantling the patrimonial
society, can provide a new foundation for the left. Castañeda  also argued that
the left had to reconsider its position towards the old revolutionary strategy, the
United States, the nation state, and further provide a strategic perspective for
democratization of democracy.

This radical new left is represented by the major left parties in Nicaragua,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil and Bolivia; it has similarities
with the left during the Allende presidency, and has also links to traditional
European social democracy, which conceptualized an active state to promote
social and economic development. This left also quite often adhered to a populist
agenda trying to attract the broad masses. Thus far, Chávez, and to some extent
Morales in Bolivia and Correa in Ecuador, represent the most radical tendencies
of the participatory left. They are challenging the idea of elite democracy, free-
trade agreements, neoliberal economic policies, and all the international and
domestic actors behind these tendencies.
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The second category is the left-of-centre’s Social Democrats, which aspire to
be global transformers in the developing liberal democracy and maintain
their predecessors’ neoliberal economic policies. The modern Social
Democrats tend to stand for reformism and pragmatism, and have eliminated
legacy slogans such as class struggle and socialism. This tendency, more or
less, follows the route of Anthony Giddens’ in “The Third Way: the Renewal
of Social Democracy” (1994) in which the social democrats lie between the
right and the traditional left in the global era. In theory, this implies a modern
stance on issues related to globalization, economic integration and free
market economy; in reality, it means acceptance of the neoliberal economic
world order. The social-democratic platform also encompasses ideas such as
equality, protection of the weak, freedom and autonomy, rights with obligations,
and cosmopolitan pluralism and democracy. Social justice is still important,
but collective solutions in society should be addressed by taking equality and
individual freedom into consideration. This tendency of the left is a major
political force in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Costa Rica.

Still, there exist some rather successful, in terms of election results, orthodox
left-wing Communist parties (in Chile for example), but these are no longer 
a major challenger against the right or against other tendencies of the left in
today’s democratized Latin America. These parties are sceptical of the era of
globalization and, in particular, of the neoliberal economy, but also of the
norm global norm of liberal democracy.

In situating this conceptualization of the Latin American left in the context
of the wider global political spectrum, one finds right-wing parties,
commercial groups, military forces and the US administration at one end of
the spectrum, which is in favour of some global characters, in particular the
spread of elite electoral democracy and neoliberal policies. At the opposite
end of the spectrum one finds the radical, participatory left with an
anticapitalistic and antiglobal agenda. In between these two extremes lie the
Christian democrats and the social democratic left—the ‘left of centre’, which
promotes liberal democracy and interprets globalization as natural and
modern way to develop society.

The Old and the New Left – Democratization 
in the Neoliberal Era

In many countries across today’s Latin America, the presidency is occupied by
the left. In Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Uruguay, where reformist
and social-democratic presidents have ruled since the early years of the
twenty-first century, one finds modest social and economic reforms—policies
that comply with these countries’ dominant global and national political,
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economic and social orders. In these cases, the left presidencies stick to the
ideas behind liberal democracy and do not challenge the economic capitalistic
system of neoliberalism as it has been developed during the 1980s and 1990s.
However, in other Latin American countries, including today’s Venezuela,
Bolivia, Ecuador and Nicaragua, the presidents are more radical and have
challenged or might challenge the political, social, and global economic order
of the day. They are challenging the ideas of free trade and market-oriented
policies and the supranational organizations behind these ideas and policies.
But these radical actors are also challenging all the domestic-elite actors in
each country that have supported the development of the global economy.

The most controversial recent case of the radical left is Venezuela, where
Hugo Chávez, immediately after his election on a populist left platform,
abolished Congress and called elections to a constitutional assembly. Chávez’s
‘Bolivarian Revolution’ also includes wealth redistribution, housing and
education measures to benefit the poor, and the development of grassroots
democracy in the countryside and in the poor barrios of the cities. At once,
Chávez’s radicalization began to challenge the domestic economic elite, the
Washington consensus, and neoliberal economic policy. Since the revolution
began, Chávez has survived a military coup, won referendums on staying in
office and on a new constitution, and, in 2006, succeeded in another
presidential election. The failure to win approval for additional constitutional
changes in December 2007 may have weakened Chávez’s authority, but he
continues to enjoy support from many poor sectors of Venezuelan society.24

Also, as a critic of some of Chávez’s undemocratic moves in Venezuela,
one could point specifically to his measures to strengthening the power of the
presidency and weaken the power of Congress and the judicial system. These
measures—in combination with active state intervention, and with strong
social and economic reforms to reduce poverty—have challenged the basic
rule of the Venezuelan political system rooted in the ‘Pacto de Punto Fijo’ of
1958. However, rather than a process to establish radical and participatory
democracy, recent development in Venezuela has, to some extent, pointed
toward decreasing of political rights.

In turning to Bolivia, Ecuador and Nicaragua one finds additional cases
where the radical presidents have challenged the political, social and
economic order of the day. In late 2005 the indigenous Evo Morales won the
presidency with a clear mandate in Bolivia, backed by the Movimiento Al
Socialismo (MAS, the Movement for Socialism) Party. During its first years
under the new radical presidency, Bolivia boasted mostly positive
macroeconomic indicators, despite the fact that Morales had initiated radical
reforms. The most concrete of these reform initiatives was the nationalization
of the country’s natural gas supply, mostly from international companies,
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which was expected to bring billions of dollars to the state, and which will
likely be expanded to cover other natural resources in the future.
Furthermore, in late 2006 the Bolivian Congress voted to instigate a
controversial land reform, which will redistribute land to mostly poor and
indigenous people in the countryside. Other social reforms under Morales
include a campaign against illiteracy and an initiative to provide medical care
to the countryside with the help of Cuban doctors. Morales aims to continue
his radical reforms with a constitutional assembly and with a mandate to
rewrite the constitution. In December 2007 an elected constitutional
assembly, representing the major parties, with a minor majority, voted for
major changes of the constitution, establishing Bolivia as a multiethnic
country, with its new capital in Sucre, and enforcing social reforms financed
by the national mineral resources. During 2008 the constitution and its radical
measurements will be (or not) established in a national referendum, and it will
probably further increase the conflict in society. On one side we have the
radical left supported by the peasants, coca peasants, mine workers and
indigenous people, and on the other side we have the rich upper class. In
Ecuador, similar radical measures have been taken by the left government,
and in late 2007 a constitutional assembly started its reform work, and very
likely we will have the same kind of development as in Bolivia.

A final case of more recent tendencies of radical reforms is Nicaragua,
where the former revolutionary leader and Sandinista Daniel Ortega was
installed as president in January 2007. During his first months in office, several
reforms were at once put forth. The least controversial of these have been his
social reforms including free school for children, free medical care and a fifty
percent reduction in all public servants’ salaries. Other, more contentious
reforms include Ortega’s decision to increase citizens’ participation in
government through the creation of new state authorities and committees—
some of which are controlled by his wife—and his move to strengthen the
president’s control over the police and the military. Ortega’s move to centralize
power into the hands of the presidency immediately inspired criticism from his
right-wing opponents who have drawn analogies to Nicaragua’s revolutionary
regime of the 1980s. In November 2007, through a presidential decree,
President Ortega installed one of his controversial ideas, Consejos
Ciudadanos, a parallel power structure to the political institutions. In late 2007
the administration of Ortega was accused by media and several human rights
groups of ‘institutionalizing a dictatorship’, corruption, violating freedom of
speech and assembly, and for not respecting the constitution and human rights.

Thus, a radical political, economic and social agenda might well be
emerging in Latin America, and it is challenging international and domestic
elite actors such as landlords, military forces, businessmen, international
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organizations related to economic integration, and the US government. The
effects of this radicalization are still, of course, undetermined. But by
returning to the historical cases of Chile and Guatemala and drawing
parallels, we can begin to surmise its implications for the future development
of economy and democracy in Latin America.

In both Chile (1970–1973) and Guatemala (1944–1954), the radical left
seized power through the ballot box and tried to develop a democratic and
economic system that differed substantially from the previously ruling
government.25 In the late 1960s Chile boasted a relatively stable liberal
democracy with a market economy—supported by all political parties, the
economic elite, the military, and the United States. But democracy soon came
to a halt when the presidency of Allende tried to enforce popular participation
in the political, economic and social spheres, initiated anticapitalist economic
policies, increased state intervention and began to implement radical social
and economic reforms. Similarly, in Guatemala—after General Ubico was
forced to resign by the revolution of 1944—a democratically elected president
and a new Congress took office, mainly supported by voters and parties of the
left as well as the radical elements within the military. As in the case of Chile,
when Guatemala’s new government began to change the political system 
and install radical social and economic reforms, such as nationalizing land and
enforcing other measures that threatened the economic power of the
landlords and US interests, the democratic experiment came to a halt. In both
cases the military seized power, and maintained in power to early 1990s.

In turning to other Latin American countries, however, one finds that 
a different progression has taken place. For example, in today’s Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay and Costa Rica, the ruling social-democratic governments
have not so far really challenged the major actors, including the economic
elite, the military, the US or other international economic forces. In practice,
Brazil, under Lula’s presidency, also travels this route. This stance can be
paralleled with Costa Rica’s democratic trajectory that began in the late
1950s, as well as Chile’s in the 1990s.

Costa Rica’s democratic transitions were made through pacts between the
major societal actors, including the conservative parties, landlords, the
military and the reformist left. From this, a democratic system beyond mere
elections was established—namely, liberal democracy with socio-economic
reforms and a market economy.26 Though the Social Democrats were the
main actors behind further democratization in Costa Rica, all elite groups, at
least until the mid 1980s, stood behind the ideas of liberal democracy and
market economy, with some social reforms. Chile, likewise, is today about to
consolidate its democracy through compliance with the dominant social,
economic and political global order of the day and, hence, with the interests
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of major Chilean actors. However, instead of influencing the democratic
transition as an equal partner, the left accepted the global norms of liberal
democracy and the neoliberal economic system, which may constrain the
possibility of future socio-economic reforms. Another historical case is
Venezuela from 1958 to the 1990s, in which the social democrats together
with the Christian democrats developed liberal democratic rule.

Conclusions

The new tendencies of the left in Latin America can be said to have followed
two paths. One is the reformist, social-democratic left, which supports the
development of liberal democracy and neoliberal economy and therefore
complies with the global and national political, social, and economic order of
the day. In contrast, the radical left would like to develop participatory
democracy with socio-economic reforms that may potentially challenge
societies’—liberal democracy and market economy—and the major actors
behind these structures, both on the global and the domestic arenas. In a
broader perspective, the radical left is also challenged by domestic actors such
as the neoliberal and neoconservative right, the US, business elites, and other
important actors behind the elite democratic rule, and the principles of free
market economy, privatization, a minimal state and further economic
integration into the world economy.

All these actors’ views on democracy could be traced to preferences for
different models of democracy in the literature of democratization—elite
democracy, liberal democracy and radical and participatory democracy. But
it could also be related to models of economy—for or against the market
economy of today—neoliberalism versus a more antiglobal stance of
economic order. The challenge of democracy in the future might not be to
consolidate democracy in terms of free and fair elections; rather, it might be
a battle between different types of models to develop and consolidate, and 
a game between the major elite actors and the people. If the radical left
continues to develop radical and participatory democracy with strong socio-
economic reforms, we might have a democratic backlash in countries such as
Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia, as we have witness before in history—in
Chile (1970–73) and in Guatemala (1944–54). In the long run, other major
elite actors are not likely to accept such a radical development. Meanwhile, in
other cases where the left is more pragmatic and social-democratic as in
Argentina, Uruguay, Chile and Brazil, these are more likely to follow the path
of consolidation of liberal democracy and market economy, but with some
modest social reforms. This development is most likely to be accepted by all
major elite actors and by the people as in the historical cases of Costa Rica
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and in Venezuela (1960s–1990s). The next years, with democratically elected
left leaders in Latin America, both radical and pragmatic ones, could
determine what democratic path the region would take in the future. No
matter what will happen, the democratic left will play a significant role in this
democratic development.
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Chapter Six

DEMOCRACY WITHOUT PEOPLE? –
THE RISK OF MONOPOLIZING THE

DEMOCRATIZATION PROJECT

Luz Paula Parra-Rosales

In Latin America, there is disappointment with the current democratization
project because of its limited definition, and the appropriation of the concept
of citizenship by dominant sectors. Democracy is understood to be a partial
and very specific form of government that functions under the most basic
concept of representation based on one person, one vote. This approach
focusses almost exclusively on political parties alternating in office and leaving
aside questions of real participation and ways to reduce social inequalities.1

The democratization project has been reduced, therefore, to ‘formal
democracy’ that guarantees electoral processes in particular fair and
competitive elections to renew political representatives at each election. This
democracy project has enormously benefited the political elite, especially
political parties, which have monopolized the political process and have
resisted changing the status quo.2

In the 1980s and 1990s, the so-called ‘third wave of democratization’
brought to the region a new citizenship regime which emphasized individual
liberties and universal suffrage. Hence, democratic regimes have extended
political and civil rights while social and economic rights have been under
attack (or dismissed) as governments prioritize fiscal balance over social policy.3

Consequently in Latin America, there have been some institutional 
reforms and more ‘transparency’ in its public affairs. However, the fundamental
structures of inequality and the vertical controls over society remain untouched,
making a viable democracy unlikely for ordinary people.4 Moreover, there is a
disconnection between voting and the conditions of peoples’ lives. Large sectors
of the population simply feel that they are not represented in the current
democracy project and, even worse, that it has failed to keep many of its
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promises to enhance citizen participation and structural reforms to improve their
living conditions, especially human-security issues and the respect for basic
human rights demands.5

In this respect, the results of a recent United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) study on the state of democracy in Latin America
reveals that almost 55 per cent of Latin American citizens would support an
authoritarian government if it would resolve economic crisis and disorder.6 This
phenomenon has been reconfirmed by the latest electoral tendencies in the
region. For instance, if today, elections where held in Paraguay, the former
general ‘golpista’ Lino Oviedo would recover power by electoral means.7

The crisis is also reflected in the weakness of popular mobilizations and
their participation in public affairs. For instance, Latin America has witnessed
the mutilation of many unions—rural as well as urban—that have lost their
capacity to organize workers and peasants. Union strikes and protests have
decreased in numbers, and in many countries union leaders are in an even
weaker bargaining position to negotiate with the state.8

Different Approaches to Democracy in Latin America

In Latin America there are multiple approaches to democracy. Here, I will
just analyse three of the most representative of the region. The first approach
is related to the current democratization project, also known as the
hegemonic neoliberal approach. This understands democracy and citizenship
as limited to equal civil and political rights. It considers the promotion of fair
and competitive elections, the rule of law, security and order as the most
important priorities to consolidate democracy. This approach is mainly
represented and supported by ruling elites, political parties, and international
intergovernmental organizations that have been using the benchmarks
mentioned above to ‘certify’ the quality of democracy in a given country.

Participatory democracy, the second approach, includes some sectors of
civil society and political organizations that, apart from electoral transparency
and honesty in public affairs, want more civil society involvement and
participation in the government decision-making process through the use of
popular initiatives, referendums, plebiscites, participatory budgeting and
other tools like the right to recall elected leaders.

In recent years, the participatory democracy approach has advanced, and
many civil society organizations have gained important public spaces in some
Latin American states. However, some authors suggest that state representatives
have stimulated this approach as a strategy to implement neoliberal policies for
structural adjustment. In many cases, this means that the state institutions are
‘leaving social policy programs to be delivered by the so-called “third sector”
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while gradually abandoning its role as a guarantor of rights’.9 Therefore,
participatory democracy increasingly means the transfer of state responsibilities
to citizens while limiting their real participation to determine socio-economic
policy priorities and directions.10

The third approach promotes a revolutionary democracy project where
people practice a more extended and profound form of democracy. This new
conception seeks not to take over power structure, but to reorganize the society
as a whole and establish new foundations for social life.11 This approach is led
predominantly by indigenous movements in alliance with other socio-political
sectors, particularly grassroots organizations in different countries in the region.

The Revolutionary Democracy Approach

The revolutionary democracy approach emerged in Latin America during the
mid-1990s among new social movements, particularly indigenous movements.
From then, indigenous people have organized unprecedented mobilizations
and actions—along ethnic lines—to promote an explicit change in the
democratization project. They are calling for the redefinition and expansion
of democracy and citizenship, reinventing conceptions and struggling for the
construction of new notions that include the right to participate in the
redefinition of the state and its public policies.

The followers of this approach struggle to recover the original meaning of
democracy as the sovereign and power of the people, because, in their
opinion it has been subordinated to the interests of political elites. Under this
approach, people lose their right to self-determination when their power to
influence the decision-making process has to wait until the next electoral
process. Indigenous movements also demand a more holistic conception of
citizenship: one that includes and guarantees civil, political, cultural,
economic and social rights. More importantly, this approach emphasizes the
notion that citizenship should not be limited to legal provisions, especially the
right to equality, but it also has to be extended to the right to difference.12

This approach is considered revolutionary because it transcends the right
to be included as a full member of society. In fact, it emphasizes the rejection
of mere inclusion in the existing social and political order.13 These new
movements demand the right to participate in the reconfiguration of the state
and its relation with society.

It suggests a revolutionary transformation of the structures of power relations,
one which does not concentrate on the replacement of the ruling minority by
one more favorable to popular needs and hopes. The movement seeks, rather, to
construct a new form of society and government in which people are not merely
the formal source of power but actually hold and exercise power.14 Therefore,
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indigenous movements are not just demanding the formation of a new
government, but also a more profound rethinking of how the state might
effectively represent its economically and culturally diverse society.

For all these reasons, indigenous movements propose to expand
democracy and construct a new social pact, not to diminish individual rights,
but to go beyond them by also including collective rights to maintain 
ethno-national identities distinct from, but formative of, multinational
democratic states.15

There are multiple expressions and proposals to this new alternative
approach. Some suggest the recovery of local democratic practices, the
reinvention of old traditions and practices, the implementation of hybrid
models, among many other proposals. What is clear is that it represents a more
plural approach, which accepts multiple forms of expression and participation,
expanding—in this way—the definition and practice of democracy.

In sum, for the revolutionary democracy approach, democracy has little to do
with voting and much more to do with continuous mobilization, participation,
better services and living conditions as well as a government that recognizes
cultural differences and political forms of representation while overseeing a
fair distribution of common wealth.

Challenges and Opportunities of the Revolutionary
Democracy Approach

In Latin America, the democratization project faces many challenges
concentrated in two different spaces. On the one hand, the general challenges
are closely related to the state’s capacity to deal with the unequal distribution of
wealth and the international global threats such as organized crime, drug
trafficking and environment degradation.16 On the other hand, there are the
particular challenges coming from within and from below: the demands of new
social movements, especially indigenous movements, to reconfigure the state in
order to establish a more pluralistic and revolutionary democracy approach.

In this sense, diverse indigenous struggles represent an enormous ideological
challenge for weak liberal democracies and their democracy projects because
they demand the recognition of differences that go against the liberal principle
of judicial equality.17 In addition, these struggles go in opposition to neoliberal
economic tendencies, particularly indigenous autonomous demands for the
control over their lands and natural resources, which imply fundamental
challenges to the prevailing model of economic development.18 Therefore, the
proposals of the supporters of the revolutionary democracy approach are
considered potentially dangerous by the national and international economic
elites and some political parties who have monopolized the democratization
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project, and who resisted—even using direct and indirect violence—the
reformulation and extension of the democracy project to benefit the majority
of the population.

Following this order of ideas, in many Latin American regimes there is a
trend towards criminalizing social movements that contest the status quo and
mobilize to transform the democracy project in a way that returns power and
material resources to people. For this reason, one of the ruling elite’s major
challenges is the attempt to create an even more controlled and limited definition
of democracy based on force from above. Consequently, it will be extremely
difficult to sustain democracy because it will be incapable of representing the
needs and desires of the people.

Another potential problem for the revolutionary democracy project is that
many indigenous movements are increasingly moving into the electoral arena.
This phenomenon could generate internal divisions and fragmentations as
movements are opened up to electoral calculations and political trade-offs.19

These movements could certainly reproduce electoral vices or get co-opted in
the process, abandoning their grassroots base and their original demands.

Finally, a crucial challenge for the supporters of the revolutionary democracy
approach is to concede a more inclusive character to alternative projects that do
not reproduce the exclusion and subordination that numerous sectors have
experienced in practice.20

Conclusions

Since the mid-1990s, indigenous peoples are becoming very active political
subjects in the national and international arenas, and cannot be ignored
anymore in a future democracy project. They represent the most critical and
challenging actors to the currently limited and monopolized democratization
project in Latin America.

Today, indigenous movements are more organized and determined to
advance alternative approaches to democracy, citizenship and the renewal of
social pacts between the state and society through the generation of diverse
democracy projects. These plural movements are strategically using
international law and alliances with different socio-political sectors to pressure
for a revolutionary democracy, including new mechanisms of participation in
the decision-making process, and a greater local control over their culture and
natural resources in reformulated states.21

In sum, indigenous movements in Latin America are challenging and
reinventing democracy, and its meaning, to create not just the ‘least bad
system of government’ but a better system of government for all. This is the
major difference for the current democratization project, and it is also its
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major challenge. They are promoting a new political imaginary, where there
is place for all, promoting what the Zapatistas in Mexico called ‘unity within
diversity’. Even more importantly, they are concentrating their efforts at the
local level, where the revolutionary democracy project can be practiced on
daily bases.

Democracy and its project will be consolidated when it becomes an
everyday local practice, and not just limited to the electoral political realm. In
other words, democracy will be consolidated when common citizens see
themselves as political subjects, who are convinced that democracy is the best
system of government.
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Chapter Seven

THE ROLE OF HAMAS IN BUILDING
PALESTINIAN DEMOCRACY IN THE

MIDST OF VIOLENCE

Michael Schulz

This chapter deals with Palestinian efforts towards democratization, with 
a special focus on one of the dominant actors: the Islamic Resistance
Movement, Harakat al-Muqawamah al-Islamiyya (Hamas).1 Palestinian society in
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip is in the midst of a state- and nation-
building process, in conflict with Israel, and is also engaged in a difficult non-
linear democratization process. However, since the elections, and despite
attempts to maintain the short-lived coalition government, competition
between Hamas and Fateh has erupted into violence, propelling Palestinian
society to the brink of open internal war. The election victory of Hamas in
January 2006 could be seen as a first step away from the one-party rule of the
Palestinian Authority that, until 2006, was dominated by Fateh.

This chapter is not concerned with the question of ‘how a democracy, assumed
to be already in existence, can best preserve or enhance its health and stability’—
it is clear that authoritarian structures are in existence in the Palestinian political-
elite structure.2 The chapter looks to identify factors that can either promote or
inhibit Palestinian democratization. It does not necessarily imply a deterministic
process in which democracy will follow. Rather, democratization is an open
palette, in which research is needed to identify the democratic frontiers in societies
that are experimenting with, or searching for ways to follow, democratic
principles.3 The concept of democratic frontiers relates to societal spheres, with
structures, institutions and agencies that have a strong democratic culture, and
whose centre may disperse into other parts of (authoritarian) society. The main
task for such an analysis and, hence, for this chapter, is to determine the strength
of various democratic structures within the Hamas movement, in civil society
and at the grassroots level, and, in turn, to assess their impact on Palestinian
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democracy. Palestinian society, which is experimenting and searching for ways 
to follow democratic principles, incorporates several democratic agencies.

Methodology

Data has been collected from three levels of Palestinian society. Each level is
separately analysed, followed by a concluding multi-level analysis of the
Palestinian democratization potential. First, at the leadership level of Palestinian
society, this study inquired into the leadership positions on key issues. The
analysis shall give an answer to what extent the competing parties have
agreed/disagreed to the rules of the political system. Next, at the civil society level,
interviews with key players in various non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
were analysed. And finally, at the grassroots level, popular attitudes to the political
changes were investigated. The purpose of this process was to identify gaps and
overlaps in positions concerning the challenges for the Palestinian
democratization process. What kind of political culture is Palestinian society
referring to? The focus here is on the political culture, which refers to ‘a people’s
predominant beliefs, attitudes, values, ideals, sentiments and evaluations about
the political system of its country, and the role of the self in that system’
(Diamond 1993, 3). It should also be noted that the very notion of ‘political
culture’ is contentious. Attitudes and behaviour are usually the focus of such an
analysis. The study aimed to compare the relationship between public
expectations and the leadership positions of Hamas and Fateh. Data has been
collected at various points in time over the last 13-year period. The recent
leadership interviews were conducted during March and April 2007, and the
civil society interviews were conducted between March and May 2007.4 These
leadership interviews are a continuation of series of interviews that was
conducted with the Palestinian leadership in 1994 and 1997.5 This series has
enabled the identification of actual shifts in perceptions and strategies of the
Hamas and Fateh leadership. At the grassroots level, public opinion surveys
have been conducted in 1997, 2001 and 2006, based on a random sample of
the Palestinian population living in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.6 This
study has been guided by the following overarching research questions:

• Is Hamas a democratic agent?
• How have the Hamas movement’s strategies been formed and outlined in

relation to the competitive parties (i.e., primarily vis-à-vis Fateh)?
• What is the nature of the relationship between Hamas and civil society?
• How do Palestinians perceive Hamas, and how has Hamas responded or

adapted to public perceptions and demands?
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Previous Theoretical Claims

The major contributing factors for a stable democratization of societies are the
following: a successfully concluded state-building process (Rokkan and
Eisenstadt 1973; Rokkan 1987); liberalization of the economy (Diamond 1993);
and the establishment of an influential middle class (Hadenius 1992; Rustow
1970) and/or a working class (Therborn 1977); and/or social movements
(Rudebeck, Törnquist and Rojas 1996). The perception of the very nature of
democracy differs widely. Some claim that it is a global and deterministic
process (Vanhanen 1990). Others affirm that it is ‘not a natural regime’ (Leca
1994, 54), but should rather be seen as a process. In transition theory, it is
usually assumed that the unit of analysis is the state. The Palestinians do want
to achieve statehood, but are at best in an interim period, which was established
as result of the so-called Oslo Process, which began in 1993.7 Although it is
beyond the scope of this study, it is arguable that these agreements in themselves
frame the possibilities for democratization (see Frisch and Hofnung 2007).

This study uses the transition paradigm as a theoretical frame for its
analysis. Hence, it is necessary to understand what is meant by transition,
particularly in discussing democratization. The study examines three levels 
of the ‘transitional’ process: the political system being established, that is,
the official authority; the strength of civil society; and the strength of the
public. It is important to distinguish between various stages in an ongoing
process of transition from non-democratic forms of government towards
pluralism/polyarchy and/or democratic modes of governance. Hence, when
democracy is viewed as an ongoing process towards pluralism and polyarchy,
it is possible to distinguish between three stages. The first stage involves the
introduction of more democratic practices, the second deals with
consolidation and the third stage is the process of success/failure (see Rustow
1970). In examining these stages, it is possible to examine structural factors—
that is, the relationship between economic development and democracy, the
political culture and democracy, civil society and democracy and population
composition and democracy. On the actor level, it is possible to examine how
actors attempt to influence these factors, how they try to introduce democratic
measures and procedures, how they attempt to consolidate the rules of
democracy and the democratic games and the extent to which they accept
changes in the process of exclusion/inclusion in relation to different segments
of the population (Sannerstedt 1994, 507–19).

Not even the founders of the transition paradigm, such as O’Donell,
Schmitter and Whitehead (1986) would claim that ‘democratization tends to
unfold in a set sequences of stages’ (Carothers, in O’Donell 2002, 7) from
authoritarian rule to democracy. In fact, transition theory, applied particularly
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in relation to Latin America, is more related to transitions from authority, and
not necessarily to democracy. It could also be seen as a conflictual process, in
which the outcome is not determined, and in which various groups are
mobilized against an authoritarian elite.

Much has been written about the Palestinian Authority and its role in 
the Palestinian democratization process. Analysis has focused in particular on
the period between 1994 and 2005, the period prior to Hamas’s election victory
in January 2006. The PA has been the subject of considerable criticism, along
with its former leader, President Yassir Arafat, who died in 2004 and whose
leadership style was described as non-democratic. The PA has, at best, been
labelled as an embryonic pre-state structure, a semi-democratic organization,
and a partial democracy.8 Less positive references characterize the PA as an
authoritarian organization with a ‘personalized system of patronage’, and as
an ‘authoritarian regime’.9 In these analyses, not only was its chair (al-Rais),
Yassir Arafat, seen as non-democratic, but also the dominant Fateh party was
characterized as ruling the parliament—the Palestinian Legislative Council
(PLC)—like a one-party state. Notwithstanding analytical variations,
prognoses for Palestinian democracy became almost universally overly
pessimistic. Change, in the context of improved democratic functioning, was
driven by, and dependent upon, external agencies, rather than organically
generated from within the PA itself.

The Competition Between Fateh and Hamas

The political competition between Fateh and Hamas that followed Hamas’s
2006 election victory escalated into violence in May–June 2007, which
precipitated a de facto division of power over the Palestinian territories. At the
time of writing, in April 2008, a stalemate between the parties had paralysed
the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC), in which Fateh controlled the West
Bank and Hamas the Gaza Strip. Few attempts had been made to break the
deadlock. Initially, Hamas was hoping to form a broader coalition that
included Fateh. The Political platform from 2005 indicated that Hamas
preferred a unity government with the other Palestinian factions (National
Unity Government Program) (Hroub 2006). Hamas’s stated aim of forming
such a joint Palestinian political force was to strengthen Palestinian capacities
in relation to Israel and its occupation policies. Also, Hamas aimed to become
part of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), and then launch a
reformation of the PLO structures and bureaucracy from the inside, in
particular to challenge endemic corruption.

However, the international boycott of the Hamas government that was
formed in the spring of 2006, led primarily by the US and the EU and
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supported by Israel, also exacerbated the internal conflict between Fateh and
Hamas. Fateh refused to join a coalition government. Hence, Hamas formed
a government with its own people, but also included so-called ‘technocrats’
without any political affiliation. However, Hamas did not control the
presidency of the PA, which, at the time of writing, was in the hands of Fateh
and PLO chairman, Mahmoud Abbas. This, in itself, was not problematic,
and indeed is similar to many existing democracies (France, USA, and so on).
However, in the transitional phase, with unclear power divisions, political
tension has been generated between the Hamas government and the Fateh
president, mostly over issues related to who should control the internal
security forces (currently in the hands of the president), but also over how to
approach relations with Israel. The emphasis of transitional theory usually
revolves around determining whether a unified national elite exists that has ‘a
more or less comprehensively integrated structure of interaction’, as well as ‘a
largely tacit consensus about rules and codes of political conduct’ amounting
to a ‘restrained partisanship’ (M. Burton, R. Gunther, and J. Higley 1992, 23).

The Hamas–Fateh power struggle can be seen as an important step 
in a transitional phase towards democracy. If the parties agreed on the roles
and rules of the system, a power-sharing arrangement would facilitate the
development of a democratic culture. In fact, it was only in its post-Arafat
phase that Hamas decided to participate in the municipal elections in 2005.
During the Arafat era, Hamas elected to remain on the outer, partly because
they saw no serious opportunity to have a role jointly with Fateh (Gunning
2007). However, during the autumn of 2006 and early 2007, competition
descended into violence, leading to the deaths of many Palestinians, before
Saudi Arabian intervention and mediation.

The ‘Mecca Agreement’ of 9 February 2006 stipulated the division of
power and government seats between Fateh, Hamas and the other political
factions.10 Hamas would hold nine ministries, including the post of prime
minister, while Fateh would hold six, and the other factions four. Furthermore,
Fateh would choose an independent person as foreign minister and Hamas
would choose the interior minister, planning minister and a minister without
portfolio. In addition, Hamas promised to respect previous agreements that the
PLO had signed with Israel. Hamas was hoping that these arrangements
would precipitate the ending of the international community’s boycott. In any
event, these arrangements were seen by the public as the promising
beginnings of a coalition government deal, which, it was hoped, would bring
an end to the violent clashes on Palestinian streets.

Initially, calm returned to Palestinian streets; however, continued competition
over the control of the internal security forces culminated in a new wave of
violence. Hamas attributed the primary cause of the new outbreak of violence
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in Gaza, and the deterioration in the security situation in the Gaza Strip, to the
activities of Mohammed Dahlan, a Fateh leader in Gaza. Indeed, Hamas
considered his and his followers’ activities a direct challenge to Hamas itself.
Hamas finally decided to disarm his forces in June 2007l that caused violent
clashes, which were followed by a de facto division of control over the Palestinian
territories (Tamimi 2007, Gunning 2007).

The US, EU and Israeli boycott of Hamas remains in place, amidst these
countries’ claims that Hamas has still not accepted the PLO–Israel agreements,
nor Israel’s right to exist, and has not renounced the use of violence (terror).
In fact, the US and Israel openly support Fateh in its struggle against Hamas.
During the open conflict between Hamas and Fateh, the parts of the West
Bank that had been PA-controlled quickly passed into Fateh hands, while
Hamas took control over the Gaza Strip. President Abbas acted on 
14 June 2007 to dismiss the Hamas government and announce an emergency
government dominated by Fateh, but led by Prime Minister Fayyad from the
Third Way List. Prime Minister Fayyad runs the PA through ‘presidential
decrees’. This sequence of events has created a stalemate in which Palestinian
unity has been (temporarily?) fractured. Despite various attempts to bring the
parties together it appears that the power struggle has deadlocked the political
negotiations, at least in the short term. Hence, while there is a serious risk that
the Palestinian democratization process has been forestalled, there have been
attempts by individuals from both Hamas and Fateh to bridge the gaps. Also,
parts of civil society have been agitating for an end to the political stalemate.

Rarely have analyses touched upon the issue of party competition within the
Palestinian parliamentary system. The opposition has either been described as
the ‘weak voice’ in the PLC, represented by individual PLC members, or as
Islamists (Islamic Jihad and Hamas) outside the PA system. In January 2006,
after the surprise election victory by Hamas, analysts and commentators
realized that a two-party system could evolve within the PLC.11 Hopes were
spurred that a multi-party system could develop in the Palestinian context,
thereby facilitating a democratization of the PA. This development would be
consistent with some theoretical assumptions underlying transition theories.12

‘Transition has been defined as the interval between one political regime and
another that is very much characterized as a period of disorder and turmoil.
Authoritarian structures are in place, but are gradually contested or changed.
It is arguable that the Palestinian case does not fit within these theories,
particularly since it is characterized as a pre-state authority, certainly short of
being an internationally recognized state. Nevertheless, the multi-party system
of the PLC could be seen as a step in the democratization process. Further,
Fateh, which has been the dominant power within both the PA and the PLO,
is, for the first time, facing a political challenger that is capable of subsuming
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its authority. Of course, the complex set of relations with Israel, and Israel’s
occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, complicates the rivalry
between Hamas and Fateh, and risks exacerbating the political tension
between the two dominant Palestinian actors. However, Fateh and Hamas
should not be seen as merely traditional parties of a parliament. Both
organizations can be seen as representing a social movement; they cannot be
described solely as actors within a parliamentarian system, but, rather, also as
actors at the civil society and grassroots levels.

Civil Society – Building Democracy from Below?

Civil society is still described by some analysts as the sector of society that has
the potential to precede and stimulate a democratization process.13 However,
opinions differ as to whether civil society is an agency that can transform the
entire society, or whether it is an island of democracy in the midst of non-
democratic structures that risks fading away.14 In the pre-Oslo phase, civil
society was the social infrastructural base for the Palestinians in the absence
of a state, and the Israeli civil administration was the authority. However,
civil-society organizations were linked to the political factions, of which Fateh
was the most influential. Hence, Palestinian factions acted very much as
movements at the grassroots level, emphasizing the unique composition of
Palestinian civil society. When Hamas formed in 1987, it quickly established
itself as the main challenger of Fateh. Hamas’s political credentials were
highlighted when Fateh became the PA, and Hamas evolved into a movement
with significant grassroots activities, a major oppositional force against the PA
and the Oslo peace process.

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs), in various forms, have taken the
lead in demanding reform of internal political structures. NGOs now face
severe financial constraints since the removal of the support for Palestinian
society formerly provided by the international donor community directly to
NGOs. The establishment of the Palestinian Authority represented the
establishment of a governmental structure, so bilateral development aid
became possible; the consequence of this is that aid has been reallocated away
from NGOs, and towards the new ‘para-state’ structure.

Activities that were formerly in the hands of non-Islamist NGOs during the
pre-Oslo period were necessarily brought under governmental structures, but
this caused frustration among personnel and organizations with a long
experience in dealing with Palestinian aid. Further, much of the highly
qualified and professional work already carried out by NGOs was at risk of
being lost altogether. Another consequence of the political reorganization was
that the international aid community became reluctant to support NGOs
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connected to the opposition (that is, Hamas and Islamic Jihad). Also of concern
to Palestinian NGOs was the proposed ‘Law of Charitable Societies and
Private Institutions’, which would place NGOs under the monitoring of the
Ministry of Social Welfare (see Sullivan 1995).

Since the establishment of the PA there has been ongoing friction between
the PA government and NGOs. The proposed law was abandoned following
concerted protest and lobbying by both the NGO sector and the international
donor community. However, NGOs must still register with the Ministry of
Interior, and there has been the suggestion of intimidation, with leaders of
NGOs questioned by security personnel about their political associations.

They could manage to absorb the NGOs relating and belonging to
Fateh, because it was an internal order, and that was that. They started
to issue forms, special forms, for every single NGO to fill in, and they
asked the NGOs to be licensed by different ministers and then to be
registered through the different departments of different ministries. One
of the ministries that we were asked to get a license from was the Interior
Ministry. In other ways, we were subjected to police clearance and of
course we would not pass that test, so we refused to get the license from
the Interior Ministry.15

However, civil society has also had positive relation with aid organizations and
international donors,16 and a great amount of the funds that were provided
for the building-up of the PA was directed to civil society. Arguments such as
the importance of building a counter-power to the centralizing PA regime
were propounded as justifications for this policy. Diamond has stated that
democracy is strengthened by civil society, through its acts of ‘containing the
power of the state through public scrutiny.’17 Hence, Palestinian civil society
is still seen as the guarantor of scrutiny of the PA.

Meanwhile, as a result of the PA’s failure to provide sufficient health care,
education and other social needs for the broader Palestinian population,
society’s mistrust of authorities has been constantly on the rise. Also, since
civil society organizations no longer had the capacity to take on these
responsibilities, Islamic charity organizations filled the breach; in particular
Hamas, which subsumed some of the roles of previously active NGOs and
the PA. Of course, the Israeli occupation has exacerbated this mistrust of
society in authority, however during the PA period, discontent with the
performance of PA institutions also increased. From the survey data from this
study, conducted in November 1997, July 2001 and April 2006, the study
team has found empirical evidence that Palestinians in general trust civil
society organizations more than authority institutions. However, trust for
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government structures increased after Hamas’s election victory, and its
consequent gaining of control over the PA.

With the return to power of the PA in 1994, with an agenda of Palestinian
statehood, a centralization of many sectors of society was to be expected.
This can be considered a necessary process in order to establish a functional
central authority. Of course, it was still an open question as to whether the 
PA would metamorphose into either a democratic or authoritarian body.
However, it was not easy for a political culture built upon resistance to adapt
to this new role. In fact, some have argued that the entire Palestinian identity
is built upon resistance and struggle.18

The dilemma in both attempting state-building and democratization lies in
two main strategies that Hillel and Hofnung identify as being at stake 
in the provision of aid during a process of reconstruction: (1) the strategy of
‘[w]hat should come first—political centralization of power or economic
development?’; and (2) the appropriate balancing of roles of the state: ‘the
degree of autonomy the state should possess relative to society; the proper ratio
between investment in non-governmental developmental tasks on the one
hand, and building and maintaining state bureaucratic capacity on the other;
the degree of selectivity the state should undertake in promoting economic
tasks; and the importance of cultivating civil society and democratic
governance as a means of restraining the state’19.

The more provocative claim is that society’s distrust of the PA also implicitly
undermines the potential for the establishment of a future Palestinian state.
Even in the pre-Oslo period, Palestinians were accustomed to questioning any
central authority. Palestinians challenged the Israeli occupation through
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Table 7.1. Extent of Public Trust of PA Institutions and Civil Society
Agencies

1997 2001 2006

Palestinian courts 41.7% 33.4% 34.9%
Palestinian police 46.4% 34.8% 30.4%
Palestinian security forces 46.5% 37.2% 31.6%
President’s office 45.7% 39.4% 37.1%
Government Ministers 30.0% 28.5% 40.6%
Legislative Council 45.1% 34.9% 44.7%
Palestinian universities 58.2% 54.6% 51.4%
Palestinian press 56.2% 58.5% 50.9%
Palestinian political parties 33.2% 40.1% 34.8%
Labour and professional unions 52.9% 47.7% 43.3%
Students union/councils Not asked 57.4% 45.4%
Women organizations Not asked 44.4% 41.1%
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refusing to pay taxes, avoiding Israeli products and generally resisting anything
linked to Israeli military authorities.

With the establishment of the PA, initial hopes were soon subsumed 
by a traditional political culture of scepticism and distrust of authorities’
policies and institutions. Existing non-democratic structures within the PLO
and the newly established PA regime further exacerbated this mistrust. The
complicating issue of the performance and methods of the PA in dealing 
with Israel in the peace process was also another factor by which the public
judged the PA.20 Many of the returnees were labelled ‘the Tunisians’ (a label
of non-democrats), in a prejudiced reference to originating from countries
that exhibited high levels of corruption and nepotism. Hence, the public 
held low expectations that the PLO/PA would be an effective prelude to
democracy.

During the entire Oslo process, PA institutions were accused of being more
corrupt then civil-society organizations. Hence, it could be expected that
empirical evidence would emerge of a continuation of the resistance culture,
and would be sustained after Hamas had assumed power. When the donor
community simultaneously decided to support non-Islamic Palestinian civil
society, NGOs became qualified critics of PA policies. Many of the traditional
assumptions underlying democratization theory build upon the perception
that the strengthening of Palestinian civil society creates the potential for
democratization effects. However, these assumptions ignore the Islamist and
Hamas sector of civil society, while it is this sector that has managed to build
the capacities that Palestinians are in most need of.

From the findings of the civil-society organization study in March–May
2007, it may be concluded that:

[t]he community-based Islamic CSOs do not have the capacity of
writing good applications and might have troubles to deliver audit
reports on time to the donors. They are structured upon a different
discourse, and do usually not have a ‘development agenda’ as the left and
Fateh do. Community-based, Islamic CSO(s) are the ones transforming
the needs of the people to action which leads to a promotion of the
public good which increases social capital, trust and hence, real
democracy.21

Hence, Fateh and Hamas are linked to other levels of society, and any attempt
to isolate one or the other from participating in the political process will
immediately risk escalating the tension towards violence. In the long term,
solutions must be found to unwind the political stalemate. The more perplexing
issue is that civil society is inextricably connected to the political parties, thereby
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rendering civil society a less independent voice, and undermining civil society
as a real public counterforce to the central powers in the PA. Hence, if
the Hamas-related NGO sector continues to primarily promote the needs of
the people, this sector also will be in a position to challenge the PA-run Hamas
if it acts contrary to the NGOs’ values and agenda. However, this position 
is also highly dependent upon how the grassroots level views Hamas itself.

Popular Support

The intention of the grassroots analysis is to determine how the public 
judges the performance of Hamas. To what extent is Hamas seen as
democratic? First, it is necessary to determine whether the public, in general,
supports democratic ideas and principles. The studies undertaken over the
course of this research indicate that strong empirical support exists 
for a democratic Palestinian political culture. More than two-thirds of
Palestinians were committed to democratic attitudes and behaviour during
the measured time period. Hence, Palestinian political democratic culture is a
stable one (Schulz 2006; Miari 2000). The current stalemate between Fateh
and Hamas is regarded negatively among the public. Public opinion polls
conducted by the Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research (PSR)
indicate that personal security and safety is considered generally low, but 
that people in the Gaza Strip feel safer in comparison to West Bank
Palestinians.22 This indicates that Hamas has, to a certain extent, been
successful in creating a relatively safe environment. However, Hamas has lost
public confidence, while Fateh has gained support. Most Palestinians consider
that Hamas should bear most of the blame for the current stalemate between
Hamas and Fateh. At the same time, Palestinians believe that external
involvement in internal Palestinian affairs, primarily by the US, the EU and
Israel, but also by Syria and Iran, is the principal reason for the current
political turmoil. Notwithstanding that the PSR has a solid reputation as a
reliable polling institute, caution is required in relation to the survey
methodology of the PSR and, indeed, that of the Jerusalem Media and
Communication Centre (JMCC), the other well-known polling institute
surveying Palestine issues. While both institutes regularly conduct polls in
Palestinian society, both organizations underestimated public support for
Hamas in their published polls in the years and months prior to Hamas’s 2006
election victory.23

In this study’s surveys of 1997, 2001 and 2006, collected data indicated that
Hamas’s support was on the rise, even in 1997. Also, several measures of the
support of democracy indicated a decline of trust and belief in the previous
Fateh-dominated PA’s democratic performance. Table 7.2 identifies a clear shift
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in Palestinian belief in the democratic performance of the Hamas-dominated
PA in 2006. A clear rise is evident in the proportion of people who agree that
the PA will respect the right of citizens to express their opinions and feelings
even if those opinions oppose the PA: from 35.8 per cent of people in 2001
(30.8 per cent agree and 5.0 per cent strongly agree), to 74 per cent in 2006
(50.1 per cent agree and 23.9 per cent strongly agree).

Similar patterns are evident in people’s responses to questions concerning
the PA’s respect for the rights of citizens to join parties or organizations of their
choice, the right of the political opposition to engage in peaceful meetings and
protest meetings and the freedom of the press to publish, including opposition
statements. Also, Palestinians believe that Hamas government officers are less
likely than the previous Fateh-dominated PA to engage in nepotism in official
dealings and in government employment opportunities, and that Hamas
officers respect the independence of jurisdiction of the courts to a greater
extent than Fateh. Also, in the study, people perceived that the Hamas
government of 2006 offered greater levels of equality among all sectors of the
population than did the previous Fateh government.

In responses to questions about the general democratic character of the PA, it
is evident that Palestinians believe that the PA run by a Hamas government was
more democratic than the Fateh PA. The lowest perception of the PA as a
democratic organization was in 2001, when only 23.9 per cent of respondents
thought the PA was democratic (21.1 per cent agree and 2.8 per cent strongly
agree). However, this had drastically increased by 2006, after the Hamas election
victory, when 65.4 per cent of respondents agreed that the PA was democratic
(42.4 per cent agree and 23.0 per cent strongly agree) (see Table 7.3).

In both media and academic reports, the main reason indicated for Fateh’s
2006 election loss was the poor administrative performance of the PA (including
corruption accusations). However, this study’s 2006 survey found that
Palestinians’ voting was primarily determined by each party list’s position on 
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Table 7.2. PA Respects the Right of the Citizens to Express Her/His
Opinions and Feelings Even if Opinions are in Opposition to the PA

Valid Percent Valid Percent Valid Percent 
1997 (1270) 2001 (1489) 2006 (1471)

Valid Don’t agree 24.1 37.0 10.9
Agree to some extent 25.1 19.1 15.1
Agree 38.1 30.8 50.1
Agree strongly 10.1 5.0 23.9
Do not know 10.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
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the solution of the Palestinian problem. Table 7.4 shows that 38.6 per cent of
respondents considered this the most important factor in their voting, while only
16.8 per cent said that the lists’ formation of honest and efficient administration
affected their choice the most. The lists’ religious programs (14.8 per cent) 
and candidates (12.1 per cent) were considered of approximately the same
importance as the lists’ performance.

Hence, a political party’s policies and actions in relation to Israel, in
particular it’s resistance capacity and attitude was the most important issue for
voters in the 2006 elections. The occupation is still considered by Palestinians
as the main source of their difficulties, notwithstanding Palestinians’ negative
attitude towards the previous Fateh-run PA that has caused problems for
them. Hamas was seen as a more efficient and trustworthy platform than
Fateh, due to its hard-line position against Israel. Palestinians generally
believe that Israel’s unilateral withdrawal from the Gaza Strip in August 2005
was mainly attributable to Hamas’s violent resistance against Israel.
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Table 7.3. PA is a Democratic Authority

Valid Percent Valid Percent Valid Percent
1997 (1251) 2001 (1489) 2006 (1469)

Valid Don’t agree 25.4 41.2 12.9
Agree to some extent 36.1 25.9 21.8
Agree 31.4 21.1 42.4
Agree strongly 7.0 2.8 23.0
Do not know — 9.0 —

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 7.4. Which of the Considerations Affected Your Choice of the List
Most? (2006)

Valid Percent

Valid Position regarding the solution of Palestinian problem 38.6
Formation of honest and efficient administration 16.8
Religious program 14.8
Economic program 8.8
Education, health and social issues program 5.3
The list candidates 12.1
Other 3.5
Total 100.0

Missing System 0.0
Total 100.0
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It is also evident that public support for Hamas did not decline during the
spring of 2006, despite the international boycott, and the pressure from Fateh
that wants Hamas to decline from the PA. There was in fact an increase in
support for Hamas evident in the April-May 2006 survey support for Hamas
increased from 35.3 per cent in January 2006 to 39.8 per cent in May 2006
(Tables 7.5 and 7.6).

However, since the renewed outbreak of violence between Fateh and
Hamas in late spring and early summer of 2007 it has appeared that Hamas
has been losing some public support, while Fateh’s support has been reviving
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Table 7.5. To Which List did You Vote in the Last Elections to the PLC
(January 25, 2006)?

Valid Percent

Valid Hamas (Reform and Change) 35.3
Fateh 29.5
Alternative List (PPP, Fida and DFLP) 1.8
PFLP (Martyr Abu Ali Mustafa List) 1.9
Third way (Salam Fayyad and Hanan Ashrawi) 0.7
Independent Palestine (Moustafa Barghouti) 1.2
Other list 1.5
Did not vote 28.1
Total 100.0

Missing System 0.0
Total 100.0

Table 7.6. If Elections were Held Today to the PLC and all Palestinian
Parties Would Participate. Which List Would You Vote for (May 2006)?

Valid Percent

Valid Hamas 39.8
Islamic Jihad 1.5
Fateh 28.6
PFLP 0.9
DFLP 0.6
People’s Party 0.6
Independent 1.9
Will not vote 12.6
Do not know/Have not decided 12.6
Other 0.8
Total 100.0

Missing System 0.0
Total 100.0
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(see Table 7.7 below). Also, the above-mentioned PSR report suggests that the
Palestinian public increasingly supports new elections. At the same time,
notwithstanding the decline in support for Hamas, the public does not appear
to be impressed by the Fateh-dominated West Bank PA in its capacity to
deliver a peace deal that reflects the needs of the Palestinian population.
Indeed, most Palestinians do not believe that the Fateh party and President
Abbas will achieve a peace deal with Israel. Data from the study’s surveys
indicate that most Palestinians have radicalized their position towards Israel,
and have increasingly abandoned their support for a two-state solution.24

Palestinians generally are gravely concerned that a weak PA will bequeath
to Israel more parts of the West Bank in a negotiated agreement. This would
mean that a Palestinian state would be constituted of islands, each isolated
from the other by Israeli security checkpoints and walls. To date, neither
Hamas nor Fateh has had the capacity to come close to achieving an
agreement with Israel that is acceptable to Palestinians as a minimum
solution. Hence, if political progress is not achieved, public trust for both
Hamas and Fateh could be further eroded, leading to further turmoil and, at
worst, an internal Palestinian war. For the PA to accept a democratic order
risks not only that organization’s very survival, but also a complete dissipation
in the public support of both Hamas and Fateh.
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Table 7.7. If Elections to the PLC Were Held today and All Palestinian
Parties Would Participate, Which List Would You Vote for (according to
JMCC Poll No. 62, 16–20 August 2007)?

Percent

Valid Hamas 23.9
Fateh 37.9
Independent Palestine List (Mustafa Barghouti) 4.7
PFLP 3.2
DFLP + People’s Party + FIDA 1.8
The Third Road List 2.5
Martyr Abu Ali Mustafa 3.2
Freedom and Independence List 0.4
Palestine justice list 0.5
Marty Abu Abbas 0.3
The National Coalition for Democratic Justice (Waed) 0.1
Will not vote 22.1
Do not know/Have not decided 2.3
Other 0.8
Total 98.4

Missing System 1.6
Total 100.0
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Conclusion

In investigating the factors, within the three levels, that are relevant for
Palestinian democratization, and in quantifying their relative importance, it is
a pessimistic picture that emerges. The current political situation within the PA
suggests that Palestine is facing a de facto development of two Palestinian
authorities, at least for the short term. This may see the scenario of the
establishment of one Hamas-controlled authority in the Gaza Strip
(‘Hamasistan’), and another, a Fateh-controlled authority, in parts of the West
Bank (‘Fatehstan’). Despite some promising attempts of power-sharing during
the period 2005–2007, Fateh and Hamas have not been able to agree on the
codes of conduct within the PA, and have not been able to solve power-sharing
arrangements. The de facto emergence and development of two politically
distinct systems thereby risks the reversal of all democratization milestones that
have been achieved so far. Civil society, which has had the trust of the public,
and incorporates democratic structures, has historically been critical of the
previous Fateh-dominated PA; however, civil society has also been partially
paralyzed due to the violent clashes between Hamas and Fateh. However,
embryonic attempts are being made to return the parties to reconciliation, and
to continue along the democratic path. Further, the public, with its reservoir of
democratic capital, demands that both Fateh and Hamas act democratically,
and the public judges these organizations on their performance in relation to
that demand. Thus far, in the eyes of the Palestinian pubic, Hamas has made
a better political performance then the previous Fateh-run PA. However,
Fateh’s attempts to marginalize Hamas, and to exclude it from future elections,
further risks bringing the two organizations into open, violent conflict. This
situation is particularly volatile, since Hamas still enjoys the support of a large
portion of the Palestinian population. Such open conflict would certainly have
tragic consequences for Palestinian society, involving the wholesale cleaving
apart of families, since many families have family members associated with
both organizations. At the same time, an internal Palestinian struggle will
weaken Palestinian negotiation capacity towards Israel. Hence, a Palestinian
radicalization may be followed by further stalemates in relations with Israel. In
the long term, this is as disadvantageous for the Palestinians as it is for Israel,
and presents an alarming outlook for peace and democracy in the region.

Notes

1 ‘Hamas’ also means fire, zeal or enthusiasm.
2 Rustow 1999, 16.
3 ‘Frontier’, as it is used in this study, does not include a post-colonial meaning, or linkage

to expanding the western frontiers, or Israeli territorial frontiers, in which an ideology
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with agencies expands from a core towards a spatial periphery (see, for instance,
Aharon Kellerman 1993).

4 Ten interviews were conducted with Hamas PLC members and affiliated persons.
Seventy interviews were conducted with civil society organizations; interviews were
almost entirely conducted by two research assistants, Rebecka Högdahl and Hanne
Johansson. They also co-wrote a BA thesis based upon the empirical data from these
interviews (see Högdahl and Johansson 2007).

5 Lindholm Schulz 1996; Schulz and Lindholm Schulz 1998.
6 The survey data derives from a joint research project between the Department of Peace

and Development Research at Göteborg University (Sweden) and the Department of
Sociology at Birzeit University (West Bank) on Democracy and State Building in Palestine that
was initiated in 1996. Three surveys were conducted: in November 1997, in July 2001,
and in April/May 2006. A random sample of 1308 Palestinians was selected for the 1997
survey, 1492 for the 2001 survey, and 1500 for the 2006 survey. All surveys contained 150
to 200 questions. The target population comprised individuals who were 18 years old or
over and were resident in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip or the city of Jerusalem (under
Israeli control). The samples were made with the help of the Palestinian Central Bureau
of Statistics (PCBS). Although some of the questions were amended, removed, or newly
added over the course of the survey period, several aspects that this study is concerned
with have been measured during each of the three survey stages.

7 A series of agreements are considered to be the basis of the Oslo process. These
agreements are: ‘Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area’, Cairo, 4 May
1994, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Israel.
‘Declaration of Principles Between Israel and the PLO’, Washington, 13 September
1993, Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. XXIII, No. 1, Autumn 1993, 115–2.
‘Israel and the PLO, Agreement on Preparatory Transfer of Powers and Responsibilities’,
Eretz Checkpoint, Gaza, 29 August, 1994, Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. XXIV, (94),
No. 2, Winter 1995, 109–26.
‘Israeli–Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip’,
Washington, 28 September 1995, ‘Israel Information Service Gopher, Israel Foreign
Ministry, Jerusalem’.
‘Protocol on Further Transfer of Powers and Responsibilities’, 27 August 1995, Israel
Information Service Gopher, Israel Foreign Ministry, Jerusalem.
‘Protocol on Economic Relations’, Paris, 29 April, 1994, in Agreement on the Gaza Strip
and the Jericho Area, Cairo, 4 May 1994, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of
Israel.

8 Schulz 2006; Robinson 1997; Ghanem 2001.
9 Sayigh 1997, 258; Giacemen and Lønning 1998.

10 See for instance: www.jmcc.org/new/07 feb/meccaagree.htm and www.khaleejtimes.
com/DisplayArticleNew.asp?xfile ! data/middleeast/2007/February/middleeast_
February141.xml&section ! middleeast&col

11 In the general Palestinian elections of January 2006, Hamas won 74 seats, Fateh won
45 seats, Martyr Abu Ali Mustafa (i.e., PFLP) won three seats, Independent Palestine
won two seats, The Third Way won two seats, The Alternative List (i.e., DFLP) won
two seats, and other non-affiliated candidates won four seats.

12 O’Donell and Schmitter 1986, 6.
13 Norton 1995; Giacemen and Lønning 1998; Schulz 2006.
14 Giacemen and Lønning 1998.
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15 Interview with DFLP sympathizer, 6 October 1997.
16 Brynen 2000.
17 Diamond 1993, 8.
18 Lindholm Schulz 1996, 1999.
19 Frisch and Hofnung 1997, in Brynen 2000, 30.
20 See also Shikaqi 1996.
21 Högdahl and Johansson 2007, 72.
22 www.pcpsr.org/survey/polls/2007
23 Even on the election night, exit polls conducted by the PSR predicted a Fateh victory.
24 See Schulz 2007.
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Chapter Eight

ELECTIONS AND VIOLENCE IN 
SRI LANKA: UNDERSTANDING

VARIATION ACROSS THREE
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS1

Kristine Höglund

Introduction

Democracy has a bloody history in many countries. In Kenya, several
hundred people were killed in the aftermath of the December 2007 election,
generating extensive media coverage around the world. However, this was not
the first time Kenya experienced violence around elections. In the 1997
election, more than 100 people were killed ahead of the election and some
100,000 people left Mombasa during the election period. Another 200 people
in Rift Valley faced a violent death.2 The 1992 election has been deemed even
more violent. While Kenya has largely been calm in between elections,
violence has also proven to intensify or cluster around election times in
countries already experiencing violent confrontation or civil war, as has been
the case in Afghanistan and Iraq. Yet, despite the prevalence of electoral
violence, it has generated scant academic interest.

Why are some elections fraught with violence, while others are relatively
calm? This article addresses electoral violence in Sri Lanka, with the aim of
identifying factors which can explain the variation in electoral violence over
time. A comparison is made between three parliamentary elections (2000,
2001 and 2004), which display a variation both in intensity of violence and
the geographical focus of the violence. Sri Lanka is an important case to
study, since it has experienced substantial electoral violence parallel to an
ongoing armed conflict. In this chapter, I first briefly discuss the enabling
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conditions of electoral violence theoretically, by drawing on both the large
literature on democracy, democratization and elections, as well as the literature
on conflict societies and peacebuilding. To move beyond theory, I empirically
analyse electoral violence in Sri Lanka to see how the factors identified in the
theoretical section plays out in this case. While more in-depth analysis is
needed to determine the causal mechanisms explaining electoral violence in
Sri Lanka, the empirical analysis identifies factors important to understanding
violence and electoral processes.

This chapter suggests that a full understanding of political violence in conflict
societies requires a better conceptualization of electoral violence. This pertains
to both the basic characteristics of electoral violence and the determinants of its
occurrence. The analysis of electoral violence in Sri Lanka indicates that while
the structure and design of the political system are important to understand the
enabling conditions of electoral violence, it is also necessary to study the motives
and actions by agents such as the political parties, monitoring agencies, the
police and the election administration.

Explaining Electoral Violence

Electoral violence refers to a type of violent conflict behaviour that is essentially
determined by its target and timing. This subcategory of violence is directed
against targets specifically related to the electoral process—voters, election
workers, political party workers and candidates, and polling and counting
stations. In addition, electoral violence happens at any or all of these election
times: in the run-up to the elections when voters and parties are being registered
and campaigning takes place; on the day of the election; and in the post-election
period when the votes are being counted and results are announced. Electoral
violence can be carried out by different types of actors, including armed
opposition groups, political parties, and the state security forces.

To understand the occurrence of electoral violence, theoretical insights from
both the peace-building literature and from democracy research are important.
There is a growing literature which describes the special problems relating to
elections in countries which have experienced a civil war or authoritarian
governments.3 There is also a relevant strand of research focussing on how the
design of electoral systems can instigate or mitigate conflict. Valuable
knowledge stems from detailed case studies that have been carried out to
describe and analyse violence in relation to elections and from reports issued by
monitoring agencies, both locally based and international. There are also a few
general studies focusing on conceptual aspects of elections and violence.4 From
this research, important knowledge can be derived concerning the conditions
and processes which instigate or prevent electoral violence.
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A first set of theoretical insights highlights institutional incentives as the driving
forces behind electoral violence. Institutional incentives relate to the electoral
system, the police and the judiciary and the electoral administration. The
electoral system determines the rules of the game and influences both 
the importance of the outcome of the election and how antagonistic the
campaigning may turn out to be. A key distinction centres on the different
incentives created by majoritarian versus proportional electoral systems. For
instance, it has been argued that proportional electoral systems deal with
conflict better because they generally generate a more representative outcome
in the election.5 It has also been argued that there is less electoral misconduct
in proportional systems because individual candidates have more to lose in
‘first-past-the-post’ and other variations of majoritarian systems, because
voters vote for candidates and not parties.6 Although these are theoretically
sound ideas, the broad empirical range of electoral systems, including those
with mixed systems, calls for more research into these questions. An
independent electoral administration and an effective and unbiased police
and judiciary can enforce the electoral laws which regulate the conduct of
elections.7 However, a fundamental problem in many societies is that the
electoral administration—whether party-based or independent from 
the party system—is politicized and subject to political pressures from the
incumbent party. In addition, the police and judiciary system may be weak or
corrupt and individual officers and officials may become victims of
punishment if they do not submit to political pressures. Such weak institutions
provide few sanctions against violence-makers.

A second line of thought emphasises the political, societal and cultural incentives
encouraging electoral violence. For instance, these issues relate to political
patronage and a culture of violence. In societies where employment and
educational opportunities, business contracts and welfare services are dependent
on political patronage, gaining state power becomes a key matter.8 Such
concerns can influence the propensity of political parties and other actors to
manipulate the electoral process with the use of violence. On the other hand, in
societies where jobs, schooling and other social services are distributed fairly,
regardless of who is in power, much less is at stake at election times. An
additional aspect relating to cultural incentives has to do with the role of
violence. In many societies a culture of violence has taken root, making 
violence a legitimate political tool.9 The tolerance for violence can vary not 
only between societies, but also in different subgroups of a country. For instance,
in some countries, political parties frequently use their youth wings or gangs 
of thugs to carry out threats, intimidation or physical attacks against voters 
or candidates. The availability of arms and a legacy of war and violent conflict
are factors which are likely to influence a society’s acceptability of violence.
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Elections and Violence in Sri Lanka

A violent political conflict with ethnic overtures has raged in Sri Lanka for
decades. The armed struggle between the Sinhalese-dominated government
and the Tamil rebels Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) began in 1983,
when the LTTE stepped up its actions in response to anti-Tamil violence
which had spread across the island. However, the conflict had been simmering
for years with recurring spates of violence between the Sinhalese majority and
the Tamil minority. The conflict has its origin in the state-building process that
followed independence in 1948, when demands for a separate Tamil state in
the north and east of the country gained support in response to reforms that
favoured the Sinhalese over the other ethnic groups in the country.10

Moreover, Sri Lanka has experienced substantial political violence in
connection to elections ever since the 1960s. Over the years, this violence has
varied both in types of violence and intensity. To empirically explore factors
influencing electoral violence, this section analyses violence in three
parliamentary elections in Sri Lanka: October 2000, December 2001 and
April 2004. The section begins with a description of the political system and
the electoral design in Sri Lanka. It then provides a brief overview of the three
elections and subsequently an analysis and comparison of these elections.

Political System and Electoral Design

Sri Lanka has a long tradition of elections and electoral politics. Universal
suffrage was introduced in 1931 while still under British rule, and elections
have been held on a regular basis since independence in 1948. The Sri Lankan
society contains several distinct ethnic groups. The Sinhalese make up about
74 per cent of the island’s 18 million people, and are predominantly Buddhist
and Sinhala-speaking. The Tamils, who are mainly Hindu and speak Tamil,
make up some 18 per cent.11 There is also an ethnically distinct Muslim
minority of seven percent. The Tamils are in a clear majority in the Northern
Province, but are only a slim majority in the Eastern Province which also
contains large Muslim and Sinhalese communities.

Political competition has centred on the ethnic issue and the main parties
in Sri Lanka have an ethnic foundation. However, the Sinhalese vote is largely
divided between the two dominant parties that have competed for power since
independence: the United National Party (UNP) and the Sri Lanka Freedom
Party (SLFP). The association of these parties with Sinhala nationalism
fostered the development of Tamil parties.12

The ethnic political mobilization was, to a large extent, the result of an
electoral system in which gave disproportionally large changes in seat distribution
with only a small change in the vote. This system encouraged the parties to
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compete for the Sinhalese majority by appealing to Sinhalese nationalism, and
gave few incentives to take a moderate stand and seek support from other ethnic
groups. The first-past-the-post (FPTP) electoral system in mainly single-member
constituencies and the ‘seat bonuses’ granted to the winner meant that it was
possible to win a majority of seats in the parliament with only 30 to 40 per cent
of the vote.13

In response to the negative effects of the electoral system, a new
constitution was adopted in 1978. The constitutional reform was also an
attempt to provide incentives for better inclusion of the ethnic minorities, and
to come to terms with post-election violence that had become widespread
from 1965 onwards. The new constitution resulted in important electoral
changes.14 A parliamentary system based on proportional representation in
multi-member constituencies was instituted. Moreover, a president with wide
powers and acting both as head of state and head of government would be
elected through preferential voting.

In terms of electoral administration, an important attempt to depoliticize
the electoral process was made with the 2001 Seventeenth Amendment to the
Constitution. The amendment sought to replace the office of the Commissioner
of Elections with an independent Election Commission. It gave the Election
Commission broad powers to, for instance, employ police and military forces
to uphold law and order during elections, and to intervene in media and
broadcasting if misused by the political parties.15

Electoral Violence: Background and Overview

Political violence first became a widespread phenomenon in Sri Lanka in the
late 1950s, and violence in connection to elections entered the scene in the mid
1960s.16 A major local outburst of post-election violence happened in Matale
in the aftermath of the 1965 election. However, in 1970 and 1977 post-election
violence spread across the island, making it a nation-wide characteristic of
electoral politics in Sri Lanka.17 Since then, violence has accompanied most—
if not all—elections in Sri Lanka, whether a parliamentary, provincial, local or
presidential election. Parallel to this violence—and sometimes overlapping
with it—the conflict between the LTTE and the government has continued in
varying intensity. The radical left-wing and extreme Sinhala nationalist
Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna ( JVP) was actively targeting elections as part of
its armed uprisings in 1971 and 1987–1989. But the JVP has now abandoned
the violence track and entered electoral politics.18

Violence has targeted both property and persons, including public servants,
academics, political party candidates and workers, election monitors, and
voters. Sri Lanka has experienced a number of high-profile attacks in
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connection with elections, notably the 1994 assassination of UNP presidential
candidate Gamini Dissanayake during the election campaign, and the 1999
attack on President Chandrika Kumaratunga, in which she lost one eye. Both
these attacks were suicide-bomb attacks with the LTTE as the alleged
perpetrator. However, while the LTTE and other Tamil militant groups have
carried out a substantial part of the violence, the large share of violence in
connection with elections have been the responsibility of the established
political parties, most notably the Sinhalese-dominated SLFP and UNP.

The October 2000 Parliamentary General Election

In 2000 the governing People’s Alliance (PA)—a coalition dominated by 
the SLFP—called elections to be held on 10 October the same year.19

The dissolution of the parliament had become inevitable after President
Chandrika Kumaratunga in August had had to give in to Sinhalese extremists
to postpone a vote on constitutional reform that would have devolved power
to the Tamil-dominated areas. The election was notable for the large number
of candidates and parties competing for power. But, as usual, the main
struggle was between the governing SLFP and the main opposition party
UNP. As in the elections of the 1990s, matters concerning peace or war 
were high on the agenda. While the UNP was willing to make concessions 
to the LTTE by granting the rebels some kind of interim institutions,
the SLFP foresaw a solution to the conflict without negotiations with the
LTTE. The PA gained 107 of the 225 seats in the parliament. However, with
the support of a few other parties—including the anti-LTTE Tamil party
Eelam People’s Democratic Party (EPDP)—PA gained a slim majority and
formed government. The Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP) polled well by
winning 6 per cent of the vote, making JVP a new ‘third force’ in Sri Lankan
politics.20

Polling took place in all 22 electoral districts, including the war-affected
areas of the Northern and Eastern Provinces. At the time, the war was raging
in these parts of the island.21 This meant that fighting between the government
forces and the LTTE continued parallel to the electoral process in, for
instance, the Tamil-dominated Jaffna peninsula. Electoral divisions in areas
held by the LTTE—referred to as ‘uncleared’ areas—were clustered in areas
under government control.22

The monitoring agencies reported high levels of violence both in the 
pre-election stage and on election day. The Centre for Monitoring Election
Violence (CMEV) reports 2044 incidents of violence during the campaigning
period of which 54.8 per cent were major incidents.23 Sixty-six of these were
political killings, and include several LTTE suicide attacks. On election day,
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six murders were recorded, and ‘systematic violence, intimidation, rigging and
vote stuffing rendered the result in 17 electoral divisions in 11 districts
meaningless’.24 Indeed, the election commissioner annulled voting in 22 polling
centers in six electoral districts due to violence and malpractice. The post-
election period was also violent with 39 major incidents, including one murder.

Polling in the war-torn areas, in particular the North, took place in a
distressing security context. Ahead of the elections, CMEV reported
‘concerns regarding the large number of displaced voters, the provisions of
alternate polling centres for voters living in “uncleared areas”, the carrying of
firearms by candidates and supporters during the election campaign, the lack
of adequate security at polling centres, issues related to the inability of some
parties to campaign certain areas of the peninsula, particularly the islands, as
well as the over-arching context of ongoing military offensive which renders
all thoughts of democracy an irrelevant luxury to a population that fears its
very own survival’.25 In the Jaffna peninsula and the Vanni area, it was
difficult for the government and the military to provide the infrastructure
needed to organise the election. On election day, heavy shelling was reported
in Jaffna, ‘allegedly by the LTTE, designed to disrupt the election’.26 The
result was a low voter turn out in the Northern and Eastern Provinces, in
particular in Jaffna and Vanni.27

Beyond the LTTE violence, the People’s Alliance and UNP were accused
of being responsible for the larger share of violence. For instance, PA was the
reported perpetrator in 1031 incidents of the pre-election incidents, while the
UNP was the reported perpetrator in 400 incidents.

The December 2001 Parliamentary General Election

In 2001 the PA lost its majority in parliament after 12 MPs from the ruling
coalition had crossed over to the opposition. For this reason, the parliament
was dissolved and elections announced, to be held in December 2001. The
government crisis emerged after a period under which the PA was facing
severe criticism due to a deteriorating economy and heavy military losses in
early 2001. With a ‘no confidence’ vote coming up, PA opted for elections.28

The election gave the UNP-led electoral alliance a clear majority in the
parliament, and it consequently formed government under Ranil
Wickremasinghe.29 However, Kumaratunga remained as President. The JVP
made a good showing in this election also and gained 9 per cent of the vote.
After the regime change, a ceasefire—brokered by the Norwegian
government—was signed between the LTTE and the Sri Lankan government
in February 2002. This was the first mutual ceasefire in eight years and
resulted in peace negotiations between the parties.30
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The 2001 election was the most violent one since 1994.31 In particular, the
post-election phase saw a high incidence of violence compared to previous
elections. In the pre-election phase, 2735 incidents were recorded, with 1562
(57.1 per cent) of these being classified as major. In total, 83 murders are
reported, of which 10 of the killings are carried out in the post-election period.

Again, polling was to take place in the war-torn areas. The LTTE had
announced a unilateral ceasefire in December 2000 that was extended until
April 2001. But the government did not respond in kind. At the time of
elections, military confrontations between the government and the LTTE were
commonplace. Because of this, the military put up a number of checkpoints
during the day of the election, which meant that tens of thousands of Tamil
voters in the LTTE-held areas were not able to reach the polling stations.32

Political parties used violence during the pre-election phase to ‘disrupt the
campaign of their rivals’.33 While SLFP had allegedly been responsible for 
a large share of the violence before election day, the UNP was allegedly
responsible for most of the violence after the polling. It is interesting to note
that as the UNP took power, the police ‘switched allegiance overnight’.34

The April 2004 Parliamentary General Election

The election in 2004 was a result of a crisis between the incumbent UNP
government and the opposition. In particular, President Kumaratunga and
her party (SLFP) were dissatisfied with the concession made by the UNP to
the LTTE. The crisis was unleashed in November 2003 when President
Kumaratunga took over three important ministerial posts (Defence, Media
and Information, and the Interior) and suspended the parliament. Three
months later, she dissolved the parliament and announced general elections to
take place on 2 April 2004.

The election brought a new government to power in Sri Lanka. Ahead of
the election, SLFP had entered into a new coalition—the United People’s
Freedom Alliance (UPFA)—with some of its former allies and the JVP.
The alliance won the largest share of votes, translating into 105 seats. In the
election, JVP continued to grow and increased its number of seats in parliament
from 16 to 40. The Tamil National Alliance (TNA) was backed by the LTTE
and won eight of the nine seats in Jaffna and 22 in the entire country.
Noteworthy also was the performance of Jathika Hela Urumaya ( JHU), a
newly formed nationalist party consisting of Buddhist monks. JHU gained nine
seats. With support of the JHU and EPDP, the UPFA formed a new
government under Mahinda Rajapakse, who, in 2005, was elected president.35

The election of April 2004 also experienced large-scale violence, but it 
was substantially more peaceful than preceding elections. ‘Generally speaking,
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in the South the election campaign was conducted openly and without major
impediments’.36 However, a significant difference, compared to previous
elections, was that the vast majority of violations took place in the Eastern
province.

In the pre-election phase, 1485 incidents were reported of which 540 
(36.4 per cent) were major. In total, seven people were killed in the violence:
five in the pre-election campaign and two in the post-election phase. There
were no murders during the day of polling, making it one of the more
peaceful election days in the history of Sri Lanka.

The 2002 ceasefire significantly improved security in the war-torn areas.
During the peace process, six rounds of peace negotiations were held between
the government and the LTTE. However, the LTTE left the peace talks in
April 2003. Nonetheless, the ceasefire remained largely intact throughout
2003 and 2004.37 During the 2004 election, specific arrangements were made
to allow the people in the LTTE-held areas to cast their votes at polling
stations on the border between LTTE- and government-controlled areas.
This constituted a significant improvement for voters in the rebel-held
territory. However, the LTTE would not allow candidates from parties other
than those closely aligned with TNA to campaign in the areas under its
control. Political activists of other parties were particularly targeted: a Tamil
candidate of the UNP in Batticaloa and an EPDP activist were killed. Local
election monitors were also attacked. These attacks, along with an
environment characterized by intimidation and threat, seriously undermined
the electoral process in the east and north. The result was that several
candidates from the other parties resigned ahead of election day.38

The increase of violence in the east must be understood against the
background of internal power struggles within the Tamil rebels. In March
2004, the military commander of the east, Karuna Amman, led a revolt
against the LTTE that resulted in the creation of a new Tamil party in the
east. Military confrontation between the LTTE and the breakaway faction
resulted in a large number of casualties and displaced people. While Karuna
and his forces were defeated, the split had seriously questioned LTTE’s claim
to be the ‘sole representative’ of the Tamil people.39 The election provided an
opportunity for the LTTE to consolidate and demonstrate its power.

The 2004 election was the first one held after the Seventeenth Amendment
to the constitution had been passed in 2001. However, the Election
Commission had not been established due to a dispute between the president
and the Constitutional Council over the members to serve on the Election
Commission. Nonetheless, until the commission had been created, the
Commissioner of Elections was authorised to exercise the powers granted the
under the amendment.
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Analysis

The comparison shows that violence was commonplace in all three elections.
However, there is a difference both in terms of incidence and geographical
location of violence across the years. In particular, the 2004 election was
comparatively less violent than those in 2000 and 2001. As an illustration,
Figure 8.1 displays the total number of killings in connection with the elections.

The figure displays a slight increase in killings from 73 murders in 2000 to
83 victims in 2001. However, most notable is the decrease in the number of
people killed in the 2004 elections, with a total of seven. What explains the
generally high level of violence in Sri Lanka and what factors account for the
difference between the elections?

Violence and intimidation are tools easily available in conflict societies.
Electoral violence in Sri Lanka has been encouraged by a political culture of
violence. Over the years, violence has pervaded both individual, social and
political relations and has been established ‘as a legitimate mode of political
behaviour, whether by the state or anti-state forces’.40 Indeed, violence in
connection with the elections studied here was used both by the LTTE and
the more established parties, in particular the UNP and SLFP. In fact, the
UNP and SLFP with allies were the alleged perpetrators in 70–80 per cent of
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Figure 8.1. Comparison between election-related killings in three parliamentary
elections in Sri Lanka.

Source: Figures based on the reports by Centre for Monitoring Election Violence: 2000–2001,
and 2004. The total numbers include murders in the pre-election phase, on election day, and in
the post-election phase.
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the major incidents of violence in the pre-election phase of the three most
recent parliamentary elections. There are direct links between the armed
conflicts and uprisings in Sri Lanka and the violence seen around elections.
One such link has to do with the availability of weapons. For protection,
politicians began to use armed bodyguards and home guards were supplied
with weapons. However, these arms were also used against political
opponents. Political candidates have also been hiring army deserters to
threaten or physically attack rivals. In a more indirect way, the war has been
profitable for many politicians: ‘It needs to be noted that the arms trade and
government contracts associated with the civil war have created many wealthy
people. Not only do these people want to see the war continue, but they also
resort to fraud, bribery, blackmail, and violence to stay in power…’.41

If the elections are compared in more detail, it is discerned how the changing
nature of the conflict influenced the electoral violence. In particular, the peace
process initiated in 2002 changed the nature of violence. The intense armed
conflict—with military confrontations between the LTTE and the government
forces—led to serious flaws in the electoral processes in 2000 and 2001 with the
consequence that a large share of the population, in practice, was excluded
from voting. However, the 2002 ceasefire had a positive effect in the war-torn
areas in the sense that specific arrangements could be made to hold elections in
2004. This meant that people in the rebel-held areas were able to cast their
votes at polling stations on the border between LTTE- and government-
controlled areas. However, the dynamic in the rebel-controlled areas changed in
the wake of the Karuna-faction breakaway, which threatened LTTE’s power
and claim to be the ‘sole representative’ of the Tamil people. For this reason, it
is not surprising that the LTTE used violence in the election to prevent parties
other than its ally TNA to compete in the election. The attacks on political party
workers and candidates put serious question marks around the rebels’ claim to
be striving to transform into a democratic political party.

The LTTE disposition to use violence to win elections or prevent voters
from casting ballots highlights a key characterization of conflict societies.
However, what is striking about the Sri Lankan case is the high incidence of
electoral violence which is not linked to the conflict between the LTTE and
the government, but which is carried out by political parties in the South.
Winning elections brings great benefits in a society in which politics is
patronage-based.42 In Sri Lanka, patronage works not only through the ethnic
group, but is highly family-based and related to caste. As an example, the
SLFP has been highly dominated by the Bandaranaike family. Upon scrutiny,
it also seems like some of the violence is associated with certain candidates
and individuals. For instance, the high levels of violence in 2000 and 2001 in
the Kandy district were linked to the (then) deputy defence minister, who had
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strong political and family ties to the president.43 With the minister’s demise
from top-level politics, the 2004 election in Kandy was much more peaceful.

Elections are moments in which conflicts come to the forefront in the
democratic process. While Sri Lanka is an electoral democracy, it is a flawed
democracy. For instance, in terms of political rights and civil liberties,
Sri Lanka is categorized as only partly free by Freedom House on its website
(www.freedomhouse.org). Civil society is deeply polarised, and the media is to
a large extent used by the political parties for propaganda purposes and to
promote partisan views.44

Does the electoral system design in Sri Lanka provide incentives for
violence? Sri Lankan electoral politics have been characterized by internal
struggles for power both within and between the Sinhalese-dominated parties.
According to some scholars, the electoral reform in 1978 increased rivalry
within the political parties: the parties ‘increasingly tended to nominate those
individuals who either had access to funds to finance their campaign or had
“other power”—namely muscle power or force—with which to coerce their
way to victory. The struggle by individual candidates on a party list to get the
largest possible number of preference votes led to violence—something which
had previously been waged only across party lines—becoming an intra-party
affair’.45 A related issue has to do with the financing of electoral campaigns.
With the introduction of the proportional system and larger electoral districts,
more resources are needed for the candidates to campaign.46

A related aspect is that the proportional system led to a fragmentation of the
political system, with an increasing number of parties taking part in elections. As
a result, it has become more difficult for the political parties in Sri Lanka to win
a majority in the parliament. This has made them more reliant on coalition-
seeking with the minority parties and the less-moderate parties, such as the JVP.47

The hard bargaining before and after election has led to a generally more
unstable political situation and violence. In short, there are several indications
that the electoral system in Sri Lanka does provide incentives for violence.

The institutional strength of the President in relation to the government
has, at times, intensified political conflict in Sri Lanka.48 Ahead of the
elections of 2000 and 2001, power was concentrated in the hands of either
the SLFP or UNP. In contrast, in 2004 the power of President Kumaratunga
was restricted due to the fact that the government and the position of prime
minister were held by an opposing party, the UNP. This resulted in what has
been termed the ‘cohabitation dilemma’, which eventually resulted in the
government crisis and the dissolution of parliament. In spite of the unstable
political situation, the 2004 election was more peaceful than those in 2000
and 2001. One explanation for the relative peaceful polling can be that there
existed a balance of power between the SLFP (holding the president position)
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and the UNP (holding the prime minister position), making violence a less
attractive alternative in the 2004 election.

A common feature of both developing countries and conflict societies are
weak and politicized institutions surrounding the elections. If the electoral
administration, police and judicial system are faulty, those willing to use
violence to influence electoral process can get away with it. According to
monitoring agencies in Sri Lanka, the broad powers given to the election
commissioner after the Seventeenth Constitutional Amendment was
introduced, were instrumental in explaining the relative calm of the 2004
elections. CMEV concludes: ‘Whilst these powers could have been more
forcefully exercised for instance over the state controlled media, the
annulment of polls and repolling in certain areas, the performance of the
Election Commissioner was widely cited as being responsible for the low level
of violence and malpractice outside of the North and East’.49 Moreover, in
2004, it was the first time that the local monitor agencies were officially
permitted to enter the polling stations on the day of elections.50

In Sri Lanka, one difference between the elections is the conduct of the
police. In 2000 and 2001, the police was considered biased toward certain
parties, creating a climate of impunity. For instance, it was argued in
connection with the 2000 election that ‘the most violent areas are precisely
those in which the Police has acted in partisan and unprofessional manner
providing virtual immunity to many prominent perpetrators, while denying
even basic rights and justice to some of the victims’.51 In 2004, on the other
hand, the police observed the electoral laws, and were, for instance, pulling
down unlawful propaganda posters and displays. This, in turn resulted in
fewer attacks and confrontations between rival parties.52

Conclusions

Rampant political violence and malpractice have been part and parcel of
many elections in Sri Lanka. Yet, not all elections have been equally bad.
More research is needed to firmly establish the determining factors for the
incidence and variation of electoral violence in Sri Lanka. While the political
system and electoral design, as well as the conflict context, set the frame for
electoral politics and violence in Sri Lanka, they cannot satisfactory explain
variations across elections. For this, actions by the political parties, individual
candidates, the election commissioner, police and monitors seem to make a
difference. Several pertinent issues for further investigation can be derived
from the analysis in this article.

A first point relates to institutions. The analysis suggests—opposite to most
theories on the implications of electoral systems—that proportional systems
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carry certain risks for electoral violence. The shift to a proportional electoral
system appears to have encouraged intra-party antagonism and the
enlargement of constituencies called for increased rivalry over funds. Perhaps
more worrying for the Sri Lankan context is the vast powers conferred to the
president. With the discretion of the president, key institutions such as the
police and the election administration have been subject to political pressures
from candidates closely aligned with the president. The challenge is to reform
a system—to build in more checks and balances, and to make the police,
judiciary and electoral administration more independent—where many
people are profiting from the status quo.

A second conclusion relates to the importance of political culture. As has
been concluded, a history of conflict and violence in Sri Lanka has created a
political culture permissive to the use of violence in politics. The implications
of such a framework for politics need to be investigated. How does electoral
violence influence the public’s view of politics and democracy? How does it
influence who becomes involved in politics and why? For instance, Sri Lanka
is a country that has an appallingly low number of women in politics with less
than five per cent women in parliament after the 2004 election.53 One reason
may be the level of violence involved in politics that, for women, serves as a
deterrent to engage politically.

A third observation has to do with different categories of electoral violence.
Violence in the war-torn areas, in particular violence instigated by the LTTE
in connection with elections, was strongly influenced by dynamics related to
the peace process and the ceasefire. Thus, the analysis suggests that violence
in disputed areas and the violence between the Sinhalese-dominated parties
in the rest of the country require different explanations.
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Chapter Nine

POST-ACCORD ELECTIONS 
AND ARMED CONFLICT*

Anna K. Jarstad

Introduction

A large number of elections are held each year with the specific purpose of
promoting peace. However, there is an increasing appreciation of the
obstacles involved in electoral processes in war-torn societies. Elections are
often postponed for security reasons. When elections are held, they are often
fraudulent, and marred by violence and boycotts. Former warring parties
frequently play a key role in war-shattered societies and the very issues that
caused the armed conflict are often reflected in the electoral contestation. An
increasing body of literature on war-torn societies has concluded that
elections can even increase the risk of violent conflict.1 The parliamentary
elections in Macedonia and Sierra Leone in 2002 and in Burundi in 2005
served the purpose of sealing the respective peace agreement and established
a new order of governance. However, several other elections held after a
peace agreement, such as the ones held in Angola 1992, Cambodia 1993 and
the Congo 2002, were followed by armed conflicts. These cases raise a
pertinent question about post-accord elections. Why do some war-torn
countries manage to hold elections without subsequent armed conflict,
whereas elections in other countries are followed by such conflicts?

The study is motivated by three reasons. First, there is a policy need for
improved knowledge on the role of elections in building peace. Election is not
only a key component of democratization efforts, but has also become part of
the peacebuilding agenda. The first election after a peace agreement can play

* The author wishes to thank Kristine Höglund for valuable comments and inspiring
discussions on this topic. The research has benefited from generous funding from the Swedish
Research Council.
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a pivotal role for subsequent efforts to promote peacebuilding as well as
democracy. Second, while there is a large scholarly discourse on elections in
general, few studies focus on the particular issue of post-accord elections.
Third, there is no available dataset on post-accord elections and conflict, and
no global study has been conducted.

This chapter serves two purposes: (1) to present a new dataset, PAE 
(Post-Accord Elections), and (2) to conduct an initial analysis of some of the key
variables of this dataset by investigating how the conduct and outcome of the
elections are related to the issue of armed conflict following post-accord
elections. To address the overall query, I first chart the general pattern of
elections after peace agreements. How common is it that peace agreements
stipulate elections and how often are these elections actually carried out? 
I then proceed to investigate how large a share of such elections are followed
by armed conflict. Finally, I address the issue of how the conduct and
outcome of election influence the risk of armed conflict.

The analysis demonstrates that 55 out of 82 peace agreements stipulate the
holding of elections. Legislative elections were also carried out in the majority
of countries—33 out of 37—within five years after a peace agreement had
been signed. However, 17 out of the total 38 legislative elections were
followed by armed conflict. No support was found for the notion that unfree
elections or rebel exclusion from power, as a result of the elections, explain the
prevalence of subsequent armed conflict. Hence, more research is needed to
understand how post-accord elections can promote peace.

The chapter begins by describing the new dataset PAE. Second, I conduct
a tentative analysis of the relationship between post-accord elections and
armed conflict, with a special focus on judgments of ‘free and fair’ conduct of
elections and the fate of rebels in elections. Finally, I summarize the findings.

The PAE Data Collection

In order to study elections held after internal armed conflict, I introduce a new
dataset—PAE (Post Accord Elections)—that contains unique information on
elections conducted after peace agreements struck during the post-Cold War
period. This dataset includes information on post-accord national elections
(presidential and legislative) as well as information on local elections held in new
entities following a settlement on territorial devolution. To date, the dataset
covers elections following all 82 full or partial peace agreements signed during
1989–2004.2 The dataset includes detailed information on the first election 
(of each of the three categories included) held after the peace agreement, but
also records any subsequent elections. However, this chapter focuses only on the
first post-accord legislative elections. PAE also includes data on armed conflicts
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from UCDP (Uppsala Conflict Data Program) until the end of 2007, and on 
power-sharing provisions from two previous data collections TOPAD (Terms of
Peace Agreements Data) and IMPACT (Implementation of Pacts).3

Key Variables

The dataset includes several variables related to post-accord elections. All
cases include the experience of armed conflict and at least one peace
agreement. A peace agreement here refers to a formal document, signed by
the government and one or more rebel groups, which addresses the contested
issue (incompatibility) by settling all or part of it.4 However, not all of these
cases are post-conflict cases, since the signing of a peace agreement does not
always mean that violent conflict ends. On the contrary, there are cases where
armed conflict continues throughout the studied period. Elections Held
captures whether or not legislative elections were held within five years after
the signing of the agreement.

There are two dependent variables that include information on post-
election armed conflict during the period 1989–2007. The dataset only
includes so-called ‘state-based’ conflicts, i.e., armed conflicts in which at least
one government is one of warring parties as defined by UCDP.5 The first
dependent variable, Post-Election Armed Conflict, records if any party in the
country engages in armed conflict that reaches at least 25 battle-related
deaths during a period after the election. For this study, armed conflict is
reported from the day after the election and the remaining period, that being
the same calendar year as the holding of the elections and the calendar year
following the elections. This variable includes armed conflicts involving
signatories to a peace deal as well as non-signatory parties in a conflict, and
any additional conflict behaviour of warring parties in different armed
conflicts in the same country. The dependent variable Signatory Post-Election
Armed Conflict records if armed conflict between the signatories to a peace
agreement resumes (or simply continues) following national elections. Armed
conflict is considered to take place when the government and one or more of
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Table 9.1. Post-Accord Elections 1989–2006

Type Post-Accord Elections

Presidential elections 31
Legislative elections 38
Local elections in new entity 16

Source: PAE dataset as of May 2008 ( Jarstad and Sundberg, 2008).
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the rebel groups that have signed the peace settlement, or a splinter faction of
a signatory group, engage in armed conflict that reaches at least 25 battle-
related deaths from the day after the election until the end of the calendar
year following the election.

In this study, I begin to study two factors that potentially influence armed
conflict after post-accord elections: the conduct of elections (‘free and fair’),
and the outcome of elections (rebel inclusion versus rebel exclusion). Free and
Fair refers to whether the election was considered free and fair by international
or domestic election monitoring assessments. This coding is based on a variety
of sources, ranging from Freedom House to electoral observation missions for
specific elections. It is coded as ‘1’ if the elections were declared free and fair,
and coded as ‘0’ if they were not. Some elections are coded as ‘2’, denoting
that the elections were certified but were deemed by observers to have serious
irregularities or flaws.

The outcome of the elections, particularly the fate of the rebels—Rebel
Outcome—could also be important for peace. In relation to legislative elections,
it is recorded whether rebels, or a political party associated with a former
rebel group, win seats in parliament (Rebel Inclusion) or if the rebels are
defeated or did not participate in the elections (Rebel Exclusion).6

Patterns of Post-Accord Elections

It is widely acknowledged that democratization has become part of the
peacebuilding agenda, but the prevalence and implementation of peace
agreement stipulations on elections is relatively unknown. In this section,
I investigate how common it is that peace agreements stipulate the holding of
an election and how often such elections are indeed carried out. Between
1989 and 2004 a total of 82 peace agreements were signed in 37 different
countries. The data shows that 55 out of these peace agreements stipulated
that elections were to be held on the national level (i.e., for president and/or
legislature). Sixteen peace agreements included provisions for local elections
as part of a territorial power-sharing deal, i.e., they stipulated that elections
were to be held for a new entity of devolved governance. This means that the
vast majority of peace agreements—55 out of 82—provide for elections.

The next question concerns the implementation of provisions for elections.
How common is it that elections are held after a peace agreement has been
signed? In some countries, these agreements introduce democracy for the first
time. In such cases, the first elections after a peace agreement can jumpstart
the process of democratization. However, even when stipulated in peace
agreements, elections are not always held. Some of the parties to a peace deal
may fear that they will lose power as a result of the elections, and therefore
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repeatedly obstruct the electoral process in various ways. Insecurity can deter
political candidates from campaigning in all parts if the country. Intimidation
and violence sometimes hinders people from casting their vote. Under such
circumstances, elections may be postponed for security reasons.

In other war-torn societies, elections are held without a provision in a
peace accord. Procedures of democratic governance sometimes continue
throughout the armed conflict and during the initiation of a peace process.
This was the case, for example, in Chad and Mexico. In order to cover all 
of the first elections held after a peace agreement, I thus also include cases
where peace agreements have been signed but where these do not include
explicit stipulations of elections.

There are several ways of investigating the prevalence of post-accord
elections. One way is to depart from the peace agreements, to see how many
peace agreements were followed by elections within a stipulated period of time.
In many armed conflicts several peace agreements are reached, and there are
also countries where several armed conflicts or peace processes take place
during the analysed period. The 38 legislative elections that have taken place
within a five-year period after a peace agreement was signed could be seen as
a relatively low number: Less than half of the 82 peace agreements were
followed by legislative elections. However, the locus of a legislative election is a
country. Therefore, it is also of interest to find out how many post-accord
countries have held legislative elections. The data shows that elections were
held in a vast majority of all countries where a peace agreement has been
signed. In 33 out of the total 37 post-accord countries legislative elections were
held within five years after the signing of the peace agreement. No legislative
elections following peace agreements in Afghanistan, Ivory Coast, Rwanda,
and Somalia were held during the stipulated timeframe.7

Post-Accord Elections and Armed Conflict

An additional research task is to investigate how common it is that post-accord
elections are followed by armed conflict. According to the PAE dataset, almost
half of the elections—17 out of 38—were followed by armed conflict in the
country. This could indicate that elections in war-torn societies trigger armed
conflict. However, this data should be interpreted with caution. A fairly short
period has been chosen for the analysis of armed conflict following elections in
order to limit the risk of including other triggering events that could lead to
armed conflict. Nevertheless, the coding also captures armed conflicts that are
ongoing before the elections. Moreover, it includes both armed conflicts over
government and territorially based armed conflicts, and it is reasonable to
expect that national elections influence government conflicts to a greater extent
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than territorial conflicts. More is at stake for rebels during national elections in
government conflicts, whereas some local elections can perhaps play a similar
role in territorial conflicts. Taken together, this study provides sufficient
evidence to conclude that elections do not, in general, prove to be effective as a
way to end or prevent new armed conflicts in countries already shattered by
armed conflict.

However, when analysing the behaviour of the signatories, which shows a
subset of relations after a post-accord elections, a different picture appears.
After 30 out of 38 legislative elections there was no armed conflict between
the signatories to the peace agreement during the period from the day after
the election until the end of the following calendar year. This suggests that
peace agreements are indeed important for partial peace following elections.8

Signatories were engaged in armed conflict after eight elections. This means
that only 21 per cent of the elections were followed by post-election armed
conflict among the signatories.

It should also be noted that there has been violent conflict in all of the few
cases where elections have not been held during the analysed period. In Cote
D’Ivoire, there has been violence against civilians, but no armed conflict as
defined by UCDP is recorded. As the dataset only covers cases in which peace
agreement were signed 1989–2004, the 2004 peace agreement concerning
Cote D’Ivoire is the latest one included in the dataset. To date, elections have
not been held (but five years have not yet passed). In Afghanistan, there has
been armed conflict throughout the period included in the dataset. For this
conflict, three agreements are included, two signed in 1993 and one in 1996.
No elections where held within the five-year period.9 Also, after the
agreements in Rwanda (1993) and in Somalia (1993 and 1997), the signatories
were engaged in armed conflict and no elections were held within the five-
year period. This means that refraining from elections does not, in general,
provide for peace. A summary of post-accord elections and subsequent armed
conflict is presented in Table 9.2.
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Table 9.2. Post-Accord Elections and Subsequent
Armed Conflict

Subsequent Armed Conflict

Yes No

Post-Accord Elections Yes 17 21
No 4 0

Source: PAE dataset as of May 2008 ( Jarstad and Sundberg, 2008).
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Features of Elections with Potentially Negative Effects

After concluding that post-accord elections are often followed by armed conflict,
I now turn to the issue of certain characteristics of elections that potentially
influence the risk of subsequent armed conflict. It has been recognized that an
increasing number of more or less authoritarian countries hold elections. The
recent elections in Zimbabwe are illustrative. Events in Zimbabwe and Kenya
have put the focus on the conduct and consequences of elections. If elections are
to be tools for choosing a democratic government, they have to be considered
free and fair.10 It is reasonable to expect that free and fair elections are also
important for peace. In order to study the relationship between the conduct of
elections and the prevalence of armed conflicts following elections, I rely on
information by Freedom House and reports by election monitoring bodies such
as The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE).

The data shows that out of the 38 elections held on time, 28 are classified as
free and fair, eight as not free and fair, one case is partly free and fair, and in
one case information is not available. Five of the 28 elections that were
considered free and fair were followed by armed conflict. After 22 of the free
and fair elections, no armed conflict is reported and, in one case, data on
subsequent armed conflicts is missing. Moreover, there are two cases where
elections were considered free and fair and where armed conflict was reported
following the elections. When omitting the partly free and unclear cases, the
remaining 35 cases are distributed according to Table 9.3.

The data does not show any clear evidence that the judgement of whether or
not the elections are free and fair is associated with subsequent armed conflict.
However, several issues need to be considered with regards to interpretation of
this result. First, cases where armed conflict is ongoing before or during the
elections are also included in the study. This means that any armed conflict
following the elections can just be a continuation of the armed conflict in the
country. Second, other types of violent conflict, such as electoral violence,
communal conflict, riots, etc., are not included in the analysis. Therefore,
the absence of armed conflict does not necessarily imply peace. Third, the
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Table 9.3. Free and Fair Post-Accord Elections and
Subsequent Armed Conflict

Subsequent Armed Conflict

Yes No

Free and fair elections Yes 5 22
No 2 6

Source: PAE dataset as of May 2008 ( Jarstad and Sundberg 2008).
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finding might be a result of data problems. In its release of the World Report
2008, Human Rights Watch raised the issue that the classification free and fair
often is a result of political expediency rather than objective criteria.11 Hence,
some elections are incorrectly labelled free and fair for political reasons. It can,
for example, be the case that the international community prefers a certain
outcome of the elections and choose to endorse it, although the elections were
clearly fraudulent. Hence, this issue warrants more research.

The outcome of elections is another feature of elections that potentially
could generate violence and increase the risk of armed conflict. It is common
that former rebels, or parties associated with warring parties, participate in
the first election after a peace agreement. Because these actors have used
violence to strive for political goals in the past, it would not be surprising if
they resort to arms should they not gain access to political power through the
elections. Thus, I have investigated how the fate of the rebels is related to
subsequent armed conflict.

After 22 out of the 38 elections at least one of the signatory rebel groups did
not gain any seats in the legislature government. There are several reasons for
why groups do not have political power after the elections. Some groups boycott
the elections. This was the case, for example, during the national elections in
Mexico in July 2000, in which the socialist Zapatista Army of National
Liberation (Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, EZLN) decided to not take part.
EZLN also boycotted the municipal elections in the Chiapas region in October
1998. Other rebel groups do not have political branches, and do not transform
into political parties, and can therefore not run in the elections. This was the case
in the elections in Liberia in 2005. In some cases, all signatories are not allowed
to participate in the national elections. For instance, the Palestinian parties were
not allowed to take part in the Israeli elections in 1996 and 1999. Some signatory
rebels fail to gain enough votes to render political representation. A case in point
is the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) in Sierra Leone, which received less
than two percent of the votes in the 2002 elections.

It is commonly assumed that exclusion of signatory groups from political
power increases the risk of violent conflict. In this analysis, there are in total 8
cases where excluded signatory groups resorted to armed conflict. Somewhat
surprisingly, the data shows that there are 15 cases where rebels are defeated or
in other ways excluded from power as a result of the elections, but where there
is nevertheless no post-election armed conflict among the signatories during the
period after the elections. The relevant elections include Bangladesh in 2001,
Georgia 1995, Guinea-Bissau in 1999, Liberia in 2005, Niger in 1996 and
Sierra Leone in 2002.12 Possible reasons for the rebels’ seeming acceptance of
an electoral defeat could be that they have disarmed, or lack other sufficient
support to restart an armed conflict, but further research is needed in order to
understand the causal mechanisms involved in these cases.
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Concluding Remarks

Several findings have been made in the initial analysis of post-accord elections
presented in this chapter. A first set of findings regards the prevalence of post-
accord elections. It is common that the issue of democratic elections is
included in the processes of promoting peace and establishing a new political
order: 55 out of 82 peace agreements stipulate national elections. Elections
were also carried out in the vast majority of countries—33 out of 37—within
five years after a peace agreement had been signed. A second finding is that
post-accord elections do not in general provide for peace: 17 out of the 
38 legislative elections were followed by armed conflict. It should be noted
that my analysis only includes armed conflict. If we include also other types
of violent conflict and electoral violence, the number of elections associated
with violence would be much higher.

Furthermore, two features of elections that are commonly assumed to
influence the likelihood of armed conflict were studied: (1) the conduct of
elections measured by the classification of free and fair elections, and (2) the
outcome of elections in terms of the inclusion or exclusion of the rebels in
government according to election results. Neither the expectations concerning
free and fair elections nor the fate of the rebels received support. The findings
of this initial analysis are rather puzzling and point to a number of problems
concerning lack of data and inadequate methods and theory to capture the
causal mechanism at play. Additional studies are needed to understand under
what conditions some elections turn violent and even result in armed conflict,
while others contribute to ending civil wars. However, this initial analysis of the
new Post-Accord Elections dataset, suggest that, historically, the holding of
elections have been a poor tool for promoting peace. More research is needed
to understand how electoral processes in war-torn countries can be improved
and how to mitigate the predicaments of post-accord elections.

Notes

1 Since the 1990s, democratization has become an integral part of peacebuilding (see e.g.,
Höglund; Höglund 2008a; Höglund 2008b; Höglund, Jarstad, and Kovacs; Jarstad and
Sisk 2008; Mansfield and Snyder 1995; Mansfield and Snyder 2001; Mansfield 2005;
Maoz and Russett 1993; Oneal, Russett, and Berbaum 2003; Paris 2004; Rosato 2003;
Snyder 2000; Thompson and Tucker 1997).

2 Information on the peace agreements is based on the original texts available from the
Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP): http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/UCDP/

3 TOPAD includes information on political, military and territorial pacts in all peace
agreements signed in the period 1989–2004 (Nilsson, Svensson, and Sundberg 2006).
IMPACT contains unique information on the implementation of power-sharing pacts
in peace accords in the post-Cold War period ( Jarstad, Nilsson, and Sundberg 2006).
Data has been coded by Ralph Sundberg.
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4 This study does not include so called process agreements, i.e., agreements that merely
outline a process for how to resolve the incompatibility, or agreements that are to be
confirmed in a forthcoming agreement.

5 The dependent variables only includes state-based conflicts and do not capture what
UCDP refers to as organized one-sided violence (violence directed by the government
or a rebel group against civilians) or non-state conflicts (where two organized groups,
neither one being the state, engage in violence against each other).

6 Defining who is a rebel or rebel-associated party is problematic; see Söderberg Kovacs
(Söderberg Kovacs 2007). Sometimes rebel groups transform into political parties after
a conflict has ended. If this is the case, the coding denotes the performance of this
political party. Examples of such parties include the Revolutionary United Front’s
RUFP (Revolutionary United Front Party), and the National Patriotic Front of Liberia’s
NPP (National Patriotic Party). In other cases, rebel groups are closely linked to political
parties that act within the democratic sphere of a country. The coding then denotes the
performance of this political party. For instance, in the Congo, the different militias have
clear links to ‘normal’ political parties, such as the UPADS party’s support of the
Cocoyes militia ( Jarstad, Nilsson, and Sundberg 2006).

7 The analysis includes a total of 38 such legislative post-accord elections conducted in
33 countries. These 38 elections denote the first legislative election held after a peace
agreement. In addition, the dataset includes information on whether subsequent
elections were held, but these are not included in the present analysis.

8 This is in line with research conducted by Desirée Nilsson. Her research focuses on peace
agreements and has not included analysis of elections (Nilsson 2006; Nilsson 2008).

9 The Bonn agreement is not considered as a peace agreement by UCDP. Therefore, the
2005 elections are not included as post-accord elections in the dataset.

10 The issue of which elections are truly free and fair is open for discussion. See, e.g.,
Diamond 2002; Elklit and Svensson 1997; Lindberg 2005; Schedler et al.

11 This critique was recently raised by the Human Rights Watch in its release of the World
Report 2008, see http://hrw.org/englishwr2k8/docs/2008/01/31/usint17940.htm.

12 In Guinea-Bissau, there was a coup attempt that did not reach the level of 25 deaths. In
Niger there are other conflicts after the election in 1997, but not involving the signatories.
Uppsala Conflict Data Program, UCDP Database. Uppsala: Uppsala University. Online.
Available at http://www.pcr.uu.se/gpdatabase/search.php (accessed 2008/03/19).
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Chapter Ten

PEACE THROUGH DEMOCRACY? 
THE CHALLENGES OF POSTWAR

DEMOCRATIZATION IN WEAK 
AND WAR-TORN STATES

Thomas Ohlson and 
Mimmi Söderberg Kovacs1

Introduction

How can donors and other external actors help to bring about durable peace
and systems of governance based on democratic institutions and norms in
developing countries that have experienced devastating civil wars?
Democratization has become an integral part of contemporary peacemaking
efforts to end civil wars. Because issues of failed governance and exclusive and
discriminatory politics often are the root causes of internal conflicts, democracy
is seen as the cure that may both resolve the issues at stake and simultaneously
build the foundation for a peaceful postwar political order. The logic behind the
view that democracy is a powerful peacebuilding device after intrastate war is
that a democratic society is based on overarching principles, such as the right of
all parties to exist and have a say, mutually agreed rules for the contest for power
and a renunciation of violence as a method for resolving conflicts. As such, it
enlarges the number of possible outcomes beyond losing the war or winning it.
In theory, therefore, building peace through democracy is the ultimate route to
sustainable peace and development in weak and war-torn states.

However, the empirical record of postwar democratization following the end
of the Cold War era has demonstrated that this arranged marriage between
peace and democracy has, in many cases, experienced serious difficulties,
setbacks or even reversals. We argue that one of the key reasons for this
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oftentimes troubled relationship is the structural characteristics of the state itself
in many parts of the developing world, which makes it difficult for the
democratic project to work ‘‘as intended’’. The analytical platform that
constitutes the theoretical point of departure for this study is, thus, the notion of
the relative weakness and strength of states. We suggest that this notion offers a
fruitful approach for analysing the paradoxical trend of democratization in
many parts of the postcolonial world. In postwar societies, the complexities
relating the ending of armed conflict and the legacies of war itself, adds to these
challenges. Democratizing the postwar state is, therefore, a particularly difficult
and hazardous task. International peace custodians engaged in contemporary
conflict-resolution efforts need to take these challenges into account in order to
create and support the conditions for a viable and sustainable process towards
both peace and democratic governance after civil wars.

In this chapter, we bring together selected findings from three separate
social science fields—conflict resolution research, democratization research
and state-making research—to see if some general propositions can be
inferred in regard to that which concerned external actors should do—and
what they should not do—if they want to contribute to a peace that is as just
and stable as possible and to legitimate systems of governance in war-torn
states. We believe that the integration of knowledge from these separate
strands of research can bring to light a number of critical aspects of postwar
democratization that would otherwise fall into something of a ‘‘grey zone’’
between these diverse research fields.

The chapter begins by briefly discussing the broader pattern and trend of
democratization in the post-Cold War era. In particular, it addresses the
observation that the last wave of democratization now seems to have come to a
full stop, and the trend is towards a growing number of ‘semi-democratic’ states
around the globe. It then goes on to outline some of the structural anomalies of
weak states, that is, anomalies in comparison to the ‘ideal’ Weberian strong-state
model; anomalies that are likely to affect the probability of success for democratic
transitions to generate both consolidated democracies and durable peace. The
third section attempts to extract from the peacebuilding literature some general
characteristics of postwar societies, characteristics that serve to exacerbate the
weakness of the already-weak state and adds to the challenges of postwar
democratization. On the basis of the findings presented, the final section infers
some general principles and guidelines for external actors who seek to further
the causes of peace and democracy in contemporary civil war peace processes.

In the Aftermath of the Democracy Euphoria

A wave of democratization swept through Eastern Europe, the former Soviet
Union, some parts of Asia and the Middle East and the majority of countries
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in Sub-Saharan Africa at the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s
(Huntington 1991).2 Internal and external factors interacted to spark a wave
of political liberalization, followed in many cases by democratic reforms. The
initial euphoria within the international community was, however, followed by
growing disillusionment a few years down the road. The outcome of this
promising process of political change varied from genuine transformations
and relative successes to halted transitions, backslides to authoritarianism,
military coups and state disintegrations, with the large majority of countries
falling somewhere between these extremes (Chege 1995, Young 1999).

In some countries, escalating and repeated political violence and outbreaks
of armed conflicts followed in the wake of initiated transition processes. This
led some scholars to argue that democratizing states as part of the foreign
policy agenda of Western states to promote peace might, in fact, prove to be
a dangerous strategy as democratizing states are more likely to experience
armed conflicts than are both mature democracies and stable autocracies
(e.g., Mansfield and Snyder 1995). Subsequent quantitative research
supported these propositions and added important clarifications. It was
suggested that while political change increases the probability of armed
conflict, such change alone does not explain the higher frequency of conflicts
in semi-democracies, as the conflict propensity of semi-democracies does not
seem to change over time. ‘Consolidated’ semi-democracies, in which no
significant political change has occurred for some time, are still more conflict-
prone (Hegre et al. 2001). Although the accuracy of these statistical findings
have been questioned in more recent research (Strand 2007, Vreeland
forthcoming), it remains true that the diverse and oftentimes unexpected
outcomes that followed this upsurge of democratization shattered the hopes
shared by many political leaders in the West that the spread of democracy
around the globe would lead both to the establishment of consolidated and
stable democratic regimes as well as widespread peace between states.

Close to twenty years after the end of the Cold War, the third wave of
democratization is effectively over and ‘[t]he movement for global
democratization has greatly faded or been lost in many parts of the world’
(Carothers 2008, 113). The number of democracies around the globe has not
changed much over the last ten years, even suggesting the possibilities of a
democratic recession (Diamond 2008, 119). Interestingly, it is increasingly 
being argued that many countries are not really ‘democratizing’ at all, suggesting
a direction and a movement of change, but should more appropriately be
described as being ‘stuck’ in the middle zone. These states combine the
‘rhetorical acceptance of liberal democracy’, such as the existence of some
formal democratic institutions and respect for a limited sphere of civil and
political liberties with ‘essentially illiberal or even authoritarian traits’ (Ottaway
2003, 3). Critically, Ottaway (2003, 7) argues that this state is deliberate.
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Hence, these states should not be viewed as countries that are ‘struggling
to democratize’. The dual nature of their political outlook has in fact become
a convenient way for the rulers of the country to appear democratic while at
the same time keeping the very logic of the political system authoritarian in
order to ensure their own grip on power.

Indeed, the most important characteristic of these so-called ‘semi-
authoritarian’ states is the persistence of mechanisms that effectively prevent the
transfer of power through democratic elections. This is what makes these states
‘semi-authoritarian’ rather than ‘semi-democratic’ in nature. There is no way to
truly challenge the incumbent in power, in spite of the presence of a reasonably
free press, space for civil society and opposition parties. Political competition is
fiction, and power is not generated through elections or any formal democratic
institutions. In addition, because of this discrepancy between the way power is
generated and allocated in reality and in practice, there is generally no
investment in the democratic institutions of the state. Instead, these are
constantly being undermined by the elites, through manipulation or control, in
order to prevent them from becoming too effective, independent or powerful.
Furthermore, the market economy of these states is oftentimes as much a façade
as the political system. Lastly, and paradoxically, these states oftentimes appear
to have a fairly active civil society. However, civil society’s contribution to politics
is more limited that it may appear and often reflects the interests of the regime
in question (Ottaway 2003, 14–19).

These findings regarding the state of democracy around the globe after the
end of the third wave of democratization have important theoretical and policy-
relevant implications. The empirical experiences of democratization in some
parts of the developing world seem to be at odds with some of the assumptions
and predictions found in mainstream theoretical works on democratic transitions
and democratization, as well as in policy-related documents influenced by these
writings. This is particularly true in relation to ideas about the legitimacy and
capacity of the state itself and the ability of the current democratization process
to overcome and outlast pre-democratic structures of power.

As noted by Carothers (1999, 93–94), the majority of the most influential
theoretical works on democratic transitions and democratization that
dominated the academic debate in the early 1990s built on the experiences of
democratization in Latin America, Southern Europe and, to some extent,
Eastern Europe (e.g., Di Palma 1990, Linz and Stephan 1996, O’Donnell and
Schmitter 1986, Przeworski 1991). In many of these cases, the existence of the
state itself was not at issue. Hence, the literature on democratic transitions
grounded in these experiences also tend to assume a state whose existence 
is not at issue. That is, many of these theories took for granted the prior
existence of a consolidated and often relatively strong state. However, in many
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postcolonial states, notably found in Sub-Saharan Africa, the state entity 
itself is weak and lacks legitimacy. This weakness is often exacerbated by the
lack of capabilities and resources that are required to overcome this structural
weakness. An analysis of democratization in this part of the world thus has to
start with a discussion regarding the state that is to be democratized.

In addition, as noted by Ottaway (1997b, 7), democratization requires a
radical shift in the nature of political power, something that is likely to be
opposed by those who stand to lose from such changes. It is not possible to bring
about major changes in the ways these states operate without confronting,
changing or challenging those structures and without understanding in whose
interests the present system works. The whole idea that you can export a
structure and superimpose it on to already-existing structures, without taking
into account the interests, loyalties, hierarchies, power and authority structures
of the present system, is therefore doomed to fail. This may instead lead to a
‘premature closure’ of the transition process; in other words, the establishment
of democratic procedures and institutions before a real change in the nature of
power has taken place (Ottaway 1997b, 3). The transitional dynamics of the
democratization process disappears and, instead, façade democracy is
entrenched, that is, a ‘frozen’ situation in which a democratic surface without
much substance has been superimposed onto more or less unchanged power
structures. Such a state of affairs is troublesome, irrespective of whether the
democratic transition follows after a civil war or not, especially in the light of
the findings about the long-term aspects of the conflict propensity of semi-
democracies. However, the risk of the consolidation of a semi-democracy is
particularly acute in a situation when the war has made the weak state even
weaker. Arguably, in such a situation it may be even more difficult to find ways
to overcome and outlast traditional structures of power as well as the power
structures that prevailed during the recently terminated war. Yet, at the same
time, the need for democracy to work may be greater than elsewhere. This calls
for a greater attention to these matters in current attempts to introduce or
reinforce democracy in postwar societies.

The Character of the Weak State

As noted above, the most prominent theories within the field of democratization
commonly assume the prior existence of a state closely resembling the
Weberian ideal type. The defining properties of such as state include the
following: ‘unchallenged control of the territory within the defined
boundaries under its control, monopolization of the legitimate use of force
within the borders of the state, and the reliance upon impersonal rules in the
governance of its citizens and subjects’ (Harbeson and Rothchild 2000, 7).
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However, such a definition is essentially misleading, as it fails to capture the
great empirical variety among contemporary states in the international
system in the postcolonial era. The great majority of postcolonial states that
gained independence in the post-1945 era do not fulfill these criteria. These
states gained external sovereignty after independence through international
recognition, but have yet to develop the internal characteristics that define the
basis of statehood in Weber’s definition.

The notion of the relative weaknesses and strength of states provides a way
to capture and portray these real world differences.3 Buzan (1991) argues that
the state contains three interlinked components: the physical basis of the state;
the institutions of the state and the idea of the state. The physical basis of the
state includes its defined territory, population, resources and wealth, while the
institutions of the state ‘comprise the whole machinery of government,
including its executive, legislative, administrative, and judicial bodies as well
as the laws, procedures and norms by which they operate’ (1991, 82–3). The
idea of the state is commonly found in the idea of a nation or in an organising
state ideology that may be political, economic or religious in character. The
idea of the state is the most vital component of the state, essential to its
coherence and purpose, as it provides the mechanism for persuading citizens
to subordinate themselves to the state’s authority. Strong and vividly held
ideas serve to bind the state into an entity and gives it socio-political cohesion,
which in turn gives legitimacy to the state entity. However, ‘[i]f the ideas
themselves are weak; or if they are weakly held within society; or if strongly
held, but opposed ideas compete within society: then the state stand on fragile
political foundations’ (1991, 79). States in which all three components are
clearly defined, well articulated and interconnected to sustain and support
each other are thus stronger than states with the opposite characteristics
(1991, 97–8).

Holsti (1996, 82–98) suggests that legitimacy is the critical variable when
attempting to explain the relative weakness and strength of states. According
to him, legitimacy may be conceived of in two dimensions: vertical and
horizontal legitimacy. Vertical legitimacy establishes the connection, the ‘right
to rule’, between society, the political institutions and the regime. It is the
belief by the population in the rightfulness of the state and its authority to rule
the state. If the regime’s claims to authority are not accepted by large
segments of the population, then either the claims have to be changed or the
rulers have to convince the people that the claims are indeed legitimate.
However, where legitimacy claims and popular expectations overlap or
coincide, the state gains significant strength, as rule is based on consent (Holsti
1996, 104–5). Horizontal legitimacy concerns the limits of and criteria for
membership in the political community that is ruled. It refers to the nature of
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the community over which formal rule is exercised, to the attitudes and
practices of individuals and groups within the state towards each other 
and, ultimately, to the state that encompasses them. If the various groups and
communities within the state accept and tolerate each other, horizontal
legitimacy is high. However, it fails to develop or is destroyed when one or
more groups systematically and over a period of time dominate, oppress or
threaten the security of other groups and communities (Holsti 1996, 106–8).
Sudan is one example where such measures have been frequent. But the
phenomenon is not exclusive to authoritarian states, which the prolonged
armed conflict in Northern Ireland was ample evidence of.

Thus, vertical legitimacy is about responsible authority and voluntary
subordination and horizontal legitimacy is about mutual acceptance and
tolerance at elite and mass levels. The two dimensions interact: lack of
horizontal legitimacy within society may lead to the erosion or withdrawal of
loyalty to the state and its institutions and those that are excluded might seek
their own political arrangements. The relationship may also be reversed:
dubious vertical legitimacy may create, maintain or exacerbate horizontal
legitimacy (Holsti 1996, 88). States may thus be placed on a continuum of
strength, where the great majority of states most of the time fall somewhere
between two extremes. At the weak extreme are states in which central
government authority has failed or collapsed. Liberia, Sierra Leone and
Somalia are examples of states that at times have been in this category. Yet, state
strength and legitimacy are variables, not constants. Over time, states move on
the continuum in various directions (Holsti 1996, 90). Hence, strong states are
strong precisely because they are seen as more legitimate in the eyes of its
citizens than are weak states. Another way of putting it is to suggest that such
legitimacy rest on a kind of social contract between key actor groupings in
society (state, market, civil society), a contract that has at least the following
three criteria: the state’s use of violence is limited and predictable; the state
contributes to or guarantees minimum levels of socio-economic well-being and
physical security of the citizens; and citizens have a measure of control over the
polity, that is, how power is exercised and by whom (Wallensteen 1994, 63–4).

Hence, in sum, the term ‘weak state’ is a somewhat ambiguous concept, but
we argue that a weak state is, in general, characterized by (1) lack of societal
cohesion and consensus on what organizing principles should determine the
contest for state power and how that power should be executed, (2) low
capacity and/or low political will of state institutions to provide all citizens
with minimum levels of security and well-being, (3) high vulnerability to
external economic and political forces, and (4) low degree of popular
legitimacy accorded to the holders of state power by portions of the citizenry.
The lack of legitimacy is a logical result of the preceding three characteristics.
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Closely related to legitimacy is the issue of patrimonialism. The term was
coined by Weber to characterise a situation in which the objective interests of
the state are indistinguishable from the subjective interests of the ruler or the
regime in power. For example, the formal state apparatus has generally been
weak in most African states throughout the post-independence period in
terms of its structure, resources and performance. The legitimacy and
authority of a leader at any given level within the state has instead, to a great
extent, been a function of the efficiency of the patrimonial network he or she
controls. Thus, the distinction between objective/collective state interests, on
the one hand, and the leader’s subjective/private interests, on the other, is
blurred. In a patrimonial system, rulers base their claim to power, their
authority and legitimacy, on powerful but informal structures of vertical
patron–client relationships, with rewards going top-down and support going
bottom-up in the system. Contemporary African states often show a hybrid
political system in which the customs and patterns of patrimonialism 
prevail alongside modern state features. The characteristic feature of
neo-patrimonialism is thus the incorporation of a patrimonial logic into
bureaucratic institutions. The ruler ensures the political stability of the regime
and personal political survival by providing security and selectively
distributing rewards and services (Bratton and Van de Walle 1997, 61–3). The
late Mobutu Sese-Seko of (then) Zaire and the former Kenyan President
Daniel Arap Moi are frequently cited examples of neo-patrimonial authority
in Africa (Barkan 2000, 230).

What are the implications of patrimonialism for the advancement of
democracy? Systems of patronage in Africa constitute a formidable societal
force: they have survived colonialism, communism, failed attempts at socialist
transformation, the onslaught of structural adjustment programmes and the
Cold War. In addition, they are often grounded in what appears to be
basically sound political cultures of consensus-seeking, nonviolent conflict
resolution and a nuanced balance between notions of rights and
responsibilities among societal actors. Even if these ‘good’ features have
become perverted over time, the above would still seem to constitute an
argument for making patrimonialism part of the solution, instead of just
labelling it as one basic cause of Africa’s troubles. However, in relation to
durable conflict resolution and democracy, there are at least three serious
problems with patrimonial systems. First, they are exclusive. Often lacking in
both will and resources, leaders do not or cannot co-opt all segments of the
population into the system. The fact that some are excluded from power,
influence and wealth makes patrimonial systems both conflict-prone and
undemocratic. Second, they tend to reward loyalty and obedience instead of
efficiency and creativity, with productivity and resource growth as important
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victims. Third, patrimonial systems often generate corruptive practices not
acceptable to the citizenry at large.

This adds up to a call for an alluring but elusive paradox we term Weberian
patrimonialism. Can Africa create systems of rule that combine ‘good’ aspects
of patrimonialism with modified Weberian principles? One recent problem in
this respect is that after the Cold War, patrimonial structures became more
difficult to sustain due to reduced external resource flows, with the result that
both the formal and informal structures of political authority and legitimacy
were eroded, while demands for democratization became an almost
permanent feature of the conditions tied to donor assistance. As noted earlier,
this may lead to the establishment of a ‘semi-democratic’ state, an outcome
that is both potentially conflictual and inherently undemocratic (Hegre et al.
2001; Ottaway 2003). A premature closure of the democratization process
and the ensuing entrenchment of façade democracy would again turn the
post-Cold War state into an effective instrument for precisely the clientelism,
corruption, malpractices and conflict potential that democracy was supposed
to help eradicate.

Democratizing the Weak State

According to Holsti (1996, 116–7), the political leadership of the weak state
faces a fundamental dilemma. The state must be strong to build more unity
within the society and to establish legitimacy by providing security and other
services to the population. However, the leadership does not have the
resources and/or the political will to accomplish these tasks, and therefore
often resorts to predatory and kleptocratic practices or exacerbate social
tensions between groups in society, which only further undermines the
strength of the state. The weak state is thus caught in a vicious circle:
‘Everything it does to become a strong state actually perpetuates its weakness’
(Holsti (1996, 117).

Job (1992, 28) argues that governments in weak states are preoccupied with
the short-term perspective precisely because their survival is dependent on the
strategies they pursue for the moment. Consequently, it is rational for these
regimes to adopt policies that, for example, utilize scarce resources for military
buildups, to suppress the political opposition, and to regard as dangerous
communal movements that promote alternative identifications and loyalties.
Chabal and Daloz (1999) suggests that this state of political and economic
disorder in many African states should not only be viewed as a state of failure
or neglect, but should also be seen as a condition that offers opportunities for
those who know how to play the system. The weakness and inefficiency of the
state has certainly limited the scope for good governance and economic
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growth, but it has nevertheless been profitable to many African political elites.
The instrumentalization of the prevailing political disorder may thus function
as a disincentive to the establishment of a more properly institutionalized state
on the Weberian model as well as to the implementation of a democratic
political system. Indeed, Chabal and Daloz (1999, 14) ask: ‘[w]hy should the
African political elites dismantle a political system which serves them so well?’.

Due to the structural chacteristics of the weak state and the predicament of
politics that follows, democratization is a major challenge. Injecting external
resources into such a process is therefore a complex and hazardous task.
Importantly, aid to reshape institutions in states that have just embarked on a
democratic transition is not a self-contained effort, disconnected from the
society in which the institutions are rooted; that is, the structures of powers,
authority, interests, loyalties, traditions and legitimacy that make up the dense
of socio-political life in that state. One cannot proceed to bring about major
changes in the ways these institutions operate without confronting the
changing of those structures. It is thus necessary to ask why the judiciary or
the parliament is weak, whose interests the weakness serves and whose
interests are threatened or bolstered by reforms in those areas. It might be
possible to change the symptoms through institution-building, but designing
support for democracy promotion cannot change the underlying systemic
pathologies (Carothers 1999, 101–2).

It has therefore been suggested that democracy promotion in most parts 
of the developing world is likely to fail unless accompanied by a strategy for
state reconstruction. At the core of the problem is the fact that the state itself
is in question and in need of reconstruction. The weak state must become
stronger before it can be reformed (Ottaway 2000, 11). Genuine political
transformation is more likely to take place if it begins with changes at the level
of state power. The process of democratization has to be undertaken largely
from the centre and driven with considerations of power and legitimacy
rather than in terms of participation. The lack of participation and
articulation of interests through formal political parties is itself a symptom of
the political systems in weak states, not itself a cause (Ottaway 2000, 119).

However, as noted by Ayoob (1995, 176–80), the competing demands
associated with state-making and democratization can lead to internal
tensions and might pave the wave for either state failure or state repression.
The political leadership in many developing states realizes that the survival of
the state and the regimes depends on defusing the crisis of legitimacy they
face. However, many rulers have resisted this trend and refuse to allow any
political participation, largely because they fear they will loose political power.
In such cases, considerations of regime security clash directly with those of
state security and take precedence over it and therefore threaten the survival
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of the state. Thus, the trajectories of democratization and the consolidation
of coercive power in the hands of the state must not diverge radically; the two
processes should not be allowed to become polar opposites of each other.
Faced with a choice, leaders will invariably opt for political stability and
control over democratization. Democratization cannot thrive in the absence of
the political order only a strong state can provide. Democratization, therefore,
must complement, rather than contradict, the process of state-making, Ayoob
argues (1995, 182–3).

The Legacies of Civil War and Democratization

The situation above is typical of many postcolonial states, notably found in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Africa is also the continent where a large number of the
armed conflicts of the post-Cold War era have occurred. In the ten-year
period from 1997–2006, no less than fourteen major armed conflicts were
fought in Africa, of which all but one was intrastate in character (Harbom
2007, 94). Added to the general difficulties of democratizing the postcolonial
weak state, are the specific challenges found in many postwar societies.

As noted by Licklider (2001, 697), in a typical postwar society, the
infrastructure has been destroyed; the currency has been undermined,
commerce has come to a standstill, agriculture has been devastated, there is
no foreign investments and no basis for exports, and unemployment is sky
high. The distinction between war and peace is thin in the postwar state. The
situation is characterized by high levels of insecurity and mistrust not only
between the parties, but also within the parties, and between the elites and the
population. Many stand to lose from the new political order. At the same time,
the expectations are high on the new postwar order to deliver everything from
peace and democracy to better economy, jobs and food on the table. In
addition, the military means are often still available and present in society as
are the structures of war. Hence, given these unfavourable conditions in the
aftermath of a civil war, it may be seen as remarkable that so many peace
agreements are reached and, even more so, that any of them lead to durable
peace and legitimate rule (Licklider 2001, 697–98).

In spite of this, and as noted by Paris (2004) extensive peacekeeping
missions have in the last fifteen years or so pursued a broadly common
strategy of seeking to introduce political democracy and liberal market
economy in war-scattered societies on the assumption that it will also help to
build a sustainable peace. Just as Mansfield and Snyder (1995) pointed to the
potentially destabilizing effects of democratization in general, Paris (2004)
points to the potentially destabilizing effects of democratization and
economic liberalization in postwar societies. Both systems, per definition,
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encourage conflict through competition. This focus on competition, while
likely to generate positive and stimulating effects in a stable and consolidated
democracy, gives raise to a number of pathologies in postwar societies. These
pathologies are not only potentially negative in the short-term perspective;
they can also impede further progress towards both sustainable peace and
democratic governance (2004, 156–9).

Specifically, Paris (2004, 159–68) points to five such pathologies, or
unanticipated consequences of economic liberalization and political
democratization, that can undermine the prospects for both peace and
democracy in postwar societies. First, democracy presupposes an active civil
society to counterbalance the state. However, not all civil-society organizations
in the shattered postwar state foster democracy; some foster hatred and
intolerance. Promoting civil society may therefore increase polarization and
intolerance, rather than the opposite. Second, opportunistic leaders frequently
exploit intercommunal distrust as a means of building political support. Fear is
one of the most effective ways to mobilize support in a divided society. Third,
elections may become focal points for violent and destructive competition.
Fourth, elections can legitimize the power of politicians who use their new
status to reverse the transition. Fifth, economic liberalization often imposes
significant social costs in the short term. It may create victims among those
groups in society who are dependent on government subsidies and social
spending and widened economic inequalities and gaps in the society at large.
These pathologies are further reinforced by the nature of the postwar society
itself, which is often highly divided and polarized, lacks a culture of peaceful
conflict resolution and crosscutting cleavages. Furthermore, postwar societies
frequently lack the necessary institutions to channel competition, and even
when they do have such institutions in place, these are often entrenched by
partisan politics (Paris 2004, 168–75).

As an alternative approach, Paris (2004, 179–211) suggests that concerned
international actors and third parties engaged in these peace efforts should
focus their attention and resources on creating a framework of effective
institutions prior to promoting political and economic competition. The
purpose should be to limit the potential for social conflict through institution-
building, but also through encouraging a certain sequencing of events 
when promoting democratization in postwar societies. Some of these
recommendations appear generally sound and unproblematic (at least in
theory), such as the recommendations to design electoral systems that reward
political moderation, regulating and controlling hate speech, and promoting
economic reforms that moderate social conflict. Others, however, appear
more problematic in the light of the previous discussion concerning the
character of weak states and the logic of politics that prevail in such states.
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For example, Paris (2004, 188–91) suggests that postwar elections should be
postponed until moderate political parties have emerged and mechanisms for
ensuring compliance with the results have been established. But such a
suggestion has implications that Paris fails to recognize. First, for how long
should one wait? It may take decades before such preconditions are in place.
Second, the critical momentum of the transition may be lost. Third, the
postponing of elections raises questions concerning responsibility and
accountability for the implementation of the peace agreement and the
reconstruction of the state. The use of transitional arrangements in the time
period between the signing of a peace agreement and the holding of elections
may be a useful strategy for many reasons, but it also carries with it certain
risks pertaining to the lack of legitimacy that such arrangements often are
plagued with. The same is true for situations in which the international
community takes on the prime responsibility for the postwar political order.

Another major problem with Paris’ alternative approach, which he terms
‘institutionalisation before liberalisation’ is the failure to recognize that
democratic reform, whether in the form of basic institution-building or
promoting political and economic competition, challenges and threatens
already existing institutions and power structures in society. There will always
be actors and institutions that stand to lose from such political and economic
reforms. The advice that international actors, above all, should focus on
developing effective security institutions and a professional and neutral state
bureaucracy is therefore likely to encounter resistance from all those actors
that thrive under the conditions of the weak state and the political disorder
that emerges from it.

A related problem concerns his advice that the international community
should encourage the development of civil-society organizations of
crosscutting nature and proscribe those that advocate violence. While the
advice in and by itself appears attractive, it raises questions concerning
ownership and legitimacy. What about those genuine local grassroots
organizations that are inherently undemocratic? Can they be conducive to
peace? And how can external actors identify ‘good’ versus ‘bad’ civil society?
There is a potential tension between the aim of promoting associations and
organizations that are perceived as legitimate in the eyes of the population
concerned versus promoting civil-society organizations that foster the kind of
democracy that most donor countries wish to see emerge.

Last, and importantly, Paris (2004) fails to recognise that peace and
democracy are two different, and sometimes competing, goals that do not
necessarily work to support and reinforce each other in weak and fragile
postwar societies. Sometimes advances in democratization threaten the newly
acquired peace, at other times compromises made in the name of achieving
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peace between warring protagonists in a civil-war peace process function as an
obstacle or hamstring on the emerging democratization process ( Jarstad and
Sisk 2008). In addition, and related to this point, Paris’ alternative approach
places a strong emphasis on the importance of institution-building. As such, it
tends to overlook the other critical pillar of democratic governance, namely,
democratic norms. Naturally, the fostering of democratic norms and the
growth of a political culture built on the values of democratic governance is a
process that is likely to take much longer than the building of democratic
institutions, and is less likely to fit nicely into the democracy-assistance
packages offered by the international community. However, as noted before,
the fostering of the underlying norms are critical in order to avoid the
trappings of façade democracies. In addition, it may be norms rather than
institutions that make up the critical causal mechanism that may explain the
fact that democracies rarely, if ever, go to war against each other (Russett
1997). As such, norms may hold the key to both the reawakening of the
dormant wave of democratization and to perpetual peace.

Conclusions

What are some of the possible implications of these findings for external
support to postwar democracy transitions? This final section offers some
general observations and recommendations concerning the role of outsiders
in promoting both peace and democracy in postwar societies.

First, while democracy is, by definition, a method of resolving societal
conflicts in a nonviolent manner, the process of democratization is a 
conflict-generating process. Like war termination and conflict resolution,
democratization involves dramatic shifts: new methods of deciding who is to
have political power, new methods for exercising political power and often—
and, as a consequence—new balances of power and new power holders. It
goes without saying that this is conflictual, particularly in a weak state where
the hold on state power often comes across as the only route to influence and
wealth. The stakes involved in the postwar democratization process are
therefore high. At the same time, the legacies of the armed conflict—the
presence of arms and dissatisfied and unemployed ex-combatants—offer
tempting opportunities for those who have incentives to oppose the new
political order. Hence, concerned international actors should focus on both
lowering the stakes involved in these transition processes and creating effective
systems of carrots and sticks for changing the incentives structures of the key
political actors involved in the struggle for postwar spoils.

Second, the structural conditions for moving successfully from democratization
to democracy are most often lacking in weak states. The process may therefore
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be halted or reversed, leading to façade democracy, renewed autocracy,
semi-authoritarianism, collapse of central authority or some other point on the
democratic continuum. This risk is further underlined by the noted
discrepancy between policy prescription and theory on the one hand, and
empirical realities on the other. There is an apparent danger for an unhelpful
alliance, effectively in support of façade democracy, between complacent
donors with a short-term interest and leaders or governments in weak states.
Prescriptive democratization, using the constitutional engineering methods
and political institutions of strong states as role models, often means that a
political structure becomes superimposed onto a political culture that may
have no intrinsic relationship to this structure. Yet, strong states are strong in
part because their political structures do reflect the deeper political culture of
their societies. Such harmony, it can be argued, generates political legitimacy,
vertical and horizontal. If there is too much disharmony between culture and
structure, the transition may therefore fail. Hence, less attention should be
given to the specific mechanics and constitutional engineering of any one
model of democracy, especially in a postwar weak state. Instead, donors would
probably do better if they focussed on the concept of legitimacy, vertical and
horizontal, as the goal and philosophical point of departure for mapping out
support to postwar democratization processes. Political conditionalities should
be altered, not abandoned. They should refer to norms and principles of
democracy—such as tolerance, rule of law, human rights and mechanisms for
nonviolent conflict resolution—rather than to specific political structures and
institutions. We believe that the current focus on institution-building in
contemporary peacebuilding missions must not completely overshadow the
importance of supporting the emergence of democratic norms, which may
prove critical for the establishment of a consolidated democracy as well as
sustainable peace and development.

Third, donors should seek to assist in doing something about the negative
dimensions of patrimonialism: political exclusion, the tendency to reward
loyalty instead of efficiency, and corruption. We also argue, in this context,
that political justice in many cases has preeminence over its close companion,
poverty eradication, at least if the goal is legitimacy and conflict avoidance.
The logic behind this conclusion is simply that leaders at the head of any
unjust political structure will always find a way of co-opting added material
resources into their personalized patronage system. Put differently, more
resources to a bad leader or to a bad system will not improve the performance
of that leader or the distribution patterns within that system.

Finally, peacebuilding and the promotion of democratization in the aftermath
of a civil war must be accompanied with a strategy for state reconstruction. The
weak and war-torn state is unlikely to democratize unless accompanied by efforts
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to strengthen the state itself. The current emphasis on counterbalancing the
influence of central state authority through the promotion of civil society and
decentralization makes little sense in situations in which the state is weak or
nonexistent. However, having said that, we caution against those who argue that
economic growth and development can only flourish under conditions of
political stability created through central authoritarian control. In fact, the
opposite is true. Sustainable peace and development is likely to take place only
under conditions of legitimate rule, good governance and respect for basic
human rights. Democracy is the only known system that has the ability to protect
and uphold such values in the long term. The biggest risk with the current
approach to postwar democratization is not just that it might not prove effective,
but that it might possibly prove counterproductive. If the postwar democratic
system does not deliver according to the expectations of the population
concerned, people might start to question the legitimacy of the democratic
system itself. It is therefore critical that concerned third-party actors focus their
efforts on finding the right balance between short-term needs of delivering
visible peace dividends, such as employment, security and human rights, and
long-term needs of state reconstruction.

Notes

1 The order of presentation is alphabetical. The authors have contributed equally to this
chapter. Parts of this paper have previously been published elsewhere. See Thomas
Ohlson and Mimmi Söderberg (2002) and Mimmi Söderberg and Thomas Ohlson
(2003).

2 According to Huntington (1991), the third wave of democratization began in Portugal
in 1974 and then spread through Southern Europe and Latin America in the 1970s
and 1980s. For the sake of conceptual clarity, it has been argued that the wave of
democratization linked to the ending of the Cold War should be referred to as a fourth
wave, rather than the continuation of the third wave (Ottaway 1997a).

3 For a general overview of the concept see Job (1992) and Ayoob (1992, 1995). Some
authors use it in a developmental/institutional sense (e.g., Thomas 1989), while others
emphasize the security dimension and the internal security dilemma (e.g., Buzan 1991),
and some focus on state-society relations (e.g., Migdal 1988).
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